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Abstract
HIGHER TENSILE FORCES ACROSS CELLULAR JUNCTIONS AND AN INTACT
NUCLEAR LINC COMPLEX IS REQUIRED FOR EPITHELIAL FUNCTION AND
STABILITY
By Vani Narayanan
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering at Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2020
Director: Daniel E. Conway, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Biomedical Engineering
Recent advances in three-dimensional (3D) cell culture systems have provided key insights into
the understanding of biochemical and physiological states of native tissue. A significant
progress in the field of mechanobiology involves measuring cellular traction forces in a more
native 3D environment.

However, the effects of mechanical forces exerted across cellular

junctions and the nuclear LINC complex, in an organized 3D system has not been investigated
thus far. Epithelial cells spontaneously form acini (also known as cysts or spheroids) with a
single, fluid-filled central lumen, when grown in 3D matrices. The size of the lumen is dependent
on apical secretion of chloride ions, most notably by the CFTR channel, which has been
suggested to establish pressure in the lumen due to water influx. In this work, we hypothesized
that stretch induced via osmotic pressure is a major generator of increased cell-cell junction
force in epithelial acini. Using FRET-force biosensors for E-cadherin we observed significant
increases in the average tension per molecule for each protein in mature 3D acini as compared
to 2D monolayers. Increases in CFTR activity resulted in increased E-cadherin forces,
indicating that ionic gradients affect cellular tension.

Direct measurements of pressure

revealed that mature acini experience significant internal hydrostatic pressure (37 +/- 10.9
Pa). Changes in CFTR activity resulted in pressure and/or volume changes, both which affect Ecadherin tension. Increases in CFTR chloride secretion also induced YAP signaling and cellular
14

proliferation. In order to recapitulate disruption of acinar homeostasis, we induced epithelial to
mesenchymal transition (EMT). During the initial stages of EMT, there was a gradual decrease
in E-cadherin force and lumen pressure that correlated with lumen infilling.

Strikingly,

increasing CFTR activity was sufficient to block EMT. Our results show that ion secretion,
coupled with increased cellular tension, is an important regulator of morphogenesis and
homeostasis in epithelial acini. Desmosomal cadherins are another important component of
cell-cell junctions in many tissues. Loss or impairment of desmosomes presents with clinical
phenotypes in the heart and skin as cardiac arrhythmias and skin blistering, respectively.
Because heart and skin are tissues that are routinely subjected to large mechanical stresses,
we hypothesized that desmosomes, similar to adherens junctions, would also experience
significant tensile loading. To directly measure mechanical forces across desmosomes, we
developed and validated a FRET-force biosensor. When expressed in human cardiomyocytes,
the force sensor reported high tensile loading of DSG-2 during contraction. Additionally, when
expressed in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK-2) epithelial or epidermal (A431) monolayers,
the sensor also reported tensile loading. Finally, we observed higher DSG-2 forces in 3D
MDCK-2 acini when compared to 2D monolayers. Another critical structure of the cell is the
linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complex that has recently been transpired as a
potent mechano-sensor. Mutations in LINC complex components may be relevant to cancer, but
how cell-level changes might translate into tissue-level malignancy is unclear. We hypothesized
that the LINC complex was a necessary component for epithelial function. In this project, we
show that inducible LINC complex disruption via (DN)-KASH1 in human mammary epithelial
MCF-10A cells and canine kidney epithelial MDCK-2 cells mechanically destabilizes the acinus,
suggesting that the LINC complex is necessary for acinar equilibrium. We observed that
increased mechanical tension due to upregulation of Rho-kinase-dependent non-muscle myosin
II activity coupled with asymmetric mitotic spindle orientation results in lumenal collapse.
Additionally, cells expressing DN-KASH1 exhibited slower migration speeds in response to a
15

scratch wound cell migration assay, consistent with prior reports in fibroblasts. Collectively, our
findings provide a potential mechanistic explanation for how disruption of LINC complex may
contribute to a loss of mechanical integrity in the epithelia, and how tensile forces across cellcell junctions is an important regulator of epithelial organization and maintenance of
homeostasis.
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1.1.

A Rationale for This Study

A customary trend of any cellular system, regardless of the degree of complexity, is to maintain
homeostasis. All biological systems thrive to maintain balance while adapting to conditions that
are optimal for their survival. Instability within the native tissue is known to influence
development of disease and its progression. Most cancers, wherein complex tissues such as
the lung, kidney and breast are affected, arise from disruptions in the epithelia (1-6). While
several studies have highlighted the epithelium as a coherent barrier that strives to establish
equilibrium at all times (7, 8, 9, 10), it is not fully understood how mechanical cues, generated
between cells, externally and/or within the microenvironment regulate tissue homeostasis.

With the advent of 3D cell culture systems, a realistic mimic of in vivo cell behaviors has been
attainable. As opposed to epithelial cells grown on planar substrates, benign glandular
structures exhibit differential behavior. Epithelial acini, housing a well-interconnected network of
cell-cell and cell-matrix contacts, are characterized by polarized layers of epithelia surrounding a
fluid-filled lumen that recapitulates the in vivo milieu (11, 44, 45, 46). A striking hallmark of
invasive carcinomas (12) as well as diseases such as cystic fibrosis (13, 14) and poly-cystic
kidney disease (PKD) (15) is a significant loss in polarity coupled with defective cellular
arrangements. Therefore, understanding the preservation of epithelial integrity from a multiscale perspective is critically important to decipher how tissue-level dynamics and homeostasis
are regulated.

An essential aspect of morphogenesis and homeostasis is attributed to stabilizing structures
such as membrane junctions (16, 17) and extracellular matrices (18, 19). While recent studies
have identified the role of E-cadherin in lumenogenesis and homeostasis (20-22), cadherinmediated mechanical regulation of acinar structures is poorly understood. Recent innovative
18

work has also highlighted the remarkable effect of fluid mechanics in morphogenesis and
development. Of particular importance is the apical membrane chloride channel, CFTR (Cystic
Fibrosis Transmembrane Regulator), the phosphorylation extent of which governs fluid influx
into developing lumens (23-26). Osmotic gradients established across membranes via CFTR
and/or other transmembrane ion channels, power fluid transport into the luminal space, resulting
in an outward hydrostatic pressure that regulates organogenesis and tissue development (27,
28). Regulation of osmotic gradient resulting in an internal osmotic pressure is imperative for
normal acinar morphogenesis. The generated positive fluid pressure contributes to mechanical
cues which in turn imposes mechanotransducive effects at tissue level (29, 30). Decades of
research have modeled junctional cadherins, such as E-cadherin and desmosomes, as potent
mechano-transducers that actively respond to mechanical cues generated within the tissue
environment (31-33), dynamically regulating many morphogenetic and physiological processes
(34, 35). Nonetheless, the translation of osmotic gradients to mechanical stresses that are
exerted across cell-cell contacts is yet to be elucidated. Our work demonstrates the role of
CFTR-driven osmotic pressure in regulating epithelial acinar morphogenesis and homeostasis
via increased mechanical tension across E-cadherin. This dissertation also features the
significance of desmosomal cadherins as mechanosensitive proteins and the importance of
forces exerted across these adhesion molecules which are imperative for proper epithelial
function.

Downstream transcriptional regulation, in response to forces experienced by cells in their native
tissue environment, has symbolized the nucleus as a critical structure of the epithelium (36, 37).
Over the recent years, cell-cell, cell-matrix and nuclear crosstalk have shown to sustain
morphogenesis and stability (38-40). Recent studies have identified other cytoskeletalconnected structures such as the nuclear LINC (linkers of the nucleus and cytoskeleton)
complex as a critical mechanosensitive region of the cell (41-43). As we probe deeper into the
19

mechanics of tissue morphogenesis, the role of the nuclear LINC complex in regulating
mechanical stability and integrity in a 3D environment remains indeterminate. Here, we show
that disruption of the nuclear LINC complex causes epithelial luminal collapse, as a
consequence of increased actomyosin contractility in response to nuclear-cytoskeletal
disconnections. Well-established communication between the nucleus and the cytoskeleton is
essential to regulate acinar morphogenesis and mechanical integrity.

The work presented in this dissertation demonstrates the critical role of the nuclear LINC
complex and cell-cell junction forces in the regulation of normal epithelial function and
maintenance of tissue homeostasis.

1.2. Objectives
To assess the role of osmotic pressure-induced tension across E-cadherin in the
regulation of glandular acinar development and maintenance of epithelial tissue integrity.
Over the recent years, a greater appreciation has emerged for cellular biomechanics in tissue
development (48, 49, 50). Numerous studies have demonstrated E-cadherin as a potent
regulator of epithelial morphogenesis and homeostasis (20, 21, 22, 47). While several existing
methods of force measurement such as traction force microscopy are well-suited to compute
cellular traction forces in 3D (51, 52, 53, 54, 133), the role of molecular tension across the force
receptive molecule in epithelial acinar structures remains unexplored. Therefore, I hypothesized
that: osmotic gradients established across cellular membranes regulates fluid influx into the
enclosed luminal space in epithelial acini and the resultant osmotic pressure developed inside
the lumen increases tension across E-cadherin and hence, increases cellular proliferation, and
prevents disruption of homeostasis (Figure 1.1). This work highlights the effect of mechanical
forces across E-cadherin in the maintenance of acinar morphogenesis and homeostasis. With
20

Figure 1.1. Osmotic pressure-driven mechanical tension across E-cadherin drives
cellular proliferation and inhibits homeostatic disruption. Increase in ionic gradients result
in a surge of fluid transport into the luminal space. The resultant osmotic pressure from the fluid
influx induces mechanical stretch across E-cadherin. Subsequent increase in polarized tensile
forces E-cadherin translates into downstream transcriptional signaling events, that include but
are not limited increased cellular proliferation. Increased forces experienced by E-cadherin aid
in the inhibition of TGF-β1-induced EMT, a precursor to tumorigenesis and fibrosis, thereby
maintaining epithelial acini homeostasis.

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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the help of a previously developed FRET-based force biosensor, the E-cadherin tension sensor
module (Ecad TSmod), mechanical forces exerted across the adhesion molecule was
determined to be higher in 3D as compared to 2D monolayers. I and my collaborators in this
work, established that a significant amount of osmotic pressure is generated within the acinus
during morphogenesis, which in turn, induces osmotic stretch across the cell-cell junctions.
CFTR-induced osmotic pressure was found to be a major generator of increased cell-cell force
in acinar structures. Of particular interest to this work is the downstream transcriptional
regulation by E-cadherin in response to polarized tensile forces across the tissue. Consistent
with recent findings (55, 56), the work presented in this dissertation suggests that higher
molecular tension across E-cadherin in response to osmotic stretch is necessary for increased
cell proliferation. Homeostatic disruption by TGF-β1-induced EMT (Epithelial to Mesenchymal
Transition) decreased tensile forces across the adhesion molecule, which was otherwise
prevented by increasing E-cadherin force as a result of osmotic pressure-induced stretch. The
role of ionic gradients as potent mechano-regulators of E-cadherin force and hence, epithelial
acinar morphogenesis and acinar plasticity has been elucidated in Chapter 3.

To probe the role of desmosomes as mechanosensitive proteins in the epithelia. The
findings from Chapter 3 shed light on the relevance of ionic gradient-induced tension across Ecadherin in regulating morphogenesis and homeostasis in glandular acini. An extension of this
work would be to explore other potential cell-junctional targets that have previously shown to be
involved in regulating proper functioning of the epithelium. Prior studies have shown that cellcell junctional cadherins serve as mechano-sensors and actively respond to mechanical cues
generated within the native environment [57, 58, 59, 60]. What still remains unclear, however, is
whether intercellular junction proteins, such as desmosomes that are associated with the
intermediary filament network, experience mechanical force. Desmosomes are specialized
adhesive junctions that are abundant in cells that experience mechanical loading and possess a
23

primarily structural function (61, 62). Epithelial tissues such as the skin (63, 64) and heart (65,
66, 67), wherein desmosomal cadherins are known to play a vital role, are subjected to
considerable mechanical stress on a timely basis. Given the critical nature of this adhesive
complex, it was hypothesized that: Desmoglein-2 (DSG-2), a desmosomal cadherin, is
subjected to mechanical load. A FRET-force sensor was developed and validated in order to
estimate mechanical forces exerted across desmosomes. Tensile loading of DSG-2 was
observed to be higher in contracting human cardiomyocytes. MDCK-2 and epidermal (A431)
monolayers expressing the full-length DSG-2 tension sensor module depicted lower FRET
(indicating higher tensile force) across DSG-2, compared to their respective force-insensitive
controls. Strikingly, mechanical forces experienced by DSG-2 expressing MDCK-2 acini were
significantly higher as compared to monolayers thereby suggesting the importance of
desmosomes in regulating and maintaining tissue integrity. A detailed presentation of these
results is provided in Chapter 4.

To determine the role of the nuclear LINC complex in the epithelium. Our findings in
Chapter 3 and 4 cover the mechanical role of cytoskeletal-mediated cell-cell adhesion
molecules in regulating and maintaining epithelial function and stability. Another interesting
addition to the entirety of this study would be to establish the vitality of the link between the
nucleus and the cytoskeleton. The LINC complex, that spans the nuclear envelope, facilitates
communication between the nuclear interior and the cytoskeleton. Recent findings have shed
light upon the physiological relevance (68) and mechano-sensing property of these
macromolecular scaffolds (41, 69). However, the structural and mechanical role of the LINC
complex in acinar structures is not fully understood. Thus, the hypothesis was that; the LINC
complex, both structurally and mechanically, is necessary for epithelial acinar morphogenesis
and homeostasis. Disruption of the nucleo-cytoskeletal connections via (DN)-KASH1 mutation
resulted in luminal collapse, which was established to be linked but not limited to increased
24

actomyosin contractility. Therefore, in this study, the role of the LINC complex as a critical
structure in the epithelium is demonstrated and is presented in detail in Chapter 5.
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2.1. Glandular acini morphogenesis

Two-dimensional (2D) cell culture has been an important pillar of the drug discovery process for
a long time. However, its limitations have been widely recognized due to the inadequacy at
emulating the physiological milieu in its entirety (70). The advent of three-dimensional modeling
of cellular systems has uncovered a plethora of possibilities that aid in gaining a better
understanding of the native tissue. While 2D systems involve growing monolayers on planar
substrates, 3D cell culture systems harbor clusters of cells that spontaneously grow into
complex spheroids with a well-marked tissue architecture.

Epithelial acinar structures impulsively arrange into polarized layers of epithelia encasing a
hollow lumen (71). Apicobasal polarization becomes more prominent during the initial stages of
acinar morphogenesis. The reorganization of α6-integrin to the periphery as a result of cyclic
AMP (c-AMP) regulation (72), over a period of 7 days, renders the inner cells lacking cell-matrix
contact. As a result of the reorganization event, which is critical for lumen initiation, the centrally
located inner cells undergo ECM-detachment mediated apoptosis or anoikis (73, 74). Prior
reports have indicated the activation of the pro-apoptotic BH-3 only family of proteins, of which
Bcl-2 interacting mediator of cell death (Bim) is a key regulator of anoikis (74). The correlation of
c-AMP with elevated levels of the pro-apoptotic protein, Bim, suggests their role in luminal
clearance and its maintenance (75). cAMP, on the other hand, triggers the activation of cAMPdependent protein kinase A (PKA) that stabilizes Bim at the post-translational level thereby
promoting inner cell death and hollow lumen containing acini (76, 77). Taken together, acinar
morphogenesis involves the close regulation of a series of events that result in polarized layers
of epithelia encasing a hollow lumen.

2.2. Osmotic pressure regulates epithelial acinar size and tissue development
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Throughout the years, the development of a complex multicellular organism has been viewed as
a persistent game of trial and error. The structure and form of tissues are highly optimized to its
physiological role and significance. Nonetheless, what still remains a matter of debate is how
environmental conditions such as changes in osmolality and/or hydrostatic pressure translate to
these adaptations. In multicellular organisms, the epithelial barrier interminably conforms to
constant changes in biological activity through specialized proteins that regulate ionic secretions
and hence, water transport. Transport of the solute across membranes of acinar cells creates a
hyperosmotic lumen. It is clear by virtue of perception that if water is to passively move into the
luminal space, favorable osmotic gradients across both apical and basolateral membranes is
essential. Although the routes of fluid flow across epithelial membranes is not entirely
understood, decades of research have widely accepted co-transporters and aquaporins as
regulators of trans-epithelial water transport (78, 79, 80, 81).

The cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) was one of the first epithelial
ion channels to be identified and cloned (82). The apical membrane anion channel is vital for
fluid and electrolyte homeostasis in many organs, including the lung, kidney and intestine (83,
84, 85). CFTR regulates chloride (Cl-) secretion along with bicarbonates and other ions down
an electrochemical gradient that is established across membranes of secretory epithelia via
various channels (86). The overall rate of Cl- secretion is determined by the rate of basolateral
entry of the anion via a Na+/K+/2Cl- isoform (NKCC1), which is primarily driven by the inward
chemical gradient of Na+ (87). Additionally, leakage of potassium (K+) out of the cell via an array
of K+ channels (primarily basolateral) determines the membrane voltage, that in turn results in
an increase in basolateral K+ conductance in order to recycle the K+ brought into the cell by the
Na+/K+ pump. One of the key mechanisms regulating the Cl- secretory activity of CFTR is piloted
by the basolateral Na+/K+ ATPase in coordination with other K+ channels located on the
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basolateral

membrane

(88,
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The

electrogenic

Na+/K+ ATPase

thereby

creates

electrochemical gradients for active secondary anion secretion across the membranes. The
resultant electrical driving force subsequently probes Cl- exit via CFTR across the apical
membrane. Mutations in the gene that codes for CFTR (90) and/or other defects in the channel
that include loss of cAMP-activated Cl- conductance (91), is linked with the impairment in
channel function and fluid composition. Decades of research has highlighted CFTR as an
attractive target for cystic fibrosis (CF) lung disease. However, emerging studies have identified
other chloride channels that are Ca+-dependent, and water channels (aquaporins) as alternative
targets (92, 93, 101).

It is apparent that CFTR is not the sole route for apical Cl- exit. Yet, it is no doubt the
predominant pathway for Cl- secretion in response to agonists that act via cAMP/PKAdependent phosphorylation of the pump; the phosphorylation extent of which orchestrates Cltransepithelial transport and subsequent fluid flow (98, 99). One such agonist that elevates
cAMP levels via interaction with membrane-bound adenylyl cyclase, is forskolin (96, 97). Of
particular importance is the profound effect of this naturally occurring diterpene in threedimensional model systems that closely mimic epithelial tubes and tissue cavities. Elevated cAMP levels activate the normally inactivated PKA by binding to their regulatory domains that
undergo subsequent conformational changes thereby detaching the catalytic subunits. The
liberated catalytic subunits are now free to interact with numerous proteins via phosphorylation
at their Serine/Threonine residues. One particularly attractive target for activated PKA is the
apical chloride channel, CFTR. Forskolin, a cAMP-agonist, has been previously associated with
CFTR-dependent lumen swelling in organoids (94, 95). Prior studies have also depicted lumen
shrinkage with blockage of the chloride channel (CFTR) via inhibitors such as CFTR (inh)-172
(100).
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Polarized epithelial lumens that originate from tubes or cavities surrounded by monolayers or
multiple cells, are ubiquitous in organs (102). In the case of open lumens, the ionic secretions
flow with the physiological medium. On the contrary, osmotic gradients created across epithelial
membranes as a result of ionic secretions into closed luminal cavities, drives fluid influx into the
luminal space and hence, lumen expansion (103, 104). Recent studies have correlated lumen
expansion with periluminal tension arising from contraction of cells and the cortical actin layer
surrounding the lumen and cavity, respectively (105, 106). Of note, S. Dasgupta et. al. (2018)
laid out an elegant model describing the dynamics of lumen formation, and the importance of
balance between osmotic pressure build-up in the lumen, fluid influx and paracellular leak (107).
Assuming that acini encasing a luminal cavity are compliant; in accordance with Laplace’s law, it
can be posited that changes in ion secretions regulate the hydrostatic pressure build-up. The
resultant increase in circumferential tension then translates to increased tension across the
cadherins during lumen expansion. However, what remains undetermined thus far is the role of
mechanical forces at the cellular level in response to the established osmotic gradients
generated within the microenvironment. Encouraged in part by advances in imaging techniques
and biochemical assays, studying the role of mechanical stimuli in the regulation of epithelial
acini morphogenesis and homeostasis may not seem implausible.

2.3. Adherens junction proteins and the mechanical role of E-cadherin in tissue
homeostasis

Mechanical cues in the form of tensile and/or compressive forces are known to have an impact
on cellular organization and tissue architecture. As opposed to forces applied externally,
internally generated adhesive forces are imperative for cell disruption resistance and
subsequent cell-cell dissociation at the contacts. Maintenance of strong cell-cell adhesions is
thus an integral part in establishing tissue stability. Adherens junctions are one such group of
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strong cell-cell adhesion protein complexes that support cell-cell contacts via cytoplasmic
linkages to the actin cytoskeleton. These specialized protein complexes have been previously
shown to contribute to structural integrity and homeostasis of the epithelia (108, 109).

Specialized cellular junctions mark an integral part of the intact and well-organized epithelial
tissue architecture. Prior studies have observed significant rearrangements in adherens,
desmosomal cadherins, and tight junctions during tubulogenesis (121). Of particular interest are
the adherens junctions that contribute to tissue integrity and homeostasis. Cadherins are a large
family of transmembrane glycoproteins that function as adhesion-mediators in most tissues of
the body (110, 111). The classical cadherins initiate cell-cell contacts through trans-pairing
between cadherins on neighboring cells. The highly conserved intracellular domains of the core
adherens junction molecules form protein complexes with cytoplasmic proteins, aka the
catenins, that regulates the state of cadherin-associated adhesive bonds (112). Cadherins
control various facets of embryonic development that include tissue boundary formation (113,
114), tissue shape modulation due to cellular rearrangements (115, 116) and histological cell
state transformations during fundamental processes such as EMT (Epithelial to Mesenchymal
Transition) (117). With progression into adulthood, cadherins are involved in a multitude of
regulatory functions that include but are not limited to epithelial barrier maintenance, repair and
tissue homeostasis (118). Epithelial tissues, such as the lining of the gut and the epidermis, are
continuously subjected to physical, chemical and biological insults on a timely basis. Given the
rapid turnover rates, cadherins aid in the regulation of cell renewal and barrier maintenance
(119, 120).

Classical cadherins such as epithelial cadherin (E-cadherin), are calcium-dependent cell-cell
adhesion molecules that are characterized by long extracellular and cytoplasmic domains. The
internal domain that constitutes the cytoplasmic tail, associates with an array of intracellular
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proteins. Prior studies have demonstrated the cytoplasmic stretch of E-cadherin to physically
interact with ß-catenin and α-catenin, which then associates functionally with the actin
cytoskeleton (122, 123, 124). Over the years, the dynamic interactions of the cadherin/catenin
complexes with the actin cytoskeleton has identified E-cadherin as an attractive target in
mechanobiology. As a potent mechanosensory element of the cell, it responds to changes in
tension and/or compression by allowing adaptive reinforcement at the cell-cell contacts (31,
126). Additionally, mechano-transduction can be thought of an energy expensive process. Prior
studies have implicated the role of E-cadherin in cellular metabolism during cell-stiffening that
increases contractility in response to forces (127). The cell-cell contact sites serves as hot spots
for Rho A activity in response to force engagement and hence regulate subsequent cytoskeletal
reorganization, and downstream effects such as gene regulation and differentiation (129). The
increased myosin-generated contractility, mediated by E-cadherin, allows for a reciprocal flow of
information between neighboring cells and its microenvironment. The positive feedback loop
necessitates homeostasis maintenance by actively distributing forces to coordinate cellular
reorganization and tissue integrity (125, 126).

Given the critical nature of E-cadherin for normal cellular response, any dysfunction of the
glycoprotein is known to be paired with disease progression and morbidity (128). Poor adhesive
interactions with the microenvironment is one of the hallmarks of tumor progression.
Downregulation of E-cadherin has previously been associated with loss of cadherin-binding
p120-catenin (130, 131) and impaired tubulogenesis (20). In addition, prior studies have
implicated the significance of E-cadherin in regulating acinar polarity, cellular proliferation and
PTEN levels (132). As a force sensitive receptor, E-cadherin actively responds to mechanical
cues within the environment thereby striving to maintain tissue homeostasis and structural
integrity.
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2.5. Desmosomal cadherins as potent regulators of epithelial tissue development and
homeostasis
While adherens junctions aid in maintaining epithelial tissue architecture and function, another
group of proteins that emerged later in evolution are the essential “spot-weld” proteins, aka
desmosomes. These highly specialized junction complexes tether intermediary filaments
(another component of the cytoskeleton) to the plasma membrane and are critical to tissues that
endure constant physical stress, such as the skin and heart (133, 134). Desmosomal cadherins
are calcium dependent molecules that mediate adhesion at the junctional membranes via their
extracellular domains. Desmogleins (Dsgs) and Desmocollins (Dscs), the two types of
transmembrane desmosomal cadherins, are associated with desmosomal plaque proteins via
their cytoplasmic tails. Members of the armadillo and plakin family of linker proteins; namely,
plakoglobin and desmoplakin, interact with the cytoplasmic domains of the desmosomal
cadherins (136, 137, 138) and in turn, provides a binding platform for the stress-bearing
intermediary filaments to the plasma membrane. Through their site-specificity (135) and
adhesive properties, desmosomes facilitate supra-cellular scaffolds that form adhesive bond
networks and thus imparts mechanical strength to tissues.

It is fascinating how certain tissues such as the epidermis and cardiac muscle are resilient to
routine physical stress and shearing forces. Desmosomes that function as crucial mediators of
strong cell-cell adhesions resist mechanical stresses due in part to their ability to switch
between weaker and hyper-adhesive states (160). Desmosomal cadherins that are members of
the cadherin family form weak adhesive bonds and like their counterparts, are calciumdependent. These bonds can be easily disrupted and/or formed with modulation of calcium
concentration (158, 159). However, after the initial assembly of these dynamic adhesion
molecules, the desmosomal cadherins become resistant to disruption that would have otherwise
been induced by calcium chelation, thereby attaining a hyper-adhesive state (159, 160). Hyper33

adhesion is an interesting phenomenon that distinguishes desmosomes from other adhesion
molecules and is known to be regulated during vital processes such as wound healing and
embryonic development via protein kinase C (PKC) signaling (161, 162). While it has been
shown that desmosomes play an integral part in mediating strong cell-adhesions that aid in the
maintenance of tissue integrity, the role of desmosomes as mechanosensory elements of the
cell remains unexplored. Thus, it would be interesting to explore how mechanical forces across
desmosomal cadherins are regulated during vital processes such as wound healing wherein
desmosomes undergo changes between adhesive states.

While classical cadherins are typically characterized by homophilic interactions (141), prior
reports have unraveled the predominant heterophilic nature of interactions between
desmosomal cadherins (142, 143).

As crucial regulators of strong cell-cell adhesions (139,

140), desmogleins and desmocollins play a central role in maintaining tissue integrity and
function. Loss of desmosomal structure or assembly results in cellular disorganization and
defective cell-cell communication that dysregulates tissue development. Several debilitating
conditions involving mutations in the desmosome protein families most often present cardiocutaneous syndrome that is characterized by cardiac defects and ectodermal abnormalities
(144, 145, 146, 147). It is also interesting to note that desmosomal mutations can either be
inherited as dominant and/or recessive alleles, wherein haploinsufficiencies (148, 149) and/or
other genetic mutations (150) have been reported. Prior studies have also indicated the
inactivation of desmosomes by autoimmune antibodies and toxins that come from infectious
bacteria; predominantly observed in the desmoglein subfamily (151). Based on the molecular
consequences that ensue from desmosome malfunction, it is fair to state that desmosomes are
critical regulators of tissue function and homeostasis.
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Apart from the functional importance of desmosomes in promoting adhesive bonds between
cells, several studies have suggested a possible role in tissue differentiation and development
(133, 138, 152). Conflicting theories have long speculated misexpression or changes in the ratio
of desmosomal cadherins in the epidermis to be linked to altered tissue differentiation and
cellular proliferation (137). For instance, the significance of desmocollin-3 (Dsc-3) in
keratinocyte differentiation (156) and early development of mouse embryo (157) confirmed that
its role extends beyond cell-adhesion. Likewise, forced supra-basal expression of desmoglein-3
(Dsg-3) altered the distribution of the two major isoforms of desmoglein (Dsg-1 and -3) in
stratified squamous epithelia and thus affected epidermal functioning, permeability and structure
(153). On the other hand, the importance of desmoglein-2 (Dsg-2) in cell growth was
appreciated through experiments that involved over-expression of the glycoprotein (154), and/or
ablation of the same in developing mouse embryo (155). Taken together, desmosomal
cadherins as vital components of the junctional complex, regulate various cellular processes
that govern normal functioning of the tissue. Therefore, understanding the mechanical role of
desmosomes would widen the prospects of successful therapies that may be used for treating
various disease states that involve skin-blistering and heart-related disorders.

2.6. The nuclear LINC complex as a critical macromolecular scaffold in the epithelia

Another critical structure of the epithelium is the evolutionarily well-conserved nuclear LINC
complex. The nucleus as a control center of the cell, maintains the integrity of genes and
controls cellular activities by regulating gene expression. Innovative research over the last two
decades have established the mechanical role of the nucleus in modulating various processes
(38, 184). The LINC complex that serves as a bridge between the cytosolic domain and the
nuclear lamina regulates the shape and size of the nucleus. The macromolecular scaffold that
spans the nuclear envelope is mainly composed of nesprins that connect to the Sad1, UNC-83
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(SUN) proteins via their Klarsicht, ANC-1 Syne homology (KASH) domain (163, 164, 165, 166).
The cytoplasmic domains of the nesprins provide linkages to the nuclear lamina through
interactions with actin filaments, microtubules and intermediary filaments by Nesprin-1 and
Nesprin-2, Nesprin-1, Nesprin-2 and Nesprin-4, and Nesprin-3, respectively (164, 165, 167,
168). The SUN proteins, on the other hand, are anchored to the nuclear membrane through
interactions with the nuclear lamina. The latter that lies underneath the inner nuclear membrane,
is a filamentous protein network of lamins and lamin-binding proteins, encoded by the LMNA
gene in mammalian cells. Genetic diseases that arise from mutations in the LMNA gene are
predominantly observed in mechanically active tissues (186, 187). These findings are one of the
many that direct increasing attention toward the nucleus as a potential sensor of mechanical
stimuli.

Cells relay both mechanical and biochemical signals from their surface to the nuclear interior,
when interacting with their surroundings. Mechanical cues channel along nuclear cytoskeletal
connections thereby modulating nuclear positioning (167, 174), nuclear deformation (172, 185)
and gene expression (169). Proper positioning of the nucleus is critical during development and
for the maintenance of homeostasis. The three cytoskeletal structures of the cell, namely actin,
microtubules and intermediary filaments act in concert with and/or independently to regulate
nuclear position. The pushing and pulling forces that are transmitted along the cytoskeletal
filaments mediate nuclear rotation (175, 180) and movement (176, 177), which in turn have a
strong impact on cell migration (179) and cell division (181, 182). Being the largest and stiffest
organelle of the cell, the nucleus has long been speculated as a potent mechanosensory
element of the complex system. As a crucial participant in the cellular force-transmission
pathway, the nuclear LINC complex senses mechanical stimuli propagated from the external
environment to focal adhesion sites and cytoskeletal components of the cell (184). Cytoskeletal
components, as nuclear deformation mediators, regulate changes in the shape and movement
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not just during cell migration and division but also when mechanical confinements are imposed
on cells. However, a most recent study showed inconsistencies between several cell types for
nuclear deformation behavior in response to physical confinement (183) suggesting the
divergent roles of the cytoskeletal structures in different cell types. Whether forces are applied
externally or generated within the tissue environment, an intact LINC complex is essential for
the cross-talk between the cytoskeleton and the nucleus in order to mediate a preferable
response.

As intriguing as it may seem, one wonders about force transmission across the nuclear
envelope and its role in gene expression modulation. Prevailing studies have implicated nuclear
mechano-transduction as a modulator of chromatin organization and genome transcription (169,
188, 189). Additionally, researchers have demonstrated that cells grown on micropatterned
substrates have altered chromosome distribution accompanied by changes in tensile forces and
cytoskeletal organization (190). Another compelling study that unraveled the nuclear response
through increased permeability of the nuclear pore complex to increased membrane tension
involved direct force application to promote nuclear entry of the force-sensitive transcription
factor, YAP (Yes-Associated Protein) (191). Nuclear localization of YAP in response to
increased tensile forces generated from stiffer matrices has iconized the transcription molecule
as a force indicator (193). Additional mechanisms that sequester other proteins at the nuclear
periphery (192, 193) and probe chromatin elongation as a result of variances in Lamin A/C
expression under mechanical stimulation (194) have also been shown to increase gene
activation; prolonged stimulation of which can initiate a feedback loop that further regulates
gene expression. Genetic alterations of the LINC complex and the nuclear lamina proteins are
associated with a diverse array of disease, and also have their implications in cancer
diagnostics (178, 170, 171). Thus, probing the role of mechanical force transmission in
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mediating downstream transcriptional events would aid in better understanding the complexities
tied with the pathogenesis of laminopathies and other LINC complex- related diseases.

The recent development of innovative tools to estimate forces experienced across the LINC
complex (41) has confirmed the mechano-transducive property of these complex proteins.
However, to date, the scope of tensile force estimations across the LINC complex has been
limited to 2D monolayers. Prevailing theories have discussed how extracellular matrix
components regulate nuclear function during epithelial morphogenesis from a 3D perspective
(173). Yet, it remains unclear how the LINC complex, as a potent mechano-transducer, senses
mechanical tension from its surroundings as well as within the cell and regulates epithelial
acinar morphogenesis and homeostasis. The nuclear LINC complex, thus, serves as a crucial
regulatory link between the internal and external environments within a cell.

2.7. EMT: fundamental to development and a precursor to homeostatic disruption

Most tissues and organs undergo a series of dynamic transitions during development.
Controlled organogenesis is probed by timely switches between the sessile epithelial state to
the migratory mesenchymal form, and vice-versa. When cells of epithelial origin undergo a
transition to the mesenchymal state, they undergo an epithelial to mesenchymal transition, also
commonly abbreviated as EMT (203). The hallmarks of EMT include (i) loss of epithelial
characteristics such as E-cadherin downregulation, (ii) altered apicobasal polarity, (iii)
upregulation of mesenchymal markers that attribute to increased mobility, and (iv)
reorganization of actin fibers. One aspect that is commonly accepted now is the fundamental
importance of EMT as an inevitable process during development (195, 196). Moreover, the
consequential loss of epithelial characteristics and the acquisition of mesenchymal-like behavior
is crucial for tumor progression and subsequent metastasis (195, 196, 197). The reverse
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process that complements EMT, aka mesenchymal to epithelial transition (MET), is also critical
for development and maintenance of homeostasis (198, 199). Thus, cellular plasticity involving
reversible transitions between mobile and immobile states is fundamental to embryogenesis and
organogenesis.

Epithelial cells have a strong tendency to establish strong cell-cell contacts as well as cell-matrix
connections within their environment. These highly polarized cells maintain global
communication between their neighboring counterparts and serve as functional barriers of the
cellular system. Stromal or mesenchymal cells, on the other hand, dissociate from the
established cell-cell contacts and migrate to a secondary site. E-cadherin, an important player in
maintaining cell-cell contacts, has been extensively studied in the context of EMT and cancer
(200, 201). Prevailing studies have linked E-cadherin down-regulation with the phosphorylation
of β-catenin through the Wnt signaling cascade (202). This event, in turn, impedes the
interaction of E-cadherin with α-catenin, which is linked to actin filaments. As the adherens
junctions disassemble, actin stress fibers reorganize and localize at focal adhesion sites. Focal
adhesion kinases (FAK) are non-receptor signaling molecules found at focal adhesion sites that
mediate cell-matrix adhesion and migration through integrin signaling and cytoskeletal
remodeling (205). FAK signaling is essential for delocalization of membrane-bound E-cadherin
and transcriptional regulation of mesenchymal markers. Suppression of Rho activity has been
shown to inversely impact FAK turnover, inhibition of the which can cause migration and
embryonic defects (206). Although the modulation of E-cadherin expression during EMT has
been extensively studied, the role of mechanical stimuli generated from the functional
consequences that follow induction have not been examined to a great extent.

An important inducer of EMT that has been shown to downregulate E-cadherin expression
(215), activate FAK (207) and modulate extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling (205) is the
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multifunctional cytokine Transforming Growth Factor β (TGF-β). The TGF-β superfamily
members that include the various isoforms of TGF-β and BMPs, serve key roles in diverse
developmental and physiological processes. The three mammalian isoforms of TGF-β, namely
TGF-β1, β2 and β3 are involved with several important functions within the organism, such as
embryonic development (209), cellular differentiation (208), immune response (210), wound
healing (211), and apoptosis (196, 204). Since the pleiotropic polypeptide possess increased
affinity for its cell surface receptors, the TGF-β ligand is found in its inactive form that is bound
to a latency-associated peptide (LAP) in the ECM. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) effectuate
the degradation of LAP thereby permitting the activation of the inactive TGF-β. In case of an
injury or tissue fibrosis, the subsequent inflammatory response activates some of these
proteases that in turn authorize TGF-β activation (210, 212, 213, 216). TGF-β triggers a
downstream signaling cascade upon binding to the serine/threonine kinase receptors (type I and
type II) that oligomerize upon ligand binding (216). The TGFβ-induced EMT transcriptional
program is coordinated primarily through a series of Smad phosphorylation events, wherein
other transcription factors such Snail and Twist families are activated (217). The activated
transcription factor thus boosts the expression of genes that determine the mesenchymal
behavior and repress the genes for epithelial markers. Perturbations in apicobasal polarity is
another crucial hallmark of TGFβ-induced EMT. The three highly conserved proteins; Par-3,
Par-6 and atypical protein kinase C form the polarity complex that is disrupted as a result of
EMT induction (219). The partitioning-defective 6 (Par-6) polarity protein has been previously
reported to have a profound effect on EMT via the TGF-β/Par-6 pathway (218). Disruption of the
polarity complex recruits E3 ubiquitin ligase Smurf1 to the tight junctions and thereby
phosphorylates Par-6. This dynamic event induces local degradation of Rho A at the cell
junctions (129) and promotes cytoskeletal remodeling.
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Briefly, E-cadherins, as potent mechanotransducers, actively respond to mechanical stimuli,
thereby

contributing

to

the

maintenance

of

tissue

development

and

homeostasis.

Downregulation of E-cadherin, as a consequence of a cell progressing through EMT, is well
characterized. However, what still remains unveiled and yet to be determined is the involvement
of mechanical forces experienced by cell-cell junctions during this dynamic and taxing process.
It has also been demonstrated that forskolin increases cAMP levels and results in subsequent
increase in osmotic gradients across membranes. However, forskolin’s effect on forces across
cell-cell contacts is not fully understood and remains indeterminate in terms of maintaining
homeostasis and preventing inevitable homeostatic disruptions.

2.8. FRET: an innovative tool for studying cellular and tissue-level forces
Mechanical forces are critical regulators of cellular function and morphogenetic events during
development in an organism. The astounding diversity of mechanisms, that decorate the
emerging field of mechanobiology, has placed the latter at the forefront of ongoing research.
However, how cells sense and respond to physical cues within their surroundings is not fully
understood in its entirety. With the onset of several innovative tools to measure forces in cells
and its environment; studying cellular interactions and understanding the scope of forces in
tissue architecture has become a possibility.

One of the first methods that aided in establishing the role of E-cadherin in cell-cell junction
strengthening was the dual pipette assay (224). Due to certain limitations associated with the
technique, the popularity of the method was limited. This paved way for other assays that
directed the focus onto the effect of cell shape and traction forces on cadherin-mediated
mechano-transduction (225, 226, 227). One of the earliest techniques used to assess and
compute forces at the cellular level was Traction Force Microscopy (TFM), which maps cell
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surface stresses based on surrounding material deformations (220, 221, 222, 223). Although
the initial conception of TFM was to measure 2D traction forces, the translation of the tool
benefits into 3D model systems has widened the possibility of understanding the role of forces
from a physiological perspective. However, the experimental caveats associated with such
innovative tools limits the extent of force computation at the molecular level. The development
of Förster (or Fluorescence) Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)- based biosensors that
measure deformations of individual molecules at the nanoscale have offset this limitation (228,
229, 31).

Fluorescence microscopy has enabled detailed characterization of biomolecules over expansive
spatial resolutions. Several existing microscopy techniques depend on light absorption and
emission at known wavelengths by fluorophores. FRET is one such major experimental method
that studies protein-protein interactions based on distance-dependent energy transfer (230,
231). With the increasing ability to label proteins with fluorophores over the years, it has been
possible to develop FRET measurement probes for specific proteins using fluorescent tags. The
innovative tool comprises of two fluorescent molecules, namely donor and acceptor (typically
variants of cyan and yellow fluorescent proteins), linked via a peptide linker that is known to be
derived from spider silk (232). The scope of the fluorescent proteins that are inserted on either
ends of the target protein or peptide sequence has extended the application of FRET to live-cell
imaging applications. The dynamic nature of the sensory probe is used to study specific cellular
functionality in real-time.

According to the fundamental mechanism of FRET, the excited donor fluorophore transfers its
excitation energy to an acceptor fluorophore, that may or may not be in its close proximity. This
transmission of energy occurs through long-range, dipole-dipole interactions. Hence, the excited
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fluorophore can be viewed as an oscillating dipole that exchanges its energy with its
neighboring counterpart that is also thought to have the same resonant frequency. The resultant
resonant transfer of energy is limited to a range of approximately 10 nanometers and yields
information on conformational changes of the molecules involved (231). In addition, the
efficiency of energy transfer is sensitive to the distance of separation between the fluorophores
and allows the use of the FRET-based sensor over comparable distances. Of late, the hot spots
for FRET biosensor insertion includes but is not limited to the cell-cell and/or cell-matrix
contacts. If a mechanical event is to occur, the interaction between the molecular probes
provides information on whether the proteins involved experience mechanical forces or not.
With the advent of new protein biosensors that serve as reliable tools to estimate cellular forces
and subsequent sub-cellular activities; the horizons of mechanobiology have expanded, and a
better understanding of tissue function and its physiological significance has emerged.
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3.1. RATIONALE

While some epithelial tissues exist as continuous sheets of cells, in many organs they form
more elaborate 3D structures, such as tubes or ducts with single lumens that transport gases
and liquids. Epithelial cells cultured in reconstituted basement membranes or collagen gels
spontaneously form acini (also known as cysts or spheroids) with a single hollow lumen that
resemble 3D epithelial structures found in normal tissue (45) Acinar cells exhibit differences in
both apical-basal polarity and responses to growth factors when compared to cells grown as 2D
monolayers (45). Differences in cell-cell junctions, cytoskeletal organization, and nuclear shape
(233) have also been reported, suggesting that cellular response to mechanical cues could be
different in 3D acini.

Ionic gradients established across cellular membranes facilitate fluid secretion into epithelial
lumens. The resulting hydrostatic pressure that arises from fluid influx has been identified as a
key regulator of embryogenesis and organ development (234, 235). Prior studies have
established that a chloride channel known as cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR) regulates the lumen size of epithelial acini (236, 28).

CFTR contains

numerous protein kinase A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC) phosphorylation sites that
regulate activity of the channel (237). Based on the relationship between CFTR activity and
lumen size, it has been hypothesized that changes in apical delivery of ions by pumps and
channels would create an osmotic pressure within the lumen of acini (238). Recent
computational models of lumenogenesis have shown that hydrostatic pressure (formed by the
equilibrium of osmotic pressure, fluid influx, and paracellular leak) contribute to lumen growth
and homeostasis (105, 107).
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An essential aspect of 3D epithelial morphogenesis and homeostasis is attributed to the
formation and maintenance of cell-cell junctions (16, 17). E-cadherin has been an attractive
target for recent research and has shown to mediate lumen formation in acinar structures (20,
21). Modulation of E-cadherin adhesion (239), and over-expression of cadherin-6 have shown to
impair tubulogenesis (21). Significant rearrangements in adherens junctions, desmosomes, and
tight junctions have been observed during tubulogenesis (46). Lastly, changes in expression of
cell-cell adhesion molecules has been established as one of the hallmarks of EMT progression.
Taken together, these observations point to cell-cell contacts as an important mediator of acini
homeostasis and morphogenesis.

Recent work by our group and others has shown that E-cadherin is subjected to significant
mechanical force in 2D monolayers (31, 240). Given the significant differences in epithelial cell
behavior between 2D and 3D, as well as the important role of cell-cell contacts in 3D epithelial
morphogenesis and homeostasis, we hypothesized that the mechanical forces at adherens
junctions in 3D acini would be substantially different from the forces in 2D monolayers. In this
study we used two approaches to study the biomechanics of acini, using Madin-Darby canine
kidney (MDCK) epithelial cells as a model system.

First, using previously developed and

validated FRET-force biosensors, we observed a two-fold increase in tension across E-cadherin
in 3D acini compared to 2D monolayers. E-cadherin tension was proportional to CFTR activity,
indicating that ionic gradients increase mechanical forces between cells. Secondly, using a
micropipette device we directly measured the internal pressure in the lumen of acini. Mature
acini had substantial pressure (37 Pa), which was dependent on CFTR activity. We also show
that changes in osmotic gradients are correlated to lumen formation, cell proliferation, and EMT
progression. Taken together, our data show that ionic gradients induce cellular forces that
regulate the morphogenesis and homeostasis of epithelial acini.
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3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1. Stable Cell Lines

To generate stable cell lines expressing canine full-length E-cad TSmod, and EcadΔcyto, cells
were transfected with lipofectamine 2000 and selected using 500 ug/ml G418 (ThermoFisher).
Full-length canine E-cad TSmod and EcadΔcyto, consisting of a modified TSmod (eYFP A206K
instead of venus A206K) were gifted by Alex Dunn (31).

Dark mTFP1 and dark mEYFP

versions of E-cad TSmod for intermolecular FRET controls were generated by site directed
mutagenesis to change a single tyrosine (equivalent to Y66 in eGFP) to leucine (245).

3.2.2. ShRNA Knockdown

CSE1L was knocked down using lentivirus shRNA canine CSE1L (pLKO.1 vector, sequence
CCGG CCCTGCTGCTGTTGTAAAT CTCGAG ATTTACAA CAGCAGCAGGGTTTTTG, gift of
Michel Bagnat) (248). The non-silencing scramble shRNA pLKO.1 (addgene #1864, gift of
Michel Bagnat) was used as a control. Cells were infected and then selected with 1.0 ug/ul
puromycin. Knockdown was verified by western blotting, using rabbit CSE1L antibody (A300473A, Bethyl Laboratories). Because CSE1L knockdown was not found to be stable, cells were
used within 2-4 passages of infection.

3.2.3. Cell Culture and Drug Treatment

Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK-2) were a gift from Rob Tombes (VCU Biology) and
were maintained in high glucose DMEM (ThermoFisher) to which was added 10% fetal bovine
serum (ThermoFisher) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (ThermoFisher) under standard cell
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culture conditions. Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK-2) were grown in MatrigelTM for 710 days to form acini using the protocol of Debnath et al. (71). Phenol-free reduced growth
factor reduced MatrigelTM (Corning) was used for all 3D acini experiments. For experiments
involving immunofluorescence staining, 8-well chamber slides were used (Lab-Tek, Rochester,
NY) and for live-cell imaging experiments p-35 10 mm glass bottom dishes (#1.5 glass, Cell Vis,
Mountain View, California). The pipettes and centrifuge tubes used for MatrigelTM and
preparation of the seeding media were kept at 4°C. The matrigel bed was created from 45μL of
MatrigelTM, maintained at 4°C, followed by incubation at 37°C for 30 minutes to allow crosslinking of the gelatinous protein mixture (71). The cells were sub-cultured and re-suspended in
media and MatrigelTM and added to the chamber slides or glass bottom dishes. Cells were then
incubated at 37°C for a period of 7-10 days, with media replacement every 3 days. Because
CSE1L knockdown cells developed larger lumens in a shorter time span, these acini were
imaged at an earlier time point (5 days), as indicated. For perturbation of CFTR activity,
Forskolin (F6886, Tocris Bioscience, UK), the chloride channel inhibitor CFTRinh-172 (Tocris
Bioscience, UK), Epac1 activator 8-pCPT-2-O-Me-cAMP-AM (Tocris Bioscience, UK), and
protein kinase A activators; 8-Bromo-cAMP, sodium salt and 6-Bnz-cAMP, sodium salt (Tocris
Bioscience, UK) were each used at a working concentration of 10 μM in all experiments. To
inhibit the basal Na+/K+-ATPase pump, Ouabain (Tocris Bioscience, UK) was used at a working
concentration of 0.1 μM in all experiments. For experiments involving EMT induction,
recombinant human TGF-β1 (R&D systems) was used at a concentration of 2 ng/ml in all
experiments.

3.2.4. Seeding in MatrigelTM for 3D Live FRET Imaging

For live-cell imaging experiments, p-35 10 mm glass bottom dishes (#1.5 glass, Cell Vis,
Mountain View, California) were used. In order to compare FRET-based force measurements in
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epithelial acini, 50 μl of MatrigelTM maintained at 4°C was used to create the matrigel bed, in
such a way that the bed is thicker at the center and thinner along the rim of the p-35 10mm
glass cut-out dishes. By tapering the bed toward the rim starting from the center in a circular
pattern, a gradient in depth is created such that acini are formed in the areas that are deep
enough for the cells to burrow in as a result of MatrigelTM overlay. At the same time, the thinner
areas of the bed form monolayers, thereby preventing acini formation, and were used for 3D vs
2D comparison studies. The matrigel bed was allowed to solidify as a result of cross-linking of
the gelatinous protein mixture by incubation at 37°C for 30 minutes. The pipettes and centrifuge
tubes used for MatrigelTM, and preparation of the seeding media were precooled at 4°C. The
cells were sub-cultured and re-suspended in media and MatrigelTM, and about 300 ul of the
seeding media containing the cells was added onto the 10mm cut-out area of the glass bottom
dishes. DMEM media replenished with FBS and pen-strep was added 1-2 hours later and the
dishes were incubated at 37°C for a period of 7-10 days, with media replacement every 3 days.

3.2.5. FRET Imaging and Analysis

Living cells in glass bottom dishes expressing the force sensors were imaged using a planapochromat 40x water immersion NA 1.1 objective lens on an inverted Zeiss LSM 710 laser
scanning microscope (Oberkochen, Germany). All the images were acquired at 458 nm
excitation wavelength from an argon laser source. Using the online-unmixing mode, both
mTFP1 (donor) and mEYFP (acceptor) channels were collected via spectral unmixing as
previously described (41).

Intensity images were further processed and analyzed using a custom Python code, which
involved background subtraction and removal of saturated pixels, as previously described (41).
For each data set, the data was acquired for at least 7-8 epithelial acini. Images were masked
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manually on Image J (Fiji) (271). Because it is difficult to discern from the confocal image
section if the E-cadherin is truly basal (or out of plane lateral), due to the acinus orientation in
MatrigelTM, all of the E-cadherin-positive cell membranes were included in masked images. For
some data sets, a more stringent masking approach (in which only obvious lateral junctions
were masked) was employed compared to the more lenient masking (in which all E-cadherinpositive cell membranes were included). While it was observed that the strict masking approach
was more precise, data presented in this manuscript are from images that were masked so as
to include all possible E-cadherin-positive cell membrane.

The FRET index images were obtained by taking the ratio of the acceptor fluorophore channel
(mEYFP) to the donor fluorophore channel (mTFP1), which was then multiplied with the binary
image masks that outlined the cell-cell junctions in order to inspect FRET pixels of interest.
When comparing multiple groups, all pixels of interest were aggregated following which, an
upper and lower bound for the intensity was chosen in order to exclude dim pixels. Low
intensity/dim pixels can bias the FRET index due to noise and auto-fluorescence, and bright
pixels, on the other hand, can bias the FRET index due to detector saturation, as previously
described by Arsenovic et al. (41). The upper and lower bounds on the intensity were chosen
based on the slope of the FRET index vs intensity behavior such that the plateau region of the
plot is isolated and the same intensity bounds are applied to all groups in an experiment to
prevent the choice of bounds from affecting the relative differences between groups.

3.2.6. Immunostaining

Immunofluorescence experiments were performed using the 8-well chamber slides. Antibodies
used were: mouse monoclonal anti-N-Cadherin (clone 32, BD Biosciences, working dilution
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1:200), rabbit polyclonal anti-Twist1 (ABD29, EMD Millipore, working dilution 1:50), rabbit
monoclonal anti-E-Cadherin (24E10, Cell Signaling Technology, working dilution 1:200), rabbit
polyclonal anti-CSE1L (A300-473A, Bethyl Laboratories, working dilution 1:1000), mouse
monoclonal anti-α-Smooth Muscle Actin (A5228, Sigma, working dilution 1:200), mouse
monoclonal anti-Vimentin (sc-32322, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, working dilution 1:200),
mouse monoclonal anti-YAP (sc-101199, Santa Cruz Biotechnologies, working dilution 1:100);
and M01, clone 2F12, Abnova, working dilution 1:100), and rabbit polyclonal anti-Ki67 (PA519462, ThermoFisher; and ab15580, Abcam; working dilution 1:500). Cells were fixed with 2%
para-formaldehyde in Ca2+PBS and incubated at 37°C overnight. The samples were then rinsed
thrice with PBS-glycine (0.1M) to quench the aldehyde groups and permeabilized with 0.5%
Triton-X 100 (Sigma) for 30 minutes, followed by three additional 0.1M PBS-glycine rinses and
blocking with 5% BSA (Sigma), all at room temperature. Primary antibodies were added and
incubated at 4°C overnight and allowed to return to room temperature prior to the next series of
steps that were performed in the dark at room temperature. Following three PBS rinses, the
relevant secondary antibodies; Alexa Fluor 568 donkey anti-rabbit antibody, Alexa Fluor 647
donkey anti-mouse antibody, Alexa Fluor 647 chicken anti-rabbit antibody, and Alexa Fluor 488
goat anti-rabbit antibody (Invitrogen, working dilution 1:250) were added and incubated at room
temperature for one hour. In the indicated experiments, acini were co-stained with Acti-stain
488, phalloidin (Cytoskeleton, Inc.) and Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher). Slides were mounted
and imaged with a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal laser-scanning microscope.

3.2.7. Western Blotting

For the immunoblot, cells were plated on six wells and allowed to grow to confluency following
which, the protein was extracted through cell lysis and quantified. Standard polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis and Western blot procedures were employed using the BioRad Trans-Blot 20
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Mini-Protean Tetra System, 4-20% bis-acrylamide crosslinked gels, and polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) microporous membranes. Analysis of protein expression was conducted using either
chemiluminescent images of PVDF membranes captured on the BioRad ChemiDoc Touch Gel
Imaging System and associated Image Lab software.

3.2.8. Acini Pressure Measurements

Luminal pressure of MDCK acini was measured using a micropipette connected to a pressure
transducer, as adapted from Jelinek and Pexiedner (270). Briefly, borosilicate glass
micropipettes were pulled to an internal diameter of 40-45 µm with a 30º beveled tip and
connected via polyethylene tubing to a differential pressure transducer (Honeywell;
CPCL04DFC). A signal conditioner (Omega; DMD4059-DC) was used to amplify the transducer
signal, and a data acquisition module (National Instruments; USB-6009) and custom LabVIEW
program were used to record voltage over time. The transducer was calibrated using a water
manometer and all data were processed in MATLAB.

MDCK-2 acini were cultured on MatrigelTM in PDMS wells adhered to glass coverslips until a
diameter of approximately 200 µm was achieved. Upon growing to the appropriate size, acini
were treated with DMSO (control), forskolin (10 µM), or CFTRinh-172 (10 µM), PKA (10 µM),
Ouabain (0.1µM) and TGF- β1 (2 ng/ml) for 24 hours. Following culture, the micropipette tip was
inserted into each spheroid after a five-minute voltage baseline was collected. The luminal
pressure was recorded for at least five minutes before the micropipette was removed and
pressure was recorded as the average pressure value over the time period. Pressures reported
are relative pressures; the internal lumen pressure being relative to the pressure at the same
height in the media outside of the acinus.
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3.2.9. Acini Size Measurement

MDCK-2 acini were cultured in MatrigelTM and analyzed for luminal size changes upon forskolin
treatment over a period of 24 hours compared to the untreated control. 5 x 5 grids were drawn
out on the base of the 8-well chamber slides prior to seeding in order to aid in locating the same
acinus over a 24-hour time frame. The major and minor axes were recorded using Image J and
the corresponding elliptical area measurements for the central cross-section of an acinus was
calculated. The percentage change in area (before and after treatment) compared to the
untreated control, was recorded and graphed in Microsoft excel. Since the same acinus was
imaged over a period of 24 hours, a paired student t-test statistical analysis was performed
using the R software.

3.2.10. Acini Compression

MDCK-2 cells expressing the wild-type E-cadherin sensor was allowed to form into acini over a
period of 7 days in glass bottom p-35 dishes (as described in Seeding in MatrigelTM for 3D live
FRET imaging). Spheroids closer to the 10mm cut-out wall were located using the Zeiss LSM
710 confocal laser-scanning microscope, with an image captured of the acinus prior to
compression. The located acinus was compressed using a calibrated 20g weight by applying it
onto the matrigel bed, perpendicular to the xy-plane (Figure 3.6 C). Acini compression was
accomplished by moving the weight along the x- direction, against the 10mm cut-out wall. The
linear force used to move the weight was applied by hand. A second image was captured of the
same acinus while compressed. In order to detect the recoil, the weight was moved away, and
a third image of the unloaded acinus was acquired. Each image was processed using Fiji
(Image J), and area outlines as well as circularity measurements were obtained as a result,
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which included the major and minor axes measurements. The circularity measurements
recorded for the two experiments involving the untreated control (- Fsk, CFTR(inh)172), CFTRinhibited (+ CFTR(inh)172, 24h) and the forskolin-treated (+ Fsk, 24h) acini were plotted on MS
Excel (Figures 3.6 D, 3.6 E and 3.6 F).

To measure strain during compression and with release of compression, the (x,y) coordinates of
24 points were captured around the circumference of the acini with points 1, 7, 13, 19 at the four
major poles and 5 points equidistant in between, using Fiji (xyclick macro). The mean edge
strain was determined using MATLAB based on coordinate geometry, and the (x,y) points were
aligned based on acini centroid and by eye to minimize overall difference between conditions
(compression and release). Root mean squared displacements between conditions were then
determined and averaged for acini (Figures 3.6 G and 3.6 H).

3.2.11. Quantification and Statistical Analysis

Statistical significance was measured using unpaired, two-tailed student t-test, two-tailed MannWhitney test and the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test. The One-way ANOVA test was
followed by a further comparison of the groups using the Tukey (HSD) test so as to obtain
significant differences between multiple groups, if any. In the case of observations that are
paired and imaged under varying conditions, a paired t-test was conducted to obtain statistical
significance. All statistical tests were conducted at a 5% significance level. The R statistical
software (272) was used for statistical analyses.
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3.3. RESULTS

3.3.1. Significant mechanical forces are present in mature epithelial acini

To study the cellular biomechanics of epithelial acini, we developed a MDCK-2 cell line stably
expressing previously developed E-cadherin (31). The FRET biosensors use the TSmod sensor
(Figures 3.2 A and 3.2 B) that has an inverse FRET-force relationship (228).

Initial

experiments were performed with cells growing in or on top of MatrigelTM in order to form acini
and 2D monolayers, respectively, over a period of 7 to 10 days. The acinar structures consisted
of a sphere with a single hollow lumen with distribution of the E-cadherin force sensor similar to
that of endogenous E-cadherin (Figures 3.2 C and 3.2 D), which is consistent with previous
publications (241, 242). Acini expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor displayed reduced
FRET compared to 2D monolayers grown on MatrigelTM, indicating an increase in force across
E-cadherin in 3D structures (Figure 3.1 A). While we felt it is best to compare the biophysical
behavior in 2D vs 3D using the same matrix, we note that MatrigelTM is a soft matrix (estimated
to be 450 Pa) (243). We have previously shown that cells grown on 1kPa gels have reduced Ecadherin tension (240), and therefore, 2D monolayer data in Figure 1A should not be compared
to prior 2D work of cells cultured on plastic or glass (240, 31, 244). Additionally, FRET
measurements made using a force-insensitive control for E-cadherin (EcadDcyto) did not show
significant differences in forces exerted across E-cadherin in 3D compared to 2D (Figure 3.1 B
and Figures 3.2 A and 3.2 B).

To further confirm that reduced FRET in 3D was due to increased force, we performed a
number of control experiments. First, we examined if the cell junction orientation in 3D (flipped
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Figure.3.1. Epithelial acini experience significant osmotic stretch in 3D. MDCK-2 cells
expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor modules were used in all experiments. (A) Cells
expressing the full-length E-cadherin tension sensor module were grown in MatrigelTM to form
3D acini or on top of MatrigelTM to form 2D monolayer (Scale bar=20 μm). The scatter dot plot
shows FRET index measurements across multiple acini depicting a significantly higher force
across E-cadherin in 3D as compared to monolayers. The horizontal line (black) in the scatter
dot plot denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the whiskers denote the largest
observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment out of a total of
three independent experiments performed on separate days, *p<0.05, Mann-Whitney test). (B)
FRET index measurements in the force insensitive tailless control (EcadΔcyto) shows no
difference in force across E-cadherin in acini compared to monolayers. The horizontal line
(black) denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the whiskers denote the largest
observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment out of a total of
three independent experiments performed on separate days, N.S (not significant, p>0.05),
Mann-Whitney test). (C) FRET index measurements to analyze E-cadherin FRET based on cellcell junction orientation in acini. Data shown as FRET index images and scatter dot plot depicts
no significant difference in FRET across cell-cell junctions in a bottom slice of the acinus
compared to the middle section. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the FRET
index estimates and the whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR (representative
data shown is from one experiment out of a total of three independent experiments performed
on separate days, N.S (not significant, p>0.05) and *p<0.05, One-way ANOVA test and MannWhitney test). (D) Multiple acini expressing the full-length E-cadherin tension sensor showed a
significant decrease in FRET (higher force) on day 7 of acini morphogenesis (indicating higher
E-cadherin force) wherein acini exhibited single lumen morphology as compared to day 3 that
depicted a multiple lumen phenotype (Scale bar=20 μm).The scatter dot plot of the FRET index
measurements depicts a higher force (lower FRET) on day 7 as compared to day 3 of acini
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morphogenesis. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the FRET index estimates
and the whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is
from one experiment out of a total of three independent experiments performed on separate
days, *p<0.05, Mann-Whitney test).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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Day 7

Figure 3.2. Mechanical forces across E-cadherin are higher in 3D acini compared to 2D
monolayers. Related to Figure 3.1 (A) Schematic of the two E-cadherin force sensors used:
TSmod (full-length, unmodified E-cadherin tension sensor), and EcadΔcyto (truncated, lacking
the catenin binding domain, with K743R, L746V, and L747A mutations to block endocytosis).
(B) Western analysis of the unmodified full-length E-cadherin tension sensor module (TS) and
the truncated mutant, EcadΔcyto show comparable E-cadherin expression. (representative data
from one experiment out of a total of three independent experiments is shown). (C) Z-stack
images of the full-length E-cadherin tension sensor acinus cultured in the growth factor reduced
MatrigelTM, shows a cross-sectional view taken from top to bottom. The acini exhibited a single
central lumen. Scale bar is 20 μm. (D) Immunofluorescence staining of the non-transfected
parental MDCK-2 for E-cadherin (green) depicts localization of the endogenous protein at the
cell-cell junctions in the 3D acinus, when a central cross-section is taken along the z-axis of
imaging (Scale bar=20 μm). (E) FRET index measurements using a stable cell line expressing
“dark” teal (mTFP1) and “dark” venus (mEYFP) E-cadherin tension sensor modules. Minimal
intermolecular FRET was observed in both, 2D monolayers and 3D acini. The horizontal line
(black) denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the whiskers denote the largest
observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment out of a total of
three independent experiments performed on separate days, N.S (p>0.05), Mann- Whitney
test). Scale bar is 20 μm.

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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90 degrees from 2D) contributed to the FRET differences. We imaged both equatorial and
bottom regions of individual acini, noting that the bottom regions of the acinus were more similar
to the junction orientation in 2D. There were no significant differences between equatorial and
bottom junctions in 3D acini (Figure 3.2 C). Secondly, we considered the possibility that
changes in cadherin clustering could affect intermolecular FRET (non-force FRET occurring
between adjacent sensors). We developed a stable cell line expressing both an E-cadherin
tension sensor with a “dark” donor (mTFP1) and also an E-cadherin tension sensor with a “dark”
acceptor (mEYFP) to measure intermolecular FRET, similar to (245). Intermolecular FRET was
only a minimal component of FRET, and importantly, it did not change between 2D and 3D
conditions (Figure 3.2 E).

We speculated that tension across E-cadherin would change during the development of the
acinus. We observed an increase in E-cadherin tension from immature acini (Day 3) to mature
acini (Day 7) (Figure 3.2 D). The increased forces correlated with the transition from a multiple
lumen phenotype to the formation of a single lumen.

3.3.2. CFTR activity regulates mechanical tension across E-cadherin

To further test the hypothesis that ionic gradients affect E-cadherin tension, we examined how
alterations in CFTR activity affected E-cadherin tension. To activate CFTR, cells were treated
with forskolin to elevate cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate) levels. Elevated cAMP levels
activate PKA, ultimately leading to activation of CFTR (246). Forskolin treatment for 24 hours
resulted in a significant increase in mechanical tension across E-cadherin (Figure 3.3 A). In
parallel experiments we also used CFTRinh-172 as a direct inhibitor of CFTR activity (247).
Treatment with CFTRinh-172 reduced force across E-cadherin (Figure 3.3 A). When cells were
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Figure.3.3. Osmotic pressure drives force across E-cadherin in epithelial acini. MDCK-2
cells expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor modules were used in all experiments. (A) Acini
expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor module were treated with forskolin (10 μM) for 24
hours and showed significant decrease in FRET indicating higher force. CFTRinh-172 treatment
(10 μM) significantly reduced force across E-cadherin. The scatter dot plot shows FRET index
measurements across multiple acini depicting a significantly higher force across E-cadherin
upon forskolin treatment over a period of 24 hours as compared to the untreated control and
acini that were CFTR inhibited. Forskolin treatment following CFTR inhibition seldom caused
any change in the reduced force. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the FRET
index estimates and the whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR (representative
data shown is from one experiment chosen from a pool of three independent experiments
performed on separate days, *p<0.05, N.S (not significant, p>0.05), One-way ANOVA test and
Mann-Whitney test). Scale bar = 20 μm. (B) Treatment of the truncated E-cadherin mutant
(EcadΔcyto) with forskolin (Fsk) and CFTR inhibitor (CFTR(inh)-172) for 24 hours did not yield
any significant changes to FRET when compared to the untreated control (-,-), as shown in the
FRET index images and scatter dot plot. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the
FRET index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR
(representative data shown is from one experiment chosen from a pool of three independent
experiments that were performed on separate days, p>0.05 (N.S), One-way ANOVA test and
Mann-Whitney test). (C) Significant increase in mechanical tension across E-cadherin
(decreased FRET) and larger lumen size was detected in CSE1LKD (-CFTRinh, CSE1LKD)
compared to control cells that were infected with a non-targeting shRNA (-CFTRinh, SCR) as
well as the CFTR-inhibited CSE1LKD control (+CFTRinh, CSE1LKD), as shown in the scatter
dot plot. The CFTR-inhibited control (+CFTRinh, CSE1LKD) was treated with the CFTR inhibitor
(CFTR(inh)-172) on day 0, with media replenishment containing CFTR(inh)-172 every day until
the 5th day of acinar development. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the FRET
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index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR
(representative data shown is from one experiment chosen from a pool of three independent
experiments that were performed on separate days, *p<0.05, p>0.05 (N.S), One-way ANOVA
test and Mann-Whitney test). Scale bar=50 μm. (D) Effect of Na+/ K+-ATPase inhibition on force
across E-cadherin in epithelial acini. Acini treated with Ouabain (Na+/ K+-ATPase inhibitor, 0.1
μM) showed significant increase in FRET (reduced force across E-cadherin) 48 hours posttreatment compared to the untreated control. The Ouabain-treated acini exhibited epithelial
stratification thereby showing a reduction in lumen size. The horizontal line (black) in the scatter
dot plot denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the black whiskers denote the
largest observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment chosen
from a pool of three independent experiments that were performed on separate days, *p<0.05,
Mann-Whitney test). Scale bar=20 μm.

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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pre-treated with CFTRinh-172 prior to addition of forskolin, the force across E-cadherin was not
affected by forskolin (Figure 3.3 A), confirming that the effect of forskolin on E-cadherin force
requires CFTR activity. Treatment of cells with CFTRinh-172 after forskolin treatment did not
completely reverse the forskolin-induced increase in E-cadherin force (Figure 3.4 A),
suggesting that established ionic gradients can persist in the absence of CFTR activity.
Furthermore, FRET measurements made using the force insensitive control for E-cadherin
(EcadDcyto) did not show any significant differences in force across E-cadherin, in response to
activation and/or inhibition of CFTR activity (Figure 3.3 B).

To genetically increase CFTR activity we knocked down CSE1L, a known inhibitor of CFTR [27]
(Figure 3.4 D). After only 5 days, MDCK-2 cells expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor
module with reduced CSE1L had a larger lumen and higher E-cadherin force compared to its
non-silenced scramble control (Figure 3.3 C), in agreement with prior results (248).
Additionally, treatment with CFTRinh-172 rescued the effects of CSE1L knockdown, restoring Ecadherin forces to normal levels (Figure 3.3 C). Acini with reduced CSE1L levels also had a
multilayered structure, likely attributed to other functions of CSE1L, such as apoptosis (249) or
cell polarity (250).

As an alternate approach to modulate the ionic gradient present in the lumen, we used the
inhibitor Ouabain to inhibit the basal Na+/K+-ATPase pump, which is essential for regulating
solute and fluid transport into the cell and acini lumen size (251, 252). Inhibition of the Na+/K+ATPase via Ouabain reduced force across E-cadherin compared to the untreated control
(Figure 3.3 D). We also observed variation in the localization of E-cadherin with a number of
pharmacological treatments (Figures 3.3 A and 3.3 D).

Masking of cells was carefully

performed to remove intracellular E-cadherin from FRET analysis. Minimal intermolecular
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Figure 3.4. Perturbation of CFTR activity modulates tension across E-cadherin in
epithelial acini. Related to Figure 3.3 (A) Pre-treatment with 10 μM forskolin (Fsk) followed by
10 μM CFTR(inh)-172, 30 minutes later did not completely reverse the forskolin-induced higher
force on E-cadherin compared to the CFTR-inhibited acini. All acini were evaluated for FRET
measurements in a 24-hour time frame. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the
FRET index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR
(representative data shown is from one experiment out of a total of three independent
experiments that were performed on separate days, *p<0.05, p>0.05 (N.S), One-way ANOVA,
Tukey (HSD) test). Scale bar is 20 μm. (B) FRET index measurements using a stable cell line
expressing “dark” teal (mTFP1) and “dark” venus (mEYFP) E-cadherin tension sensor modules.
Minimal intermolecular FRET was observed in all three cases: control (-,-), forskolin-treated
acini (+Fsk, 24h) and CFTR-inhibited acini (+CFTR(inh)-172, 24h). The horizontal line (black)
denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest
observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment chosen from a
pool of three independent experiments that were performed on separate days, p>0.05 (N.S),
One-way ANOVA test and Mann-Whitney test). Scale bar is 20 μm. (C) Effect of
activator/inhibitor in a non-pressurized system. Data shown indicates no significant difference in
force exerted across E-cadherin in 2D monolayers (denoted by FRET index), in the presence of
forskolin (+Fsk, 10 μM) and CFTR-specific activator such as PKA agonist (+8-bromo c-AMP, 10
μM), and inhibitors such as CFTR(inh)-172 (10 μM) compared to the untreated control (Ctrl).
The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the black
whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one
experiment chosen from a pool of three independent experiments that were performed on
separate days, p>0.05 (N.S), One-way ANOVA test and Mann-Whitney test). Scale bar is 20
μm. (D) Western analysis of CSE1LKD full-length E-cadherin tension sensor module (Ecad
TSmod) and that of the non-transfected MDCK-2 cell-line, along with their corresponding non69

silenced scramble controls (SCR) (Representative data shown is from one experiment out of the
three independent experiments performed).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
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24 h

FRET was observed in all treatments with no significant differences between groups (Figure 3.4
B). Additionally, we also examined the effects of forskolin, PKA agonist (8-bromo cAMP), and
CFTRinh-172 in 2D monolayer cultures, which also similarly affected E-cadherin localization and
expression. These treatments did not affect FRET in 2D monolayers (Figure 3.4 C), suggesting
that a closed 3D system is necessary for these conditions to affect force exerted across Ecadherin.

3.3.3. CFTR activity affects acini pressure and deformability

To directly measure hydrostatic pressure within the acini lumen, we used a custom micropipette
system in which the relative internal lumen pressure of a single acinus was measured (see
example trace; Figure 3.6 A). In mature acini, we measured pressure of 37 +/- 10.9 Pa (Figure
3.5 A). Inhibition of CFTR (CFTRinh-172) or the basal Na+/K+-ATPase (Ouabain) for 24 hours
reduced pressure approximately 50 percent (Figure 3.5 A and Figure 3.6 B), indicating that
ionic gradients significantly contribute to lumen pressure. Surprisingly, activation of CFTR via
forskolin or PKA agonist (8-bromo cAMP) for 24 hours did not result in a significant increase in
pressure (Figure 3.5 A and Figure 3.6 B). However, treatment with forskolin resulted in a
significant increase in lumen diameter (Figures 3.5 B and 3.5 C). This suggests that further
increases in ionic gradients act to increase lumen size rather than lumen pressure.

To further investigate if ionic gradients had a significant mechanical effect on the acinar
structure, we compared the responses of control (-Fsk, -CFTR(inh)172), forskolin-treated (+Fsk,
24h) and CFTRinh-172-treated (+CFTR(inh)172, 24h) acini to compression (Figure 3.5 D, and
Figures 3.6 C – 3.6 H). We measured both the deformation under compression and elastic
recoil when the weight was removed to qualitatively assess the role of internal pressure in
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Figure.3.5. CFTR activity affects lumen pressure and deformability in epithelial acini. (A)
Lumen pressure was directly measured in acini. Acini were cultured in MatrigelTM until they
reached a luminal diameter of approximately 200 μm and then pressure was measured
following culture for 24 hours in media containing forskolin (Fsk, 10 μM), CFTR inhibitor
(CFTR(inh)-172, 10 μM), and vehicle control (DMSO). Atleast 5 acini were measured for
pressure in all three cases (*p<0.001, N.S (not significant, p>0.05), One-way ANOVA, Tukey
(HSD) test). (B) MDCK-2 acini grown in MatrigelTM, on 8-well chamber slides for 6 days, were
imaged prior to treatment, and the same acinus was located post the 24 hour-forskolin (Fsk, 10
μM) and 24 hour-CFTR(inh)-172 (10 μM) treatment for lumen area changes. Representative
image shows the central cross-section of acini with the lumen circumference outlined (white).
Scale bar=50 μm. (C) Percentage change in luminal area depicts a significant increase in
luminal size after 24 hours of forskolin treatment (+Fsk, 24hrs), and a significant reduction in
size after 24 hours of CFTR(inh)-172 treatment, compared to the untreated control. At least 15
acini were scored for each group over two independent experiments (*p<0.001, paired t-test).
(D) Significant reduction in circularity upon compression of acini expressing the E-cadherin
tension sensor module with a 20g calibrated weight, and higher elastic recoil to the original
shape was observed in the untreated group ([-] CFTRinh-172) compared to the forskolin-treated
(+Fsk, 24h) and the CFTR-inhibited (+CFTR(inh)-172, 24h) groups. - wt indicates prior to
compression, + wt denotes compression with weight, and - wt* denotes recovery after removal
of weight. Data represents paired analysis (13 acini were scored for each group for all three
cases, *p<0.001, paired t-test).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
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Figure 3.6. Modulation of CFTR activity affects lumen pressure and regulates acinar
plasticity. Related to Figure 3.5 (A) The graph shown depicts a representative time trace of
pressure measured in Pascals (Pa) against time in seconds (s). The trace plot shows the
pressure at the initial baseline prior to probe insertion, pressure drop at insertion point, pressure
build up until a plateau was reached, followed by pressure drop upon probe retraction. The
pressure was monitored until the final baseline was reached that corresponds to the initial
baseline. The initial pressure drop, due to occlusion of the probe tip during insertion, was
followed by a subsequent pressure surge as the tip was inserted deeper into the acinus, and the
probe tip was relieved of the cells that initially caused the occlusion. Once the plateau was
reached, the acinar lumen pressure was measured relative to the pressure outside of the acinus
at the same depth. (B) Lumen pressure was directly measured in acini in response to direct
CFTR activation using a PKA agonist, and indirect blockage via the inhibition of the Na+/K+
pump. Acini were cultured in MatrigelTM until they reached a luminal diameter of approximately
200 μm and then pressure was measured following culture for 24 hours in the PKA agonist (8bromo c-AMP, 10 μM), Ouabain (0.1 μM), and vehicle control (DMSO). At least 5 acini were
measured for pressure in all three cases (*p<0.001, N.S (not significant, p>0.05), One-way
ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test). (C) Pictorial representation of acini compression using a 20g
calibrated weight. (D) Compression of epithelial acini expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor
module using a 20g calibrated weight demonstrated elastic recoil under normal conditions. Left:
The Area outline depicts the change in curvature and was used for circularity measurements
using ImageJ. Right: The line plot representing acini circularity demonstrated elastic recoil in the
acini upon removal of the 20g calibrated weight. The circularity trend suggests that majority of
the compressed acini regained their original shape post weight removal. At least 13 acini were
scored (Scale bar=20um). (E) Effect of osmotic pressure on acini compression. Left: CFTRinhibited acini did not exhibit elastic recoil upon removal of weight, following compression using
a 20g calibrated weight. Right: Low osmotic pressure CFTR-inhibited group seldom endured the
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weight compression effects. At least 13 acini were scored (Scale bar=20um). (F) Compression
using a 20g calibrated weight and subsequent recovery of forskolin-treated epithelial acini
(expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor module) upon weight removal demonstrated
maintenance of acinar elasticity with increased CFTR activity (left). The line plot representing
acini circularity demonstrated elastic recoil in the acini upon removal of the 20g calibrated
weight (Right). The circularity trend suggests that majority of the compressed acini regained
their original shape post weight removal. At least 13 acini were scored (Scale bar=20um). (G)
Strain measurement of epithelial acini experiencing weight-mediated compression effects. 24
points were captured per acini along the periphery (left) for mean edge displacement
measurements for all the three cases (before, after weight and recovery).

The data are

normalized by centroid and other factors to ensure greatest overlap (center). The ΔL is
normalized mean of the Feret diameter and the orthogonal of each acinus, for strain
measurement (right) (Scale bar=100 μm). (H) The mean edge strain (%) shows a relative
decrease in percentage strain in acini that were treated with 10 μM of CFTR(inh)-172 (+CFTR)
for 24 hours prior to compression, compared to the untreated control (- , -) and forskolin-treated
acini (+Fsk) that maintained a significant amount of strain upon recoil. Each dot shown in the
scatter dot plot indicates the mean displacement per acinus for every group (mean±SEM is
indicated, N.S (p>0.05), *p<0.05, Student t-test).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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Recoil

mediating the spherical shape.

We observed larger deformations for control acini during

compression (measured as changes in circularity and mean edge strain, respectively) (Figure
3.5 D, and Figures 3.6 D, 3.6 G and 3.6 H) as compared to acini treated with forskolin (Fsk)
and CFTRinh-172 (Figures 3.6 E, 3.6 F and 3.6 H). Additionally, we observed reduced recoil
(measured as circularity) for CFTR-inhibited acini as compared to control and forskolin-treated
acini (Figure 3.5 D and Figure 3.6 H). The lack of recoil in the CFTR inhibited acini, the
reduced deformation in forskolin-treated acini, and the increased circularity in uncompressed
forskolin-treated acini indicates that lumen pressure is important for maintaining acinar shape,
elasticity and resisting deformation by external forces.

3.3.4. Osmotic stretch regulates E-cadherin force induced proliferation

Based on prior studies, we hypothesized that the increased tension across E-cadherin, as a
result of ionic gradients, induces proliferation in an E-cadherin dependent manner (253). To
assess cellular proliferation, acini were stained with Ki-67.

Forskolin induced nuclear

localization of Ki-67 between 24 to 48 hours in the non-transfected parental MDCK-2 acini. Ki67 expression, however, was minimized in cells expressing a cytoskeletal decoupled “tailless”
E-cadherin (EcadΔcyto) (Figure 3.7 A, and Figures 3.8 A and 3.8 B) indicating that
cytoskeleton-connected E-cadherin is necessary for the response. Acini treated with forskolin
for a period of 6 hours showed a significant increase in positive YAP1 nuclear staining as early
as 6 hours compared to the control (Figures 3.7 C and 3.7 D). Forskolin also did not increase
Ki-67 as well as YAP1 expression in 2D monolayers (Figure 3.8 A - 3.8 D), indicating that the
forskolin-mediated effects require a 3D environment to induce proliferation. Lastly, knockdown
of CSE1L to increase CFTR activity also increased Ki-67 and YAP1 expression compared to the
non-silenced control (Figures 3.7 B, 3.7 E and 3.7 F).
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Figure 3.7. Osmotic pressure regulates cellular proliferation in an E-cadherin dependent
manner. MDCK-2 cells were used in all experiments. (A) MDCK-2 parental cells were ki67 (red)
positive after 48 hours of treatment with forskolin. Forskolin treatment of EcadΔcyto expressing
cells and CFTR inhibition did not induce cellular proliferation. Actin-488 was used to stain the
actin cytoskeleton (green) and the nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue).
Quantification of immuno-positive nuclei (Ki67) normalized against the total nuclei count is as
shown. Representative data shows the central cross-section of acini with and without treatment.
At least 30 acini were scored over three independent experiments. The mean±SEM is indicated.
*p<0.001 (One-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test). Scale bar=20 μm. (B) Cells with CSE1L
knockdown had increased ki67 (red) staining as compared to scramble control cells. All acini
were fixed on day 5, co-stained for actin (green) and the nuclei (blue) were counterstained with
Hoechst 33342 (Scale bar=20 μm). Quantitative analysis of the number of proliferating cells as
indicated by positive Ki67 nuclear staining depicts a higher proportion of proliferating cells in the
CSE1LKD as compared to its non-silenced scramble control (SCR). Representative data shows
the central cross-section of acini with and without treatment. At least 30 acini were scored over
three independent experiments. The mean±SEM is indicated. *p<0.001 (Student t-test). (C)
MDCK-2 parental cells showed an increase in nuclear YAP localization (red) as early as 6 hours
post treatment with forskolin. Representative data shows four cross-sections of the acinus (from
top to center) indicating active-YAP localization. The nuclei (blue) were counterstained with
Hoechst 33342. Scale bar=20 μm. (D) Quantification of immuno-positive nuclei (YAP1)
normalized against the total nuclei count depicts a higher proportion of stretch-induced cells in
the forskolin-treated group (+Fsk, 6h) as compared to the untreated control (-Fsk). About 40
acini were scored over three independent experiments. The mean±SEM is indicated. *p<0.001
(One-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test). (E) Cells with CSE1L knockdown (CSE1LKD) had
increased YAP1 (red) staining as compared to scramble control cells (SCR). Representative
data shows three cross-sections of the acinus (from top to center) indicating active-YAP
85

localization. All acini were fixed on day 5, and the nuclei (blue) were counterstained with
Hoechst 33342 (Scale bar= 50 μm). (F) Quantitative analysis of the number of YAP-positive
nuclei as indicated by positive YAP nuclear staining depicts a higher proportion of stretchinduced cells in the CSE1LKD as compared to its non-silenced scramble control (SCR). At least
30 acini were scored over three independent experiments. The mean±SEM is indicated.
*p<0.001 (Student t-test).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
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Figure 3.8. Osmotic pressure-driven stretch is absent in monolayers. Related to Figure
3.7 (A and B) Osmotic pressure driven stretch-induced proliferation is absent in 2D monolayers.
Parental MDCK-2 cells treated with Forskolin (Fsk, 10 μM) seldom showed any change in ki67
nuclear expression (red) at two different time points (24, 48 hours) compared to the untreated
control, which was quantified by counting the immuno-positive cells for ki67 that was normalized
against the total nuclei count. At least 3000 nuclei over 15 images per group were analyzed for
quantification purposes. The mean±SEM is indicated in the scatter dot plot shown (N.S, p>0.05,
One-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test). Scale bar=20 μm. (C and D) Parental MDCK-2 cells
grown as 2D monolayers and treated with forskolin (Fsk, 10 μM) seldom showed any change in
YAP1 nuclear localization (red) at 6 hours compared to the untreated control. The immunopositive cells for active YAP1 was normalized against the total nuclei count. At least 3000 nuclei
over 20 images per group were analyzed for quantification purposes. The mean±SEM is
indicated in the scatter dot plot shown (N.S, p>0.05, One-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test).
Scale bar=50 μm.

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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3.3.5. Mechanical force across E-cadherin is down regulated during EMT progression

Because EMT is known to affect acini lumen morphology by inducing lumen filling, we wanted to
understand how force exerted on E-cadherin is affected during the early stages of EMT, prior to
down regulation of E-cadherin. First, we observed that mechanical force across E-cadherin,
measured via FRET ratio analysis (Figures 3.9 A and 3.9 B) was gradually reduced from over
the course of 48 hours of TGF-β1 induced EMT. We also observed a decrease in tensile force
exerted across E-cadherin during EMT progression in 2D monolayers (Figure 3.10 A).
Measurement of lumen pressure showed an approximately 50 percent decrease in acini after 24
hours of TGF-β1 treatment (Figure 3.9 C). To test the hypothesis that higher forces exerted on
E-cadherin might prevent progression through EMT, we pre-treated the cells with forskolin prior
to TGF-β1 treatment. Forskolin prevented TGF-β1 induced changes in lumen morphology,
force across E-cadherin, and expression of N-cadherin, α-smooth muscle actin, vimentin and Ecadherin (Figures 3.9 D - 3.9 F, and Figures 3.10 B and 3.10 C). Additionally, forskolin
treatment also minimized twist nuclear localization (Figure 3.10 D), suggesting TGF-β signaling
is also regulated by changes in osmotic gradients. Because cAMP signaling has been shown to
affect EMT (254), we compared the effects of PKA and Epac1 agonists on monolayers and acini
to decouple the effects of osmotically driven stretch (present in acinar structures) from signaling
effects (present in both monolayers and acini). Epac1 activation blocked TGFβ1-induced Ncadherin expression in both 2D and 3D, suggesting its effects are independent of osmotic
pressure (Figures 3.10 E and 3.10 F).

However, activation of PKA with 6-Bnz-cAMP (an

agonist that selectively activates cAMP-dependent PKA but not Epac signaling pathways (255))
blocked EMT in 3D but not 2D, indicating its effect on EMT is likely due to increased osmotic
pressure (Figures 3.10 E and 3.10 F). Knockdown of CSE1L also prevented TGFβ1-induced
expression of N-cadherin and lumen filling in acini (Figures 3.9 G and 3.9 H).
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Figure.3.9. Force across E-cadherin is reduced during EMT progression. (A) Time course of
TGF-β1 treatment shows a gradual decrease in force across E-cadherin. Separate acini
(expressing the Ecadherin tension sensor module) were imaged for each case (Scale bar=20
μm). (B) FRET index measurements as depicted in the scatter dot plot showed significant
reduction in force across E-cadherin after 24 and 48 hours TGF-β1 treatment (2ng-ml-1) in the Ecadherin tension sensor module. The horizontal line (black) denotes the median of the FRET
index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest observation within 1.5xIQR
(representative data shown is from one experiment chosen from a pool of at least three
independent experiments that were performed on separate days, *p<0.05, p>0.05 (N.S), One-way
ANOVA test and Mann-Whitney test). (C) Acini were cultured in MatrigelTM until they reached a
luminal diameter of approximately 200 μm and then pressure was measured following culture for
24 hours in TGF-β1 (2ng-ml-1) and vehicle control (DMSO). At least 5 acini were measured for
pressure in both cases (*p<0.001, Student t-test). (D) Treatment of E-cadherin tension sensor
module acini simultaneously with 10 μM forskolin (beginning 30 minutes prior to 48 hours of 2ngml-1 TGF-β1 treatment) prevented the decrease in force across E-cadherin (as depicted by
reduced FRET index) and preserved the single-lumen morphology (Scale bar=20 μm). (E)
Mechanical tension across E-cadherin is signficantly increased (decreased FRET index) with
simultaneous treatment with forskolin, as shown in the scatter dot plot. The horizontal line (black)
denotes the median of the FRET index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest
observation within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment chosen from a
pool of three independent experiments that were performed on separate days, *p<0.05, MannWhitney test). (F) Simultaneous treatment with 10 μM forskolin prevented TGF-β1(2ng-ml-1)
induced expression of N-cadherin (red), as well as acinar luminal filling (performed on the nontransfected parental MDCK-2 cells). Scale bar=20 μm. (G) The CSE1LKD prototype of the nontransfected parental MDCK-2 cell-line displayed minimal N-cadherin (red) expression at the cellcell junctions in the presence of TGF-β1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours, compared to its non-silenced
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scramble control (SCR) that was characterized by acinar luminal filling and increased N-cadherin
expression (Scale bar=20 μm). (H) Quantification of the CSE1LKD prototype for single lumen
morphology in the presence of TGF-β1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours. Majority of the CSE1LKD acini
exhibited single lumen in the presence of TGF-β1 as opposed to its non-silenced scramble control
(At least 15 acini were scored).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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Figure 3.10. Increased CFTR activity blocks EMT progression in epithelial acini. Related
to Figure 3.9 (A) Effect of TGFβ1-induced EMT in 2D. Reduced force across E-cadherin
(Higher FRET index) was observed in monolayers expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor
module after exposure to TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours. The horizontal line (black) denotes the
median of the FRET index estimates and the black whiskers denote the largest observation
within 1.5xIQR (representative data shown is from one experiment chosen from a pool of three
independent experiments that were performed on separate days, *p<0.05, Mann-Whitney test).
Scale bar is 20 μm. (B) Immunofluorescence staining of parental MDCK-2 acini (-/+) TGFβ1
post 48 hour-treatment for α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA, red) showed increased protein
expression in the presence of TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) accompanied by acinar luminal filling. Pretreatment with forskolin (10 μM) followed by TGFβ1 detected single lumen maintenance with
minimal to null protein expression compared to TGFβ1-treated acini (Scale bar=20 μm). (C)
Non-transfected MDCK-2 acini stained for E-cadherin (green) and Vimentin (red) (-/+) TGFβ1
post 48 hour-treatment showed minimal E-cadherin and increased Vimentin expression in the
presence of TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) accompanied by lumen occlusion. Pre-treatment with forskolin
(10 μM) followed by TGFβ1 detected single lumen maintenance with increased expression of Ecadherin, localized at the cell-cell junctions. Hoechst 33342 (blue) was used to counterstain the
nuclei (Scale bar=20 μm). (D) Immunofluorescence staining of epithelial acini expressing the Ecadherin tension sensor module for Twist1 (red) detected increased nuclear expression of the
protein in the presence of TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours compared to acini that were treated
with forskolin (10 μM) and TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours. Hoechst 33342 (blue) was used to
counterstain the nuclei. Scale bar=20 μm. (E) Immunofluorescence staining of epithelial acini
expressing the E-cadherin tension sensor module for N-cadherin (red) detected absence of the
protein at the cell-cell junctions together with single lumen maintenance when cells pre-treated
with the PKA agonist (6-Bnz-cAMP sodium salt, 10 μM) and Epac1 agonist (8-pCPT-2-O-MecAMP-AM, 10 μM each) was subjected to TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours. Hoechst 33342 (blue)
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was used to counterstain the nuclei. Scale bar=20 μm. (F) Absence of osmotic stretch effects in
preventing TGFβ1-induced EMT progression in 2D. MDCK-2 cells pre-treated with Epac1
agonist (8-pCPT-2-O-Me-cAMP-AM, 10 μM) and PKA agonist (6-Bnz-cAMP sodium salt, 10 μM)
activators were exposed to TGFβ1 (2ng-ml-1) for 48 hours, fixed and stained for N-cadherin.
Increased N-cadherin (red) expression in PKA-activated cells compared to Epac1-activated
quantified osmotic pressure effects in preventing TGFβ1-induced EMT (Scale bar=20 μm).

Figure reprinted with permission from Vani Narayanan, Laurel E. Schappell, Carl R. Mayer,
Ashley A. Duke, Travis J. Armiger, Paul T. Arsenovic, Abhinav Mohan, Kris N. Dahl, Jason P.
Gleghorn, and Daniel E. Conway. “Osmotic Gradients in Epithelial Acini Increase Mechanical
Tension across E-cadherin, Drive Morphogenesis, and Maintain Homeostasis”. Current Biology
30, 1-10, February 24, 2020.
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3.4. DISCUSSION
It is well established that epithelial acini behave differently than 2D epithelial monolayers, which
includes changes in morphology, apicobasal polarity, and responses to growth factors (45, 233).
In addition, innovative work by Valerie Weaver’s group has shown that acini are responsive to
changes in the extracellular environment (256). However, it is not yet well understood how cells
in acini experience and generate forces, in particular when grown in soft/compliant matrices, like
MatrigelTM. Traditionally, resistance from substrate stiffness is thought to be necessary for cells
to generate large forces.

Our data suggest that hydrostatic pressure can serve a similar

resistance function, acting as a balance for intracellular myosin forces.

Our work in this study demonstrates that epithelial acini have significant lumen pressure, and
that this pressure (sensed as tensile forces by cells) affects the morphogenesis and
homeostasis of acini.

Our work in this manuscript adds to a growing body showing that

pressure impacts cellular behavior. Within individual cells, changes in intracellular pressure
have already been shown to be important for driving cell rounding during mitosis (257) and cell
migration (258). Likewise forces from inter-blastocoelic hydrostatic pressure have shown to be
important for fibronectin fibril assembly (259), formation and positioning of the blastocoel (260),
and the control of blastocyst size (261).

Perhaps, most directly related to our studies of

epithelial cells is a recent report showing the regulation of branching morphogenesis by
transmural pressure in a developing lung (234).

Our study clearly demonstrates that

mechanical forces (between and within cells) are affected by changes in ion secretion (Figure
3.3).

Additionally, a recent report showed that basally formed hemi-cysts (also known as

epithelial domes) also experience significant hydrostatic pressure (262). The contribution of
ionic gradients (osmotic pressure) to cellular forces should therefore be considered in any
closed 3D cellular system in which fluid is present. A number of studies have established that
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CFTR activity regulates the lumen size of epithelial acini (28, 236). Based on the relationship
between CFTR activity and lumen size, a previous hypothesis was that increases in apical
delivery of ions by pumps and channels increases pressure within the lumen (238). In Figure 3,
by directly measuring pressure, we are able to directly demonstrate that CFTR chloride
secretion contributes to the formation of lumen pressure, providing experimental validation of
this prior hypothesis. Interestingly, further increases of CFTR did not result in increased lumen
pressure, despite increasing E-cadherin force (Figure 3.3). Instead, increased CFTR activity
resulted in a large increase in lumen size. According to the physical principle known as the Law
of Laplace, an increase in circumferential tension (E-cadherin force) can occur from either
increased pressure or increased lumen volume. However, because the cells in the wall can
also actively respond in ways to affect both pressure (e.g. ion secretion, changes in barrier
function) and wall expansion (e.g. cell division, cytoskeletal changes, myosin contractility), the
physical principles governing pressure, circumferential tension and lumen expansion, and their
correlations is likely more complex than predicted by the Law of Laplace.

Given our observation of a plateau in pressure, it is tempting to speculate that acini may
possess an internal pressure set-point, which is mediated through an active feedback
mechanism in which circumferential tension regulates cellular expansion (through changes in
cellular elasticity, contractility, and cellular division), thereby establishing a homeostatic
equilibrium. The mechanisms that could actively regulate acini expansion are not yet clear. Of
note, recent work by Xavier Trepat’s group has shown that epithelial cell expansion is not
homogeneous, and that some cells may possess super-elastic properties, allowing for some
cells to rapidly expand into a super-stretched state (262). It will be interesting to determine how
cellular changes can affect the relationship between pressure, tension, and expansion during
more complex 3D morphological changes, such as tubulogenesis or branching morphogenesis.
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Interestingly, despite mature acini being relatively homeostatic, our data also show variations in
internal pressure (ranging from 21 to 49 Pa) (Figure 3.5 A), and E-cadherin FRET
measurements. We hypothesize that the pressure and circumferential tension of epithelial acini
may be dynamic, being affected by a number of processes that occur even in mature acini (cell
division, apoptosis, lumen size, paracellular leak, and changes in ion secretion).

Our work identifies the adherens junction as a potential sensor of tension arising from CFTRdriven ionic gradients. E-cadherin forces appear necessary for epithelial cells to respond to
changes in osmotic pressure, including cellular proliferation (Figure 3.7). We also wish to note
that our 3D studies of CFTR-induced proliferation (Figure 3.7) complement a number of existing
studies by James Nelson’s group, in which it was shown that mechanical forces across Ecadherin are responsible for stretch-induced proliferation of epithelial 2D monolayers (252).
Given recent work by this group showing that increased tension on E-cadherin orients the
direction of cell division (56), it is an attractive hypothesis that osmotic pressure-induced Ecadherin forces could be a principal mechanism for maintaining symmetric division of cells in
acini.

Although our data support the hypothesis wherein circumferential stretch is sensed by the
adherens junction, other mechanosensitive structures could ultimately be the primary
mechanosensor. Our efforts to manipulate ionic gradients likely also affect forces across other
structures in the cell-cell junction, such as desmosomes (263) and tight junctions (264), as well
as other cytoskeletal connected structures, such as focal adhesions (228) and/or the nuclear
LINC complex (41). Our finding of reduced force on E-cadherin, as well as lumen pressure,
during the earliest stages of EMT (Figures 3.9 A – 3.9 C) is surprising given prior work
suggesting that higher external forces (e.g. matrix stiffness) and intracellular forces (e.g. myosin
contractility) promote EMT (256, 265, 266). However, these prior results are not necessarily
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contradictory to our observations; rather it is possible that EMT induces a transfer of force from
cell-cell junctions to cell-matrix adhesions. Our findings are also supported by recent work
showing that HGF stimulation (also known to induce EMT) decreases E-cadherin force (244). In
addition, it may be necessary to reduce force across E-cadherin to induce disassembly of
adherens junctions, as E-cadherin has been shown to exhibit catch bond behavior (267).
Interestingly, loss of CFTR activity has also been shown to promote EMT (268). Our work,
along with other reports (269), indicates that cellular tension is an important factor in the
propensity of cells to undergo EMT.

In conclusion, this chapter shows that epithelial acini experience significantly higher forces
across E-cadherin when grown in 3D, which arise from the effect of ionic gradients in the closed
lumen. These forces are necessary for the formation and homeostasis of glandular structures.
Force biosensors, such as TSmod, are well suited to study mechanical forces in acini and can
be applied in future studies involving more complex 3D cellular systems.
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4.1. RATIONALE
The findings in chapter 3 shed light on the relevance of osmotic gradients in modulating forces
experienced across crucial cell-cell adhesion molecules such as E-cadherin. Strong cell-cell
junctions, formed by adherens junctions and desmosomes, are critical to the integrity of cellular
tissues, including the ability to resist mechanical stress (273, 274). More recently, using Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based tension biosensors, we and others have shown that
mechanical tension is applied across actin-connected cadherins in adherens junctions (245, 31).
It is not known, however, if other components of the cell-cell junction, such as desmosomes,
experience mechanical force. An extension of the work presented in chapter 3 would be to
investigate whether desmosomes are subjected to mechanical load, and how these forces aid in
the regulation of epithelial function.

Desmosomes are intermediate filament (IF)-connected structures found in epithelial and muscle
tissues that bind cells together. These junctions consist of a transmembrane desmosomal
cadherin (desmocollin or desmoglein) connected to intermediate filaments by linker proteins,
plakoglobin, plakophilin, and desmoplakin. Desmosome-targeting genetic, autoimmune, and
infectious diseases present clinically in the skin and heart (274), two organs subjected to
significant mechanical force. This has led to the hypothesis that a major function of
desmosomes is to resist mechanical stress at cell-cell contacts (275). Nearly all animal cells
express a network of IFs through the cytoplasm of the cell; this network is the principal
cytoskeletal component that is present at desmosomes. While the model of cellular tensegrity (a
simple mechanical model of cell structure based on tensegrity architecture) predicts that IFs are
subject to tensile forces (276, 277), the ability of IFs to transmit or apply mechanical loads has
not been directly demonstrated. A prior study showed that IFs become straightened under
stretch, reaching strains of up to 250% (3.5x the original length) before breaking (278).
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Additionally, keratin filaments at epithelial cell-cell junctions are typically observed to be
linear/straight and in alignment with filaments on the neighboring cell (279, 280); this alignment
is lost further into the center of the cell, suggesting that there may exist an uneven distribution of
force across the keratin network, with the highest level of force applied at cell-cell contacts. To
directly measure mechanical forces applied to desmosomes, we used the existing TSmod FRET
sensor (228) to develop a desmoglein-2 (DSG-2) force sensor that behaves similarly to
endogenous DSG-2. Using the DSG-2 sensor, we observed that desmosomes in both
cardiomyocytes and epithelial cells are subject to mechanical tension. In addition, increased
DSG-2 force was observed for 3D acinar cultures of epithelial cells when compared to 2D
monolayers. Our results provide, to our knowledge, the first direct evidence of mechanical force
across desmosomes, indicating that desmosomes are, indeed, load-bearing.
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4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.2.1. Cell Culture

A431 cells were obtained from ATCC and MDCK-2 cells and were a gift of Rob Tombes. All cell
lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) with 10% FBS (Life
Technologies,

Carlsbad,

CA,

USA).

Induced

pluripotent

stem

cell

(iPSC)-derived

cardiomyocytes were purchased from Cellular Dynamics and cultured in a manufacturer
supplied media. Adenovirus (see below) was used to uniformly express the DSG-2 tension
sensor and tailless control in Madin-Darby canine kidney cells (MDCK-2), A431, and
cardiomyocytes. Development of the desmoglein-2 force sensor: Human DSG-2 cDNA was a
gift from Kathleen Green (Addgene plasmid # 36989). This sequence was modified to remove
the c-terminal GFP, and to introduce SalI and NotI sites between G733 and A734,
approximately between the intracellular anchor (IA) domain and the intracellular catenin-binding
site (ICS) that binds plakoglobin. A previously characterized FRET-based tension sensor,
known as TSmod (consisting of mTFP1 and venus, separated by a 40 amino acid elastic linker,
flanked by XhoI and NotI) (228), was inserted between the SalI and NotI sites of the modified
DSG-2 to develop the DSG-2 tension sensor. The sensor was moved to pcDNA 3.1 (+) for
transient expression experiments. A control tailless DSG-2 sensor was made by removing the
portion of the DSG-2 cytoplasmic tail (including the ICS site) located c-terminal to the tension
sensor, thereby preventing interactions with desmoplakin and the IF cytoskeleton. Adenoviral
DSG-2 tension sensor and tailless controls were made using pshuttle-CMV (Addgene,
Cambridge, MA, USA, plasmid # 16403) and the pAdEasy Adenoviral Vector System (Agilent,
Santa Clara, CA, USA). Adenovirus was produced by the VCU Macromolecule Core.

4.2.2. Tonic contraction and relaxation of cardiomyocytes
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Tonic contraction and relaxation of cardiomyocytes was induced by exposing cells to high K+ or
BDM (2,3-Butanedione monoxime) buffers, respectively, as previously described (281).

4.2.3. Immunocytochemistry

A431 cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor were fixed in ice cold methanol for 15 min.
Cells were stained with mouse anti-desmoplakin (1:10, Fitzgerald Industries International,
Acton, MA, USA, #10R-D108a) and rabbit anti-GFP (1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas,
TX, USA, sc-8334) and Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies (1:250, Life Technologies). Images
were acquired using a Zeiss 710 LSM confocal.

4.2.4. Immunoprecipitation

The DSG-2 tension sensor and DSG-2 tailless sensor was each expressed in MDCK cells using
the respective adenovirus. As a negative control, lysates were also collected from MDCK cells
not expressing any sensor. Cells were lysed with an immunoprecipitation buffer (20 mM Tris
HCl pH 8, 137 mM NaCl, 1% Nonidet P-40 (NP-40), and protease and phosphatase inhibitors).
Samples were spun at 10,000 g for 10 min to remove insoluble material and then incubated with
GFP-Trap agarose beads (Bulldog Bio, Portsmouth, NH, USA), in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions. The GFP-Trap antibody cross-reacts with the venus, which is
present in the TSmod. Immunoprecipitated samples were removed from the beads using the
Laemmli sample buffer. Samples were run on SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to a PVDF
membrane. Plakoglobin was detected using mouse anti-plakoglobin antibody (1:1000, Sigma
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, Clone 15F11) and venus was detected using mouse anti-GFP
(1:1000, Santa Cruz, Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA, clone B2).
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4.2.5. Immunogold Electron Microscopy

Immunogold electron microscopy was performed by the VCU Microscopy Facility. MDCK cells
expressing the desmoglein-2 sensor were grown on Thermanox coverslips and fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde/0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M Millonig’s buffer for 1 h. Following fixation,
samples were washed briefly (3 x 5 min) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The samples were
then dehydrated through a graded series of ethanols (30 to 100%, 10 min at each step).
Following dehydration, samples were infiltrated with 3:1 100% ethanol:LR White (1 h on a
rotator), 1:1 100% ethanol:LR White (1 h on a rotator), and 1:3 100% ethanol:LR White (2 h on
a rotator). The samples were then infiltrated overnight in LR White at 4 oC. The following day,
the samples were flat embedded (cell side up) in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) resin molds
(Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA, USA), overfilled with LR White, and sealed with Aclar film (to
avoid any exposure of the LR White to oxygen during polymerization). Polymerization of LR
White was done either in an oven (set to 55 oC) or under UV light (in a chest over dry ice) for 24
h. 60 nm sections were cut (Leica EM UC6i ultramicrotome, Wetzlar, Germany) and collected
on 300 mesh formvar-coated nickel grids. Prior to immunolabelling, grids containing sections
were incubated (face down) on 100 µL drops of Aurion Blocking Solution (Electron Microscopy
Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) for 1 h at room temperature.

The grids were then washed (face down) on 100 µL drops of PBS (with 0.1% BSA) on a rotary
stir plate, set to the lowest setting (3 x 5 min). The grids were incubated (face down) on 150 µL
drops of rabbit anti-GFP (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA, ab6556), diluted 1:50 in PBS (with
0.1% BSA), overnight in a sealed humidity chamber at 4 oC. The following day, the grids were
washed (face down) on 200 µL drops of PBS (3 x 5 min, a rotary stir plate, set to the lowest
setting). The grids were then incubated (face down) on 150 µL drops of 6 nm colloidal gold
conjugated goat-anti-rabbit IgG (Electron Microscopy Sciences), diluted 1:20 in PBS (with 0.1%
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BSA), for 2 h in a sealed humidity chamber at room temperature. Following incubation in the
secondary antibody, the grids were washed in PBS, with 0.1% BSA (3 x 5 min), PBS (3 x 5
min), and then distilled water (5 min). Prior to imaging, the grids were stained with 2% aqueous
uranyl acetate (10 s) and Reynold’s lead citrate (10 s). The grids were imaged with a JEOL
JEM-1230 transmission electron microscope (TEM) equipped with a Gatan Orius SC1000 CCD
camera.

4.2.6. Hyper-adhesivity Assay

Cells were pre-treated with 10 nM of PKC inhibitor Gö6976 (EMD Millipore, Burlington, MA,
USA) for 60 min to induce hyper-adhesion (161).

4.2.7. Cell Stretch experiments

FRET analysis of DSG-2 force changes under static (“stretch and hold”) stretch was measured
using a custom-made biaxial cell stretching device compatible with live cell imaging, in which
confluent colonies of A431 cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor or tailless control were
seeded on silicone (thickness of 0.005 inches, Specialty Manufacturing Inc) to which fibronectin
(20 ug/mL) was passively adsorbed. Cells were allowed to adhere overnight and reform cell-cell
adhesions. Cells were tracked and FRET images of the same cells were acquired at 0% (static),
9%, and 22% biaxial strain (constant/static stretch), as well as unloaded (post-stretch), to allow
paired comparisons of DSG-2 junctional FRET from the same cell. The time between the
application of stretch and image acquisition was on the order of minutes (due to movement of
the membrane a small amount of time is required to find the original field of view and refocus
the microscope).
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4.2.8. 3D Spheroid Culture

MDCK-2 cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor (via adenovirus) were seeded into phenolfree reduced growth factor reduced MatrigelTM (Corning, New York, NY, USA) on glass bottom
dishes (for FRET studies). Cells were cultured for 7 days to allow sufficient time for epithelial
acini formation, with media replacement every 3 days. To compare FRET-based force
measurements in epithelial acini and monolayers, the MatrigelTM bed was created in such a way
that the bed is thicker at the center (allowing for acini formation) and thinner along the rim of the
glass bottom dish (preventing acini formation with cells, remaining instead as a monolayer).

4.2.9. FRET image acquisition and analysis

Images were acquired and analyzed as previously described (41, 282, 283). Briefly, images
were acquired from live cells grown on glass bottom dishes on an inverted Zeiss LSM 710
confocal (Oberkochen, Germany) using a 458 nm excitation with a plan-apochromat 63x oil NA
1.4 objective lens (40x water objective lens for the stretch experiments). Live cells, expressing
either soluble teal (mTFP1) or venus, were imaged in the spectral mode using a 32-channel
spectral META detector to record the spectral fingerprints of each fluorescent protein. Cells
expressing the DSG-2 sensor were imaged using the online-unmixing mode in the Zeiss Zen
Software. In each experiment, images were captured on the same day, with the gain and laser
intensities fixed across all samples.

All images were background subtracted in the teal and venus channels, respectively, to reduce
noise, and all saturated pixels were removed. Ratiometric images were calculated by dividing
the unmixed venus channel (FRET signal) by the unmixed teal channel (donor signal) to
normalize. To reduce FRET noise from edge artifacts, pixels with very large FRET ratios (>20)
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were removed from analysis. To examine FRET pixels of interest, ratio images were multiplied
with binary image masks that outlined the cell-cell junction. Pixels from each experimental group
were aggregated and sorted by their fluorescent intensity. To remove the influence of acceptor
bleed-through on the fret ratio, only intensity-sorted fret ratio pixels were compared across all
experimental groups. Sorted pixels were binned into discrete intensity ranges, and the average
fret ratio in a given intensity range were compared.

In select experiments, FRET efficiency was measured for the E-cadherin force sensor, using the
recently developed sensor FRET technique, in which spectral images are captured at 2 different
excitation wavelengths (282), allowing the contribution from the acceptor direct excitation in
each FRET spectra to be removed and the absolute FRET efficiency to be calculated. The force
vs. FRET efficiency behavior for the 40-amino-acid-long elastic domain between the
fluorophores was previously characterized in (228). As the fluorophores used to calibrate the
linker (Cy5 and Cy7) have a different Forster radius than the mTFP-venus pair used in the DSG2 FRET sensor, the FRET efficiency axis was scaled so that at zero force the FRET efficiency is
equal to the measured DSG-2 tailless control FRET efficiency, and as the force approaches
infinity, the FRET efficiency is equal to zero. Using this scaled plot, the average force per
molecule can then be estimated from the measured FRET efficiency, as described by Arsenovic
et al. (282).

4.2.10. CRISPR knockout of DSG-2

An all-in-one guide RNA and cas9 plasmid targeting human DSG-2 was generated by Sigma
(DSG-2 gRNA target sequence GTTACGCTTTGGATGCAAG). A431 cells were transfected by
electroporation and individual clones were screened for NHEJ repair using DNA sequencing of
the targeted region (using forward primer, CATTCTTGATCGAGAAGAAACACC, and reverse
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primer, TTGAGTAGTTGCTACAGAGACC). Loss of DSG-2 expression was confirmed by
western blotting using mouse anti-DSG-2 (Clone 6D8, Santa Cruz).

4.2.11. Statistical Analysis

Statistical significance was measured using ANOVA Newman-Keul’s post-hoc test. In the case
of observations that are paired and imaged under varying conditions, a paired test was
conducted to obtain statistical significance. All statistical tests were conducted at a 5%
significance level (p<0.05).
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4.3. RESULTS
4.3.1. Biological validation of the DSG-2 tension sensor

A DSG-2 tension sensor was developed by inserting TSmod between the intracellular anchor
(IA) and intracellular cadherin-type sequence (ICS) domains of the cytoplasmic tail of DSG-2
(Figure 4.1 A). When expressed in A431 cells, the sensor localized to cell-cell contacts (Figure
4.1 B). This expression co-localized with desmoplakin (Figure 4.1 B), suggesting that the DSG2 tension sensor was expressed in desmosomes. To further confirm that the DSG-2 tension
sensor interacted with other desmosomal proteins, co-immunoprecipitations (co-IP) against
venus (present in TSmod) were performed, with MDCK cells expressing either DSG-2 tension
sensor or DSG-2 tailless control. Plakoglobin co-IPed with the DSG-2 tension sensor but did not
co-IP in the DSG-2 tailless control (which lacks the ICS binding site for plakoglobin) (Figure 4.1
C). To further confirm incorporation into desmosome structures, immunogold electron
microscopy (against venus in TSmod) was performed on MDCK cells expressing the DSG-2
tension sensor. Positive staining was observed at desmosomes (Figure 4.1 D). Additionally, to
confirm signaling functionality of the DSG-2 tension sensor, Crispr/Cas9 was used to knockout
endogenous DSG-2 in A431 cells. Loss of DSG-2 resulted in attenuated EGFR phosphorylation,
as previously shown (284, 285). Reconstitution of these cells with the DSG-2 tension sensor
partially restored epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine phosphorylation (Figure 4.1
E), further confirming functionality of the sensor.

4.3.2. Measurement of Desmosome Forces in Cardiomyocytes

To further validate the FRET-force responsiveness of the DSG-2 biosensor, we examined the
FRET responsiveness in human iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes. We hypothesized that DSG-2
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Figure 4.1.

Design and Validation of the Desmoglein-2 (DSG-2) Tension Sensor. (A)

Schematic for how TSmod was inserted into DSG-2 between the intracellular anchor (IA) and
intracellular cadherin-type sequence (ICS) domains to make the DSG-2 tension sensor (other
domains are EC, extracellular domain; EA, extracellular anchor; IPL, intracellular proline-rich
linker; RUD, repeated unit domain; DTD, desmoglein-specific terminal domain). Under
mechanical loading, the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) pair in TSmod is separated,
reducing FRET. A tailless force-insensitive control was made by removing the cytoplasmic tail
downstream of the tension sensor. (B) The DSG-2 tension sensor expressed in A431 localized
to cell-cell junctions. Arrows indicate co-localization with desmoplakin. Scale bar is 20 µm. (C)
The DSG-2 tension sensor (TS) and DSG-2 tailless (TL) control was expressed in Madin-Darby
canine kidney (MDCK-2) cells. Co-IP was performed with an antibody recognizing venus.
Plakoglobin immunoprecipitated with the DSG-2 tension sensor, but not DSG-2 tailless. (D)
MDCK-2 cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor were fixed and processed for immunogold
electron microscopy with anti-GFP antibody. A positive signal was observed at desmosomes,
the DSG-2 tension sensor was localized to desmosomes. Scale bar is 500 nm. (E) Wild-type,
DSG-2 CRISPR-Cas9 knockout, and DSG-2 knockout reconstituted DSG-2 tension sensor
A431 cells were lysed and assessed for phosphorylated epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) (pY1173). Reconstitution with the DSG-2 tension sensor rescued the loss of
phosphorylated EGFR seen in the knockout cells.

Figure reprinted with permission from Sindora R. Baddam*, Paul T. Arsenovic*, Vani
Narayanan*, Nicole R. Duggan*, Carl R. Mayer, Shaston T. Newman, Dahlia A. Abutaleb,
Abhinav Mohan, Andrew P. Kowalczyk and Daniel E. Conway. “The Desmosomal Cadherin
Desmoglein-2 Experiences Mechanical Tension as Demonstrated by a FRET-Based Tension
Biosensor Expressed in Living Cells”; * denotes equal contribution. Cells (2018), 7(7), 66.
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force would be maximal at the peak of contraction. Initially, we attempted to image FRET in
beating cardiomyocytes; however, it was difficult to accurately capture FRET images at peak
contraction due to the fast rate of beating and focal artifacts induced by cell movement (data not
shown). Instead, the DSG-2 tension sensor and DSG-2 tailless control expressing
cardiomyocytes were exposed to either a high K+ contraction buffer to promote tonic contraction
or a low K+ relaxation buffer (with actomyosin inhibitor BDM) to inhibit contraction. A dramatic
decrease in FRET for the DSG-2 tension sensor was observed for cells in the contraction buffer,
as compared to the relaxation buffer, indicating increased tension (Figure 4.2 A and 4.2 B).
Slight, but significant, decreases in FRET were also observed for the DSG-2 tailless control
(Figure 4.2 A and 4.2 B) indicating that some fraction of the FRET changes observed under
tonic contraction may be independent of tensile loading.

4.3.3. Measurement of Desmosome Forces in Epithelial Cells

To examine desmosome forces in epithelial cells, the DSG-2 sensor was expressed in MDCK-2
cells. Cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor had reduced FRET at cell-cell junctions as
compared to cells expressing the DSG-2 tailless control, indicating that there is mechanical
tension across DSG-2 in these cells (Figure 4.3 A and 4.3 B). Next, to examine DSG-2 forces
in an epidermal cell-line, we examined DSG-2 forces in A431 cells. Similar to MDCK-2, in A431
cells, DSG-2 FRET for the tension sensor was reduced relative to the tailless control, indicating
that DSG-2 is also subject to mechanical tension in these cells (Figure 4.3 C and 4.3 D).

Additionally, to further characterize tensile forces exerted across desmosomes, we directly
measured the FRET efficiency of the sensor in A431 cells subjected to stretch, using a custommade biaxial stretching device. In unstretched cells, we observed a significant decrease in
FRET efficiency of the DSG-2 tensions sensor when compared to the DSG-2 tailless control
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Figure 4.2. DSG-2 tensile force is increased in contracting cardiomyocytes. (A) Human
iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor or DSG-2 tailless control
was exposed to either relaxing buffer (with actomyosin inhibitor 2,3-butanedione monoxime
(BDM)) or tonic buffer (high K+). buffer resulted in a large decrease in FRET for the DSG-2
tension sensor. Tonic buffer also resulted in a small, but significant, decrease in FRET for the
DSG-2 tailless control. Scale bar is 20 µm. (B) Quantification of FRET differences
(representative experiment of three experiments with similar results, ANOVA with NewmanKeuls post-hoc test, * p < 0.001).

Figure reprinted with permission from Sindora R. Baddam*, Paul T. Arsenovic*, Vani
Narayanan*, Nicole R. Duggan*, Carl R. Mayer, Shaston T. Newman, Dahlia A. Abutaleb,
Abhinav Mohan, Andrew P. Kowalczyk and Daniel E. Conway. “The Desmosomal Cadherin
Desmoglein-2 Experiences Mechanical Tension as Demonstrated by a FRET-Based Tension
Biosensor Expressed in Living Cells”; * denotes equal contribution. Cells (2018), 7(7), 66.
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Figure 4.3. DSG-2 is under tension in resting epithelial cells. (A) MDCK cells expressing the
DSG-2 tension sensor had reduced FRET compared to MDCK cells expressing the DSG-2
tailless control. Scale bar is 20 µm. (B) Quantification of FRET differences (representative
experiment of five experiments with similar results, ANOVA with Newman-Keuls post-hoc test *
p < 0.001). (C) A431 cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor had reduced FRET compared
to A431 cells expressing the DSG-2 tailless control. Scale bar is 20 microns. (D) Quantification
of FRET differences (representative experiment of three experiments with similar results,
ANOVA with Newman-Keuls post-hoc test * p < 0.001).

Figure reprinted with permission from Sindora R. Baddam*, Paul T. Arsenovic*, Vani
Narayanan*, Nicole R. Duggan*, Carl R. Mayer, Shaston T. Newman, Dahlia A. Abutaleb,
Abhinav Mohan, Andrew P. Kowalczyk and Daniel E. Conway. “The Desmosomal Cadherin
Desmoglein-2 Experiences Mechanical Tension as Demonstrated by a FRET-Based Tension
Biosensor Expressed in Living Cells”; * denotes equal contribution. Cells (2018), 7(7), 66.
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(Figure 4.4 A and 4.4 B). Using the previously developed force-FRET relationship for TSmod
(228), the mechanical force across DSG-2 was estimated to be 1.5 pN per molecule (with a
standard deviation of 0.84 pN), which is similar to force estimates for E-cadherin (31, 282) and
VE-cadherin [20]. Biaxial stretch (9% and 22%) did not significantly alter the FRET for the DSG2 tension sensor (Figure 4.4 C), suggesting that this level of stretch does not affect DSG-2
tension.

4.3.4. Effects of Hyper-adhesion on Desmosome Forces

Desmosomes have been shown to undergo a transition whereby they become calcium
independent through chelation of extracellular calcium concentration and hence, resistant to
disruption (161). Hyper-adhesivity via calcium independence can be induced by inhibitors of
protein kinase C (PKC) and disrupted by PKC activators that promote calcium dependence.
Treatment of MDCK-2 cells expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor with PKC inhibitor, Gö6976,
induced hyper-adhesion and elevated FRET index levels compared to the untreated control
cells (Figure 4.5 A and 4.5 B). The MDCK-2 cells were cultured to confluence overnight (12-18
h) and therefore, the control cells likely lack hyper-adhesive desmosomes as multiple days of
culture at confluency is required to induce hyper-adhesion (287).

4.3.5. Desmosome Forces in 3D Acini

Epithelial cells, including MDCK-2 cells, can be grown in both 2D monolayers and 3D epithelial
acinar cultures (also known as cysts or spheroids), which form a hollow sphere with a single,
central lumen. We have observed that 3D acini have higher tensile forces exerted across Ecadherin as compared to 2D monolayers, due, in part, to osmotic-induced lumen pressure as
reported in Narayanan, et al. (302) and presented in chapter 3. We hypothesized that lumen
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pressure could also increase mechanical forces across desmosomal cadherins. DSG-2
expressing MDCK-2 cells exhibited reduced FRET (indicating higher force) in 3D compared to
2D monolayers grown on top of MatrigelTM (Figure 4.6 A and 4.6 B), thereby demonstrating that
ionic gradients can generate osmotic pressure or volume changes, both of which result in
increased cellular tension in closed 3D cellular systems.
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Figure 4.4. FRET efficiency measurements of A431 cells. (A) FRET efficiency
measurements of selected junctions from a monolayer of A431 cells expressing the DSG-2
tension sensor or tailless control. Scale bar is 50 µm. (B) Quantification of FRET efficiency
measurements between tension sensor and tailless cells, differences were significant (ANOVA
with Newman-Keuls post-hoc test, * p < 0.001). (C) DSG-2 Tension sensor and tailless
expressing cells were subjected to 0% (static), 9%, and 22% strain, followed by an unloading.
Images were acquired for the same cells at each condition (paired). No changes in FRET were
observed in either cases by the stretch.

Figure reprinted with permission from Sindora R. Baddam*, Paul T. Arsenovic*, Vani
Narayanan*, Nicole R. Duggan*, Carl R. Mayer, Shaston T. Newman, Dahlia A. Abutaleb,
Abhinav Mohan, Andrew P. Kowalczyk and Daniel E. Conway. “The Desmosomal Cadherin
Desmoglein-2 Experiences Mechanical Tension as Demonstrated by a FRET-Based Tension
Biosensor Expressed in Living Cells”; * denotes equal contribution. Cells (2018), 7(7), 66.
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Figure 4.5. DSG-2 force is reduced in hyper-adhesive cells. (A) MDCK-2 cells expressing
DSG-2 were treated with 10 nM of the protein kinase C (PKC) inhibitor, Gö6976, for 60 min to
induce hyper-adhesion. Cells stimulated with Gö6976 had increased FRET compared to control
cells, indicating decreased tension. Scale bar is 20 µm. (B) Quantification of FRET differences
(representative experiment of three experiments with similar results, ANOVA with NewmanKeuls post-hoc test, * p < 0.01).

Figure reprinted with permission from Sindora R. Baddam*, Paul T. Arsenovic*, Vani
Narayanan*, Nicole R. Duggan*, Carl R. Mayer, Shaston T. Newman, Dahlia A. Abutaleb,
Abhinav Mohan, Andrew P. Kowalczyk and Daniel E. Conway. “The Desmosomal Cadherin
Desmoglein-2 Experiences Mechanical Tension as Demonstrated by a FRET-Based Tension
Biosensor Expressed in Living Cells”; * denotes equal contribution. Cells (2018), 7(7), 66.
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Figure 4.6. Desmosome forces are increased in epithelial acini. (A) MDCK-2 cells
expressing the DSG-2 tension sensor were either seeded in MatrigelTM for 7-10 days to form
acini or on top of thin MatrigelTM to form monolayers. Scale bar is 20 µm. (B) Quantification of
FRET differences showed acini to have increased DSG-2 force (indicated by lower FRET index)
compared to monolayers (representative experiment of three experiments with similar results,
ANOVA with Newman-Keuls post-hoc test, * p < 0.01).

Figure reprinted with permission from Sindora R. Baddam*, Paul T. Arsenovic*, Vani
Narayanan*, Nicole R. Duggan*, Carl R. Mayer, Shaston T. Newman, Dahlia A. Abutaleb,
Abhinav Mohan, Andrew P. Kowalczyk and Daniel E. Conway. “The Desmosomal Cadherin
Desmoglein-2 Experiences Mechanical Tension as Demonstrated by a FRET-Based Tension
Biosensor Expressed in Living Cells”; * denotes equal contribution. Cells (2018), 7(7), 66.
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4.4. DISCUSSION
Prior reports have established that cell-cell adhesions experience significant tensile loads,
comparable to forces across cell-ECM adhesions (274, 275). While we, and others, have used
force biosensor techniques to directly show that the adherens junction is a major load bearing
structure (31, 245), other cell-cell junctional structures, such as desmosomes, have not yet been
directly studied with force biosensors to determine if these components are load bearing. Our
results, showing that DSG-2, a desmosomal cadherin, bears mechanical tension, represents the
first report to directly demonstrate that the desmosome is a load-bearing structure.
Desmosomes are primarily intermediate-filament connected structures that are found in both the
epithelium and cardiac muscle. Because genetic, autoimmune, and bacterial diseases that
target desmosomes present clinically as skin blistering (275), desmosomes have been identified
as a critical cell adhesion structure. In addition, in vitro studies of intermediate filaments have
shown they are a critical cytoskeletal element for cellular stiffness and play important roles
during large cellular deformations (289, 290). However, decoupling desmosomes from
intermediate filaments did not significantly alter resting epithelial monolayer stiffness (291), and
knockdown of desmocolin-3 did not have a significant effect on intracellular tension (292). When
taken together, these prior findings indicate that desmosomes may not experience significant
forces when cells are at rest, but instead, may be more critical for cell adhesion and force
transmission during active loading (e.g., contraction or large deformations). This is supported by
our work showing minimal force loading of DSG-2 in epithelial cells (Figure 4.3) and relaxed
cardiomyocytes (Figure 4.1), but very large loading in contracting cardiomyocytes (Figure 4.1).
Interestingly we did not observe significant changes in DSG-2 forces in epithelial cells subjected
to static biaxial stretch at 22% strain (Figure 4.4 C). Similar levels of stretch (12–15% strain)
has been previously shown to affect the cell cycle (253) and affect orientation of the mitotic
spindle (56). At this level of stretch, our group has most recently observed significant increases
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in E-cadherin and nesprin-2G forces (304), which indicates that mechanical stretch affects
desmosomes differently. It is not clear if higher levels of strain (or unidirectional strain) would
increase the force across DSG-2. Reports have shown that intermediate filaments can sustain
strains of up to 250% without breaking (279). At present, our biaxial stretch system is not
capable of applying very large strains (more than 30% strain).

The findings documented in this chapter do not address which cytoskeletal elements are the
principle contributors of force to desmosomes. Although intermediate filaments are believed to
be the principal cytoskeletal structure associated with desmosomes, actin has been shown to be
associated with desmosomes in the context of desmosome assembly (293, 294). Future work
will be required to address if and how intermediate filaments generate and sustain loads.
Additionally, it is not known if other desmoglein and desmocolin isoforms beyond DSG-2
experience similar levels of mechanical force. It will be interesting to determine if tissue-specific
or differentiation-driven changes in desmosomal cadherin expression (295) can influence
mechanical forces across desmosomes.

One interesting phenomenon that we observed was that the tailless DSG-2 control sensor
exhibited a decrease in FRET during cardiomyocyte contraction, albeit less than the full-length
tension sensor. There are two possible explanations for this result, the first being that large
changes in cell length and force during contraction reduces DSG-2 oligomerization, thereby
decreasing intermolecular FRET (296). The second alternate explanation is that the changes in
FRET of the tailless sensor are due to DSG-2 existing in a compressed state, with a loss of
compression occurring when cardiomyocytes contract. Recently, it was shown that the TSmod
sensor used in our DSG-2 sensor is capable of detecting compressive forces, in addition to
tensile forces, even when used in a tailless control (297). While our data show that
desmosomes are subject to tensile forces, it is also possible that desmosomes may additionally
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experience compressive forces during specific conditions, such as in junctions of relaxed
cardiomyocytes. Intermediate filaments have been shown to exhibit frequent short wavelength
buckling (298), suggesting that intermediate filaments may be subject to compressive forces
(299).

The ability of desmosomes to experience mechanical tension opens the possibility that the
desmosome may play an important function as a mechanosensory structure, initiating
intracellular signaling in response to changes in force. Desmosomes have already been shown
be a target of PKC signaling (300) and phosphorylation (301), indicating that signaling
molecules are closely associated with the desmosome. Additionally, pathogenic antibodies
produced in the autoimmune epidermal blistering disease, pemphigus vulgaris, have been
shown to alter intracellular signaling pathways upon binding to the extracellular domain of
desmoglein-3 (DSG-3) (302). We anticipate that the DSG-2 sensor will enable future studies to
examine the role of force on desmosome signaling (and vice versa).
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5.1 RATIONALE

Chapters 3 and 4 elucidate the importance of mechanical forces experienced across some of
the most potent mechano-sensing components of the cell. Both, E-cadherin and the
desmosomal cadherin DSG-2 have demonstrated to possess a functional role in regulating
homeostasis in multi-cellular spheroids.

Being the chief control center of the cell, the

contribution of the nucleus in regulating tissue homeostasis in complex spheroid systems is,
however, not fully understood to date. The nuclear LINC complex, that spans the nuclear
envelope and connects the nucleoskeleton with the cytoskeleton, has been recently identified as
a potential mechano-sensory element of the cell (41). A further extension of the work presented
thus far would be to probe the critical role of the macromolecular scaffold in regulating and
maintaining epithelial tissue integrity and homeostasis.

The nucleoskeleton, which is comprised of type V intermediate filament nuclear lamin proteins,
confers mechanical stiffness to the nucleus and helps organize the genome (305). The
nucleoskeleton is connected to the cytoplasmic cytoskeleton by the LINC complex (linker of
nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton). The LINC complex transmits mechanical forces generated in
the cytoskeleton to the nucleus, which positions the nucleus in cells and tissues, and enables
crucial functions like the establishment of cell polarity, cell migration, cell mechano-sensing, and
gene expression (306, 307, 308, 309, 171, 310, 311, 258, 169).

The LINC complex spans the inner and outer nuclear membranes. It is composed of an inner
membrane protein containing the Sad1 and UNC-84 (SUN) domain and an outer membrane
protein containing the Klarsicht, ANC-1, and Syne homology (KASH) domain. The SUN and
KASH domains bind to each other in the perinuclear space (163, 164, 165, 312). The
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mammalian genome encodes five SUN proteins, which are anchored in the inner nuclear
membrane, and several of these interact with lamin A/C and emerin (306, 163, 328). By
contrast, the mammalian genome encodes six KASH proteins (nesprins 1–4, KASH5, and
LRMP) (46, 234). The cytoplasmic domain of nesprins interacts directly or indirectly with actin
filaments (nesprin-1 and nesprin-2), microtubules (nesprin-1, nesprin-2, nesprin-4, and KASH5),
and intermediate filaments) (171, 310, 164, 165, 167, 168, 313, 314).

Emerging evidence suggests that alterations to LINC complex proteins may contribute to the
development of pathologies. Complete double knockout (DKO) of nesprin-1 and nesprin-2, as
well as SUN1 and SUN2, is lethal in mice (315, 316). Loss of nesprin- 4 results in deafness in
humans (317); mutations in SYNE1, which encodes nesprin-1, causes cerebellar ataxia (318,
319), and alterations in LINC complex proteins are associated with Emery- Dreifuss muscular
dystrophy (320, 321). A recent study of 3,000 cancer genomes across nine cancer types
identified mutations in the SYNE-1 gene encoding nesprin-1 as ‘‘drivers’’ in the development of
cancer (322). LINC complex components SUN1, SUN2, and nesprin-2 are downregulated in
breast cancer (170). SYNE-1 and SYNE-2 genes can also be mutated or undergo gene
amplification in breast cancers (170, 323, 324). Glandular epithelia in the breast and other
organs are characterized by tubular networks and acinar structures that contain hollow lumens.
Cancer development in glandular epithelia is generally characterized by a loss of tissue
structure that includes blockage of glandular lumens (325, 256).

Here, we examined the effect of LINC complex disruption on the development and maintenance
of higher-order glandular epithelial cellular structures in three-dimensional culture. We focused
on epithelial acini, which model normal glandular epithelium in vivo (71, 326, 45, 327, 104). We
show that the LINC complex supports the maintenance of the glandular epithelia through its
effects on non-muscle myosin II. The results presented in this chapter thus suggest a potential
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mechanistic role for alterations to the LINC complex in generating structural aberrations of
glandular epithelial tissue.
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5.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.2.1. Stable cell lines

To generate a system for doxycycline-inducible LINC complex disruption in MCF-10A cells, the
cells were transduced using the pRetroX-Tet-On-Advanced system (Clontech) and then
incubated in DMEM/10% FCS containing 0.5 mg/ml G418 to select for cells that stably express
the rtTA-Advanced protein. The cells were subsequently transduced using pRetroX-Tight.puro
(Clontech), followed by a selection on medium containing 1 mg/ml puromycin. Plasmid
pRetroX.Tight. puro harbored either sequences encoding SS-EGFP-SUN1L-KDEL (SUN1LKDEL) or SS-EGFP-KDEL (EGFP-KDEL) (163); in the latter, the EGFP sequence alone was
targeted to and retained in the ER lumen as a control. After puromycin selection, expression of
the SS-EGFP-SUN1L-KDEL or SS-EGFP-KDEL was induced with 1 mg/ml doxycycline for 18 h,
and FACS-sorted to select cells that expressed EGFP protein. These cells were subsequently
screened by immunofluorescence with or without 1 mg/ml doxycycline for 18 h to ensure that
the cells were only expressing the fusion proteins upon induction of expression with
doxycycline. To generate the constructs for MCF-10A EGFP-KASH2 and EGFP-KASHΔL cells.
pLVX-puro-EGFP-C2 vector was derived from pLVX-puro vector (Clontech) by inserting EGFPMCS sequence. cDNAs for human nesprin-2 KASH (6829-6907 aa) and KASHΔL (6829-6884
aa) were previously described (329) and were inserted into pLVX-puro-EGFP-C2 vector with
BamHI and NotI restriction sites.

To create a dominant-negative KASH1 (DN-KASH1) peptide (originally developed by Lombardi
et al. (330)) mCherry dominant negative (DN)-KASH1 protein was prepared by cloning the
sequence encoding the KASH domain from human nesprin-1 (synthesized by Gene Art, Thermo
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Fisher) into pmCherry-C1 (Clontech). Similarly, to create a control KASH1 peptide which could
not interact with SUN proteins, the last 4 amino acids of KASH1 (Pro-Pro-Pro-Leu) were deleted
from this construct (referred to as KASH1ΔPPPL) (331). To develop an inducible lentivirus, the
sequences encoding mCherry-DN-KASH1 and mCherry-DN-KASH1ΔPPPL were each inserted
into pinducer20 (gift from Stephen Elledge; Addgene plasmid #44012) (332). Lentivirus was
generated using HEK293 cells (ATCC) and standard second-generation packaging plasmids
(333). After lentiviral infection (333), MDCK II cells were selected using G418, and then induced
to express mCherry-KASH1 with 100 ng/ml doxycycline. Cells expressing high levels of
mCherry-KASH1 or mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL were sorted by flow cytometry and were clonally
expanded.

5.2.2. Cell culture and drug treatment

Cells were maintained at 37oC in a humidified 5% CO2 environment. Human breast epithelial
cells (MCF-10A from ATCC) were maintained in DMEM/F12 medium (Invitrogen) supplemented
with 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor (EGF, Peprotech), 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma), 100
ng/ml cholera toxin (Sigma), 100 µg/ml insulin (Sigma), 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin mix (PenStrep, Invitrogen), and 5% v/v horse serum (Invitrogen) (71). MDCK II cells (gift of Jennifer
Lippincott-Schwartz) were cultured in DMEM medium with 4.5 g/l glucose (Mediatech Cellgro),
supplemented with 10% v/v donor bovine serum (DBS, GIBCO). To induce acinar formation in
MCF-10A cells, cells were trypsinized and re-suspended in assay medium consisting of
DMEM/F12 supplemented with 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone, 100 ng/ml cholera toxin, 100 µg/ml
insulin, 1% v/v penicillin-streptomycin mix (Pen-Strep) and 2% v/v horse serum (71). Cells were
next seeded in the assay medium supplemented further with 5 ng/ml EGF and 2%v/v MatrigelTM
on growth factor reduced (GFR) MatrigelTM (Corning)-coated 8-well Nunc Lab-Tek chamber
slides (5000 cells/well) as previously described (71).
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To coat an 8-well Nunc Lab-Tek chamber slide with MatrigelTM, 40 or 45 µl of MatrigelTM was
spread evenly on each well of 8-well chamber slide. Then the chamber slide was kept in the
incubator for at least 30 min until the gels were solidified. For studying the effect of LINC
complex disruption on MCF-10A acinar development, MCF-10A cells were induced to express
specific control proteins or dominant negative proteins by treatment with 1 µg/ml doxycycline for
48 hours before seeding into MatrigelTM. To induce acinar formation in MDCK II cells, cells were
cultured in MDCK II growth medium supplemented with 2% v/v Matrigel, on GFR MatrigelTM
(Corning)-coated 8-well Nunc Lab-Tek chamber slide system (5000 cells/well) for 7 d. For
studying the effect of LINC complex disruption on MDCK II acinar development, cells were
induced to express dominant negative mCherry-KASH1 by treatment with 1 µg/ml doxycycline
for 24 hours. In acinar maintenance experiments, MCF-10A or MDCK II cells were allowed to
form acini and then treated with 1 µg/ml doxycycline for indicated times. For myosin inhibition,
Y-27632 (EMD Millipore) at final concentrations of 40 µM and blebbistatin (EMD Millipore) at 50
µM were used. For increasing myosin activity, Calyculin A (Cell Signaling Technology) at a final
concentration of 5nM and Rho activator II (Cytoskeleton Inc) at final concentrations of 1 µg/ml,
2.5 µg/ml and 5 µg/ml were used.

5.2.3. Immunostaining

Acini were immune-stained using the protocol of Debnath et al. (71). To immune-stain acini in
3D MatrigelTM, cells were first fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature.
Then the fixed acini were incubated in permeabilization buffer (0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 30
min at room temperature followed by another 45 min incubation with IF buffer (130 mM NaCl; 7
mM Na2HPO4; 3.5 mM NaH2PO4; 7.7 mM NaN3; 0.1% BSA; 0.2% Triton X-100; 0.05% Tween20) supplemented with 10% goat serum. Acini were incubated with primary antibody rabbit antiGM130 (Cell Signaling Technology, working dilution 1:2000), mouse anti-GP135, EMD Millipore,
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clone 3F2:D8, concentration: 0.5 mg/ml, working dilution 1: 250), rabbit anti-Nesprin 2/4
(peptide antigen KKAELEWDP AGDIGGLGPLGQ; YenZyme, working dilution 1:200, described
in (334), rabbit anti-Nesprin 3 (Sigma, working dilution 1:100), rabbit anti-Nesprin 2 (described in
an earlier study (329), dilution 1:200), mouse anti-Nesprin 1 (EMD Millipore MANNES1A clone
7A12, dilution 1:50), mouse anti-⍺-tubulin (Sigma, working dilution 1:250), rabbit anti-ECadherin (24E10) (Cell Signaling Technology, working dilution 1:200) and rabbit anti-myosin
light chain (phospho S20) (Abcam, working dilution 1:100, previously validated for MDCK II cells
(244)) overnight at 4oC. The samples were then washed with PBS and incubated with
secondary antibodies Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit antibody, Alexa Fluor 647 chicken antirabbit antibody, Alexa Fluor 647 donkey anti-mouse antibody and Alexa Fluor 488 goat antirabbit antibody was used for 1 hour at room temperature (Invitrogen, working dilution 1:200).
Phalloidin conjugated to a fluorophore (Alexa Fluor 488, 594, or 647; Life Technologies) was
used

to

stain

F-actin.

The

nucleus

was

stained

with

Hoechst

33342

(Life

Technologies/Invitrogen) or DAPI stain (Vector Laboratories).

5.2.4. Mechanical indentation assay

Indentation experiments were performed using a custom micro-indenter consisting of a sapphire
probe with a 1.6-mm curvature radius fastened to a double-leaf cantilever (336). The cantilever
was mounted to a piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente P-622.ZCL). Normal forces were
calculated by measuring the deflection of the cantilever using a linear displacement capacitance
probe (Lion Precision C5R-0.8 sensor). Acini were isolated from Matrigel (following steps
described in Lee et al. (335)) and deposited on glass-bottom Petri dishes (Cell Vis) coated with
0.01% poly-L-lysine (Sigma). To isolate acini, acini were first washed once with PBS at 4oC and
then incubated with PBS at 4oC supplemented with 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaVO4, 1.5 mM NaF
until most of the gels were dissolved. This was followed by 15 min centrifugation at 125 g and
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4oC. The pellet was next rinsed with 4oC PBS and then centrifuged again at 4oC, 125 g for 15
min. To check the viability of acini, isolated acini were incubated with calcein AM (Invitrogen,
1:2000). To avoid adhesion to cells, the indenter probe was coated with 0.1 wt% pluronic F-127.
The micro-indenter was mounted above a laser-scanning confocal microscope (Nikon C2) to
perform real-time imaging of the acini during indentation. Indentation measurements were
performed at an indentation speed of 0.1 µm/s to a maximum load of 50 µN.

5.2.5. Determination of spindle-angle orientation

The spindle angle was measured as the acute angle between the line joining the two poles of
the mitotic spindle, and the line joining the mid-point of the spindle line and the centroid of the
apical domain. The measurements were performed in Image J (271).

5.2.6. Western blotting

For assaying cells in 2D culture, cells were washed with cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
and lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris- HCl pH 7.2, 1% (w/v) Triton X-100, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM
MgCl2 and 0.1% v/v SDS) supplemented with 1% v/v protease inhibitor (Cytoskeleton) on ice.
Cells were then scraped from the dish and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm (Eppendorf, 5415R) for 5
mins at 4oC. The supernatant was collected, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at –80oC.
Total protein concentration was determined using Precision Red advance protein kit
(Cytoskeleton). For cells cultured in 3D MatrigelTM, we used previously published protocols from
the Brugge lab (71, 337). Briefly, cells were washed with cold PBS and lysed in RIPA buffer
(Alfa Aesar) supplemented with 1% protease inhibitor for 15 mins at 4oC. The cell, MatrigelTM
and lysis buffer mixture was pulled through 27-gauge needle 3 times and allowed to sit at 4oC
for 15 mins. The lysate was spun for 15 mins at 4oC at 13200 rpm (Eppendorf, 5415R). The
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supernatant was collected and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The CytoTox 96 kit (Promega)
was used to detect lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels, which was used to normalize lysate
concentrations for equal loading. Expression levels of individual proteins were quantified using
the WES system (Protein Simple) and the 12–230 kDa WES kit (SM-W004), according to
manufacturer’s instruction. The primary antibodies used were rabbit anti-p(myosin) (ab 2480,
Abcam) against phosphorylated myosin (S20) that have been previously validated for MDCK II
cells (244) and mouse anti-GAPDH antibodies (NB300-328SS, Novus Biologicals). The
secondary antibodies used were from the WES detection kit, anti-rabbit (042-208) and antimouse antibodies (042-205) and used as per manufacturer’s instructions. Data analysis was
performed using ProteinSimple Compass software. The total intensity for each band was
computed as the area under each peak (computed automatically by the software). Next, the
total intensity for each band was divided by the total intensity of the corresponding GAPDH
band. Next, for a given blot, the data normalized as above in each lane was further normalized
to the normalized data in a reference lane.

5.2.7. Imaging and analysis

Fluorescence imaging of cells/acini was performed using a Nikon A1+ confocal microscope or
Nikon epifluorescent microscope equipped with a 60x oil immersion objective with 1.4 N.A., 40x
oil immersion objective with 1.3 N.A., 40x water immersion objective with 1.15 N.A., or 10x
objective with 0.3 N.A. (all from Nikon). Epifluorescence imaging made use of a CCD camera
(CoolSNAP, Photometrics), while confocal images were captured with DU4 detector. For all liveacinar imaging, the cells were maintained in an environmental chamber (In Vivo Scientific) at
37oC and 5% CO2. Time-lapse imaging of acini was performed using a 20x objective, 0.75 N.A.
or 40x objective, 0.6 N.A. (Nikon). The correction collar of each objective was adjusted based
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on the manufacture’s suggestion for different cover glasses. The filter cube used for live cell
imaging was 540/20 excitation and 600/25 emission.

5.2.8. Quantification and statistical analysis

MATLAB was used to analyze the mean squared fluctuations reported in Figure 5.7 F.
Student’s t test was used to detect the statistical difference between MCF-10A groups.
Bonferroni correction was used if multiple comparisons were performed. One-way ANOVA
followed by Tukey (HSD) test was used to compare different phenotypes formed by MDCK II
cells using the R software (272) (Figures 5.1 D, 5.4 B, and 5.3 D). Data are presented as mean
± SEM. Detailed experimental design (replication and sample sizes) and statistical information
can be found in Figure Legends.
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5.3. RESULTS

5.3.1. The Role of the LINC Complex in Acinar Development

To investigate the role of the LINC complex in epithelial acinar development, we first generated
two MCF-10A breast epithelial cell lines in which the LINC complex could be disrupted in an
inducible manner. We created one cell line that inducibly expresses SS-EGFP-SUN1L-KDEL
(abbreviated as SUN1-LKDEL). This construct binds to endogenous KASH domain proteins via
a lumenal SUN domain, but instead of a transmembrane tether to retain it at the nuclear
envelope (NE), it has a KDEL retention motif to maintain it in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).
Thus, SUN1L-KDEL functionally depletes nesprins at the nuclear envelope, thereby disrupting
the LINC complex (163). We also created an MCF-10A cell line that inducibly expresses SSEGFP- KDEL (abbreviated as EGFP-KDEL) to be used as a control. In both these cell lines,
expression of recombinant proteins was induced by doxycycline. Consistently with our
previously published observations with NIH 3T3 fibroblasts (334), perturbation of the LINC
complex by SUN1L-KDEL expression in MCF- 10A cells in 3D culture led to loss of nesprin-2
and nesprin-4 (the antibody cross-reacts with human nesprins 2 and 4) from the nuclear
envelope, as observed by immunofluorescence (Figure 5.2). Such loss was not observed in
cells expressing EGFP-KDEL. Also, SUN1L-KDEL expression, but not EGFP-KDEL expression,
caused a loss of nesprin-3 from the nuclear envelope in 3D MCF-10A culture (Figure 5.2 C).
These results demonstrate successful, inducible disruption of the LINC complex in MCF-10A
cells in 3D culture.

To examine the effect of LINC disruption on acinar formation, we induced the expression of
EGFP-KDEL or SUN1L-KDEL in MCF-10A cells for 48 h and cultured these cells in MatrigelTM
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over a period of several days. Acinar development by the two cell lines were markedly different.
The cells producing EGFP-KDEL assembled acini that were almost spherical (Figure 5.1 A) with
a clearly visible lumen. Over the same time period, cells producing SUN1L-KDEL also
assembled almost spherical structures, but around 80% of these spheres lacked a lumen
(Figure 5.1 B). We confirmed that these effects were not due to differences in the expression
levels of EGFP-KDEL and SUN1L-KDEL (Figure 5.2 D). These observations indicate that an
intact LINC complex is required for the development of MCF-10A acini with organized lumens.

We next examined the generality of these findings by using alternative approaches to disrupt
the LINC complex. We expressed the KASH2 domain from nesprin-2, which has been shown to
disrupt the LINC complex by competitively binding to SUN1/2 (314, 329, 338). Similar to the
observations with EGFP-SUN1L- KDEL-expressing cells, EGFP-KASH2 expression in MCF10A cells caused more than a two-fold decrease in the number of acini with lumen but did not
prevent the formation of spherical structures (Figures 5.1 A and 5.1 B). Expression of EGFP or
the KASH domain lacking the luminal domain (EGFP-KASH2 ΔL), which does not disrupt the
LINC complex (329, 339), did not affect lumen formation (Figures 5.1 A and 5.1 B). These
results indicate that the observed lack of lumen in MCF-10A acini is caused by LINC complex
disruption and independent of the method used for the disruption.

To check whether the observed LINC complex requirement for normal acinar development is
cell type specific, we engineered MDCK II cells to inducibly express mCherry-KASH1
(abbreviated as KASH1; the KASH1 domain was from nesprin-1). KASH1 production was first
induced in these cells, and this was followed by a 7-day culture in Matrigel to stimulate acinar
development. KASH1 expression was confirmed to cause a loss of nesprin-1 and nesprin-2
from the nuclear envelope as observed by immunofluorescence in both 2D and 3D cultures
(Figure 5.3). As a control, we engineered MDCK II cells to inducibly express mCherry152

Figure 5.1. Disruption of the LINC Complex Results in Lumen Occlusion during Acinar
Development by MCF-10A and MDCK II Cells. LINC complex disruption was induced by
doxycycline before seeding on the MatrigelTM. (A) Fluorescent images of representative acini
formed by MCF-10A cells expressing the proteins indicated in the left column. Scale bar, 10 µm.
(B) Occurrence of MCF-10A acini with a lumen under different conditions presented in (A).
EGFPKDEL: SS-EGFP-KDEL, SUN1L: SS-EGFP-SUN1L-KDEL (-Dx, without doxycycline, +Dx,
with doxycycline), KASH2: EGFP-KASH2, KASH2 DL: EGFP-KASH2. If one or more cells were
observed inside the three-dimensional lumen, as visualized using z-stack confocal microscopy,
the acinus was scored as lacking a lumen; n ≥ 93 acini from at least three experiments for each
condition. Error bars represent ± SEM (* p < 0.05, Student’s t-test with Bonferroni corrections).
(C) Fluorescent images of representative acini formed over a period of 7 days by uninduced
MDCK II cells (-Dx, KASH1), by MDCK II cells inducibly expressing mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL
induced with doxycycline on day -1 (+Dx, DPPPL) or by MDCK II cells inducibly expressing
mCherry-KASH1 induced with doxycycline on day -1 (+Dx, KASH1). DNA and F-actin were
imaged through Hoechst and phalloidin staining respectively. Scale bar, 20 µm. (D) Occurrence
of MDCK II acini with a single lumen under different conditions in (E). n≥120 acini from 3
independent experiments for each condition. Error bars represent ± SEM (*p<0.001, One-Way
ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey (HSD) test). Also see Figure 5.2 and 5.3 for validation of LINC
complex disruption.
Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
†

denotes co-corresponding authors. Current Biology 29(17), 2826-2839, September 9, 2019.
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Figure 5.2. Loss of Nesprin Proteins from the Nuclear Envelope in MCF-10A cells in 2D
culture and 3D culture upon expression of SUN1L-KDEL. Related to Figure 5.1. (A)
Immuno-fluorescence images showing localization of nesprin-2 and/or nesprin-4 in MCF-10A
cells expressing EGFP-KDEL or SUN1L-KDEL. (B) Immuno-fluorescence images of nesprin-3
in MCF-10A EGFP-KDEL cells showing variability in levels of nesprin-3. (C) Immunofluorescence images showing localization of nesprin-2 and/or nesprin-4 in MCF-10A acini
expressing EGFP-KDEL or SUN1L-KDEL; insets are provided to aid visualization. (D) Plot
shows mean fluorescence intensities of EGFP-KDEL and of SUN1L-KDEL measured from
images of acini under identical imaging parameters (laser power, gain, scan speed, pixel size
and objective were kept constant). There were no differences between the mean fluorescence
intensities, yet there were clear differences in the percentage of acini with lumens (63% EGFPKDEL acini had a lumen (n=70), 23% SUN1-LKDEL acini had a lumen (n=69)).

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
†

denotes co-corresponding authors. Current Biology 29(17), 2826-2839, September 9, 2019.
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Figure 5.3. Loss of Nesprin Proteins from the Nuclear Envelope in MDCK II cells in 2D
culture and 3D culture upon expression of mCherry-KASH1. Related to Figure 5.1. (A)
Immuno-fluorescence images showing localization of nesprin-1 and/or nesprin-2 in uninduced
MDCK II cells, MDCK II cells expressing mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL or mCherry-KASH1. (B)
Immuno-fluorescence images showing localization of nesprin-1 and/or nesprin-2 in uninduced
MDCK II acini or MDCK II acini expressing mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL or mCherry-KASH1. (C)
Plot shows the mean fluorescence intensities of mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL or mCherry-KASH1 in
acini which were formed through culture for 7 days; doxycycline was to induce expression for 24
h before seeding into MatrigelTM. In these acini, 75.5% of the mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL acini
(n=98) and 20.4% of the mCherry-KASH1 acini (n=98) had a lumen. (D) Plot shows the mean
fluorescence intensities of mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL or mCherry-KASH1 in acini which were preformed through 3D culture for 7 days followed by doxycycline treatment for 24 and 48 h to
induce expression of these proteins. 79.5% of mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL acini at 24h (n=83),
70.9% mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL at 48 h (n=103), 24.09% induced mCherry-KASH1 at 24h
(n=83), and 25.3% induced mCherry-KASH1 at 48h (n=78) had a single lumen).

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
†

denotes co-corresponding authors. Current Biology 29(17), 2826-2839, September 9, 2019.
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Nesprin-2

KASH1ΔPPPL (abbreviated as KASH1ΔPPPL), which does not interact with SUN proteins (329,
331); we confirmed that this construct does not displace nesprin-2 from the nuclear envelope in
2D and 3D cultures (Figure 5.3). In KASH1-expressing cells, we observed the formation of
assembled structures that displayed multiple lumens, with cortical F-actin present near the
curved surface of the lumens and between cells (Figures 5.1 C and 5.1 D). In some cases,
acini were observed to be completely occluded. Such phenotypes were absent in the uninduced
control and in the KASH1ΔPPPL control. Also, effects on acini were not attributable to
differences in the expression levels of KASH1ΔPPPL and KASH1 constructs (Figure 5.3 C).

Collectively, these data indicated that LINC complex disruption, regardless of the disruption
method, the cell model, and species used (human versus canine), results in abnormal acinar
development.

5.3.2. The Role of the LINC Complex in Acinar Maintenance

The experiments described above indicated that the disruption of the LINC complex affects
normal acinar development. We hence asked whether the LINC complex was required to
maintain lumens in normally developed acini. We allowed MDCK II cells to develop acini for 7
days, at which time the cells formed spherical acini with a well-defined lumen (Figure 5.4 A).
We then induced the expression of KASH1 or KASH1ΔPPPL in these cells with doxycycline at
the end of day 7. The KASH1 acini became occluded upon doxycycline treatment after a
relatively short time (1 or 2 days), unlike KASH1ΔPPPL acini (Figures 5.4 A and 5.4 B). These
observations suggest that LINC complex disruption can destabilize existing acini, indicating that
LINC complex alterations in tissue might lead to loss of tissue structure. Upon induction of
SUN1L-KDEL expression by doxycycline treatment, MCF-10A acini also became similarly
occluded in 2 days (Figures 5.4 C and 5.4 D). To gain insight into the mechanism by which
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Figure 5.4. Disruption of the LINC Complex Induces Lumen Blockage in Pre-formed MCF10A and MDCK II Acini. (A and C) Non-induced cells were allowed to form acini and then
doxycycline (Dx) was added to induce expression of ΔPPPL: mCherry-KASHΔPPPL and
KASH1: mCherry-KASH1 (A) or EGFP-KDEL: SS-EGFP-KDEL and SUN1L-KDEL: SS-EGFPSUN1L-KDEL (C). The cartoon in (A) and (C) indicates the period of three-dimensional culture
(7 days for MDCK II cells; 20 days for MCF-10A cells) and the duration of induction by
doxycycline before acinar fixation and microscopy (1 or 2 days for MDCK II acini; 2 days for
MCF-10A acini). (B) Plot shows occurrence of MDCK II acini with single lumen corresponding to
the data in (A). n≥100 acini from 3 independent experiments were scored for each group. Error
bars represent ± SEM (*p < 0.001 and N.S. [not significant] by one-way ANOVA followed by
Tukey [HSD] test for multiple comparisons). (D) Plot shows the occurrence of MCF-10A acini
with lumens under different conditions corresponding to the data in (C). At least 80 acini from 3
independent experiments were scored for each group. Error bars represent ± SEM (*p < 0.05 by
Student’s t test with Bonferroni corrections for statistical comparisons).

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
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LINC complex disruption might cause occlusion of the pre-existing lumen in normally formed
acini, we first characterized the acinar and nuclear geometric changes induced by DN-KASH
expression (Figure 5.6). We observed no significant changes in the overall acinar geometry
with DN-KASH expression. Additionally, changes in nuclear geometry were not consistent
between MCF-10A and MDCK II cells, suggesting that other mechanisms were responsible for
the destabilization of the acinar structure. Next, we used live-cell imaging to understand acinar
dynamics and how those dynamics change with LINC complex disruption. Figure 5.5 shows a
typical example of an acinus formed by MDCK II KASH1ΔPPPL cells with a fluctuating lumenal
shape and acinar boundary. In these acini, the local regions of the acinar surface appeared to
thicken and thin out constantly over a time period of a few hours. The thinned parts eventually
recovered to thicken again. Elsewhere, parts of the surface transiently thickened. Such thinning
and thickening appeared to proceed randomly and relatively quickly.

We then examined the acinar dynamics in pre-formed acini that were treated with doxycycline to
induce the expression of KASH1. Upon doxycycline treatment, the acini were immediately
transferred onto the microscope stage so that acini could be imaged as the levels of KASH1
increased with time. Unlike control acini, shape fluctuations of the KASH1-expressing acinus
were not stable. Once the acinar boundary began to thin, the thin area continued to thin out; the
opposite was also true: thickened areas continued to thicken (Figure 5.5). Eventually, the thick
boundary moved inward and met the thin boundary to collapse the lumen (after 16 h of
induction). The entire process, from the first observation of thinning to lumenal collapse,
occurred rapidly within approximately 3 h, resulting in the formation of a solid mass of cells.
Hence, although normal acini quickly recover from fluctuations of cells forming the acinar
boundary, LINC complex-disrupted acinar lumens collapsed irreversibly. The collapse was not
always complete but was observed also in parts of the acinus, which caused partial occlusions.
The partial occlusions similarly were preceded by local thinning of the acinar surface
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Figure 5.5. LINC Disruption Destabilizes the Acinus. Time-lapse differential interference
contrast (DIC) microscopy images overlaid with fluorescent images of mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL
(+Dx, ΔPPPL) or mCherry-KASH1 (+Dx, KASH1) showing shape fluctuations of the MDCK II
cell acinar boundaries and corresponding outlines (the expression of either protein was induced
by doxycycline, Dx, added at time = 0 h). In the top panel, local thinning is observed (arrow,
starting at 12 h) in the control acinus, which recovers by 18 h. Such thinning and thickening
followed by recovery was seen in 23 acini that did not collapse out of 23 assayed mCherryKASH1ΔPPPL acini from 6 different experiments. Conversely, in the mCherry-KASH1 acinus,
there is thinning (arrow) and thickening (arrowheads) at the opposite poles. The thick boundary
continues to thicken, moves inward, and eventually meets the thin boundary, resulting in acinar
collapse (after 16 h). The thick boundary covers the distance of the acinar radius in
approximately 3 h to collapse the acinus. Such collapse was observed in 35 acini out of 50
assayed acini in 5 different experiments. The model shows how the local thinning and
thickening of cells result in lumenal collapse in pre-developed acini formed by LINC-disrupted
MDCK II cells. Cell boundaries are not shown in the cartoon. See also Figure 5.6 for the effect
of LINC complex disruption on the geometric properties of MCF-10A and MDCK II acini.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
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Figure 5.6. Geometric properties of MCF-10A and MDCK II acini upon LINC disruption.
Related to Figure 5.5. (A) Plots show maximum area of cross-section, perimeter, aspect ratio
and circularity of MCF-10A acini expressing EGFP-KDEL (EGFP) or EGFP-SUN1L-KDEL
(SUN1L) (top, n ≥ 83 acini from 3 experiments were analyzed for each condition) and similar
geometric properties for MDCK II acini without or with doxycycline treatment (+Dx) for inducing
the expression of mCherry-KASH1 (KASH1) (n ≥ 30 acini from 3 experiments were analyzed
for each condition). (B) Plots show geometric properties of MCF-10ª nuclei (n ≥ 57 nuclei from 3
experiments were analyzed for each condition) and MDCK II nuclei (30 nuclei from 2
experiments were scored for each condition). Flatness was defined as the intermediate (Int)
axis/short (Shr) nuclear axis, elongation was defined as long (Lng) axis/intermediate (lnt) axis.
Statistical difference was detected by Student’s t-test, *p<0.05.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
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and rapid local collapse. These data suggest that LINC complex-disrupted acini may be
mechanically unstable.

5.3.3. The Involvement of Non-muscle Myosin (NMMII) in Loss of Acinar Architecture
Mediated by LINC Complex Disruption

We next explored the possible causes of the observed lumenal collapse. Because actomyosin
forces have been shown to play an important role in the development and maintenance of
tissues (341, 342, 343), particularly in the context of glandular acini (256, 344, 345, 346, 347),
we asked whether non-muscle myosin II (NMMII) was involved in the lumenal collapse after
LINC complex disruption. The timescale (~1 h) of fluctuations in the acinar shape, i.e., local cell
thinning and thickening, also supported the possibility that the fluctuations and subsequent
collapse were likely associated with the NMMII-generated contractile forces, which are known to
operate on such timescales in epithelia (340). Although control acini were clearly stable to the
presence of these fluctuations, it is possible that, upon LINC complex disruption, the acini
become unstable because of an increase in the magnitude of actomyosin contractile forces. To
test this possibility, we quantified the effect of LINC complex disruption on myosin regulatory
light chain phosphorylation (pMLC), which regulates myosin ATPase activity and hence
actomyosin tension in MDCK II acini (348). LINC disruption did not affect pMLC levels probed
with an anti-myosin light chain (phospho S20) antibody in cells harvested from two-dimensional
culture (Figures 5.7 A and 5.7 C; slight increase but with no statistical difference). We
confirmed that small molecule perturbations of NMMII activity had the expected effects:
treatment with the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 reduced pMLC levels; treatment with Rho activator
II, a small molecule agonist of Rho, increased pMLC levels; and treatment with blebbistatin, an
NMMII inhibitor, had no effect consistent with previous reports (349, 350, 351) (Figures 5.7 A
and 5.7 C). Interestingly, there was a statistically significant increase in pMLC levels in LINC
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disrupted cells harvested from acini formed in three-dimensional culture (Figures 5.7 B and 5.7
C). These data support the possibility that LINC complex-disrupted acinar lumens collapse due
to an increase in NMMII-mediated tension. As revealed by immunostaining, pMLC did not
localize to F-actin bundles in the acinus, consistent with previous reports (352). This suggests
that, in acini, NMMII likely generates contractile forces in disordered gel-like F-actin networks
that pervade cytoplasmic space (353). Furthermore, neither LINC disruption nor treatment with
NMMII agonists had any discernible effects on the spatial distribution of pMLC in acini (Figure
5.8).

To test the possibility that increased NMMII contractility can destabilize the spherical acinus and
induce lumenal occlusion, we treated MDCK II acini with calyculin A. Calyculin A inhibits myosin
light chain phosphatase and increases pMLC levels in cells, increasing NMMII-mediated tension
(354, 355, 356). Calyculin A treatment induced a similar dynamic mode of lumenal collapse as
was observed for LINC complex-disrupted acini. Specifically, local thinning and simultaneous
thickening at other acinar surfaces (sometimes located at the opposite acinar pole) leading to
lumenal collapse were observed (Figure 5.7 D). The timescale for collapse from the initial
thinning and thickening event was approximately 2–4 h, similar to the timescale observed in
lumenal collapse upon LINC disruption (Figure 5.5). Further, lumenal collapse was consistently
preceded by a localized thinning and thickening, which was a reproducible consequence of
LINC complex disruption and calyculin A treatment (Figure 5.7 D). We also treated acini with
Rho activator II and found similar reproducible collapse of acini after 2–4 h (Figure 5.7 D and
Figure 5.7 A show that Rho activator II treatment increased pMLC levels). Furthermore, acinar
collapse was dependent on the dose of Rho activator II (Figure 5.7 E). Treatment of acini with
lower doses of Rho activator II at which acini did not collapse still caused a significant increase
in acinar fluctuations (Figure 5.7 F) relative to the DMSO-treated control (Figure 5.7 F).
Treatment with the Y-27632 and blebbistatin, on the other hand reduced the fluctuations in the
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Figure 5.7. Levels of Phosphorylated Myosin II Regulatory Light Chain (pMLC) Increase
upon LINC Complex Disruption in Acini, and Increased Actomyosin Contractility Causes
Lumenal Collapse. (A) Western blot of pMLC levels detected using anti-myosin light chain
(phospho S20) antibody in lysates from MDCK II cells cultured in two-dimensional tissue culture
dishes. +Dx indicates doxycycline treatment for 1 day to induce the expression of mCherryKASH1. The effect of 40 µM Y-27632 (Y27), 50 µM blebbistatin (Bleb) treatment on pMLC
levels are shown; DMSO was included as vehicle control. Also shown is the effect of 1 µg/ml
Rho activator II treatment. GAPDH was used as loading control; N ≥ 4 per condition (except
Rho activator II, where N = 2). (B) Western blot analysis of pMLC levels detected using antiMyosin light chain (phospho S20) antibody from MDCK II acini formed through culture in threedimensional MatrigelTM. Doxycycline (Dx) was added to induce expression of mCherryKASH1ΔPPPL and mCherry-KASH1 for 1 day before seeding cells in MatrigelTM, and cells were
harvested from acini after 7 days. GAPDH was used as loading control and N = 6 biological
replicates were assayed. See also Figure 5.8 for immunofluorescence data with the anti-Myosin
light chain (phospho S20) antibody. (C) Plot shows the normalized pMLC levels corresponding
to the data in (A) and (B). Error bars indicate ± SEM (*p<0.05 by student’s t-test for statistical
comparisons with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons). (D) Time-lapse DIC and
fluorescent images of acini formed over 7 days in three-dimensional culture by uninduced
MDCK II cells, followed by treatment with DMSO (vehicle control), 5 nM Calyculin A or 2.5 µg/ml
Rho activator II at time = 0 h. Images are representative of 40 acini that did not collapse out of
43 assayed in 6 different experiments under DMSO treatment, 31 acini that collapsed out of 31
assayed under Calyculin A treatment in 3 different experiments, and 20 acini that collapsed out
of 34 assayed under Rho activator II treatment in 3 different experiments. Local thinning is
indicated by arrows and local thickening by arrowheads. (E) Plot shows the percentage of acini
that collapsed as a function of the dose of Rho activator II (RA). At least 26 acini from 3
independent experiments were assayed for each dose. (F) Plot shows the mean squared
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fluctuations in acinar thickness (quantified at two locations in each acinus) in uninduced
mCherry-KASH1 cells treated with 40µM Y-27632, 1 µg/ml Rho activator II or 50 µM
Blebbistatin. DMSO served as vehicle control. Data in the plot represents results from live
imaging of at least 6 acini from 3 independent experiments, corresponding to at least 12 time
series for each condition.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
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Figure 5.8. Images of MDCK II acini stained with anti-Myosin light chain (phosphor S20)
antibody under different conditions. Related to Figure 5.7. Acini in the top two panels were
allowed to form for seven days with or without doxycycline added at day zero to mCherryKASH1 cells. Acini in the next two panels were allowed to develop for 7 days without
doxycycline, and doxycycline was then added to induce mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL expression for
36 hours, with and without Rho activator II (RA) to increase pMLC levels and cause acinar
collapse. The last panel shows an acinus allowed to develop for 7 days followed by doxycycline
treatment to induce mCherry-KASH1 expression for 36 h.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
†

denotes co-corresponding authors. Current Biology 29(17), 2826-2839, September 9, 2019.
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local thickness of the acinus (Figure 5.7 F), suggesting that acinar fluctuations are NMMII
dependent. Collectively, these findings support the plausibility of lumenal collapse upon LINC
disruption being a type of mechanical instability triggered by increased acinar fluctuations
caused by an increase in NMMII-mediated contractile forces.

Motivated by these observations, we asked whether inhibiting NMMII would rescue lumenal
collapse in acini in which the LINC complex was disrupted. When blebbistatin, an NMMII
inhibitor, was included in the acinar culture medium (on day 4 of culture), lumen formation by
KASH1-producing MDCK II cells was rescued (Figure 5.9 A and corresponding plot in Figure
5.9 B; acinar development). Likewise, the presence of blebbistatin prevented LINC complex
disruption from altering pre-formed acini (Figure 5.9 A and corresponding plot in Figure 5.9 B;
acinar maintenance). These experiments suggest that actomyosin forces may drive lumenal
collapse in LINC complex-disrupted MDCK II acini.

To determine whether the upregulation in NMMII motor activity observed in cells with LINC
complex disruption was ROCK dependent, we treated the induced MDCK II acini (acini where
the LINC complex was disrupted) with Y-27632. Including Y-27632 on day 4 of culture
prevented lumenal blockage during acinar development (Figures 5.10 A and 5.10 B). Similarly,
providing the inhibitor together with doxycycline on day 7 prevented lumenal blockage in preformed MDCK II acini as well as in pre-formed MCF-10A acini (Figures 5.10 A and 5.10 B).
Further, live imaging of MDCK II acinar revealed that Y-27632 treatment of induced acini
caused an increase in the size of the LINC disrupted acinus over a 20-h period that was not
observed in the KASH1ΔPPPL control or in the uninduced control (Figures 5.10 C and 5.10 D).
As noted above, Y-27632 treatment eliminated the fluctuations in acinar thickness (Figure 5.10
C) that were observed in control acini and also caused acinar thinning (Figures 5.10 C
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Figure 5.9. Inhibition of NMMII Motor Activity Rescues Lumen Formation and Prevents
Lumen Blockage. (A) Fluorescent images of representative MDCK II acini formed under the
indicated conditions. +Dx and DMSO: doxycycline treatment inducing the expression of
mCherry-KASH1; DMSO was included as vehicle control; +Dx and Bleb: doxycycline treatment
to induce mCherry-KASH1 expression followed by blebbistatin treatment to inhibit NMMII. In the
left panel (acinar development), doxycycline was added at 0 d, acini allowed to develop for 7 d
in MatrigelTM with blebbistatin added on day 4 (+Dx+Bleb) or without blebbistatin (+Dx). DMSO:
is the untreated control with DMSO. In the right panel (acinar maintenance), uninduced MDCK II
cells were allowed to form acini for 7 d (-Dx, DMSO added at day 7), and were then treated with
doxycycline for 2 d (+Dx, DMSO added at day 7 with doxycycline), or with doxycycline and
blebbistatin (+Dx+Bleb). DMSO: addition of DMSO after the 7th day for two days. (B)
Quantitative analysis of data from (A). At least 190 acini from at least three experiments were
analyzed for each condition. Error bars represent ± SEM (* p < 0.05, Student’s t-test with
Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons). The cartoon on the top of each panel indicates
the period of three-dimensional culture and period of blebbistatin addition. Dx: doxycycline.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
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Figure 5.10. ROCK Inhibition Rescues the Lumen Phenotype and Causes Acinar
Expansion. (A) Fluorescent images of representative acini formed by MDCK II cells induced for
7 d with doxycycline to induce mCherry-KASH1, and with ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (Y27) added
on day 4 of culture (top panel, acinar development); images of acini formed during 7-d culture,
followed by 2-d treatment with doxycycline to induce mCherry-KASH1 expression and Y27632
to inhibit ROCK (middle panel, acinar maintenance); and images of acini formed by uninduced
MCF-10A cells followed by 2-d treatment with doxycycline to induce EGFP-SUN1L-KDEL
expression and Y-27632 to inhibit ROCK (bottom panel). The cartoon next to each panel
indicates the period of three-dimensional culture and Y-27632 treatment. Dx: doxycycline. (B)
Quantification of data corresponding to (A) and untreated controls. DMSO served as vehicle
control. At least 80 acini from at least three experiments were analyzed for the corresponding
images in (A). Error bars represent ± SEM (* p<0.05, Student’s t-test with Bonferroni corrections
for multiple comparisons). (C) Time-lapse fluorescent images of an acinus formed by MDCK II
cells expressing mCherry-KASH1, which was treated with 40 µM Y-27632 at 0. The size of the
acinus increases, and the thickness of the acinus decreases over a period of several hours after
Y-27632 treatment. Two nuclei (arrowheads) do not move significantly in the images for several
hours after reaching the expanded state. (D) Plot shows time-dependent, pooled, averaged area
and thickness of uninduced MDCK II acini (squares) normalized to the initial area and thickness
respectively. Acini, pre-formed for 6 d, were induced with doxycycline for 24 hours to express
mCherry-KASHΔPPPL (circles) or induced with doxycycline (Dx) for 24 h to express mCherryKASH1 followed by 40 µM Y-27632. The uninduced control is also shown. At least 5 acini from
3 experiments were analyzed, error bars are ± SEM.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
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and 5.10 D). Collectively, these observations demonstrated that the destabilization of lumenal
shape brought about by LINC complex disruption requires ROCK-regulated NMMII light chain
phosphorylation.

5.3.4. LINC Complex Disruption Alters Acinar Mechanics and Promotes Cell Division
inside the Filled Lumen

Changes to multicellular tissue architecture, particularly lumenal filling, can cause significant
changes to the mechanical properties of the acinus, which cause downstream changes in cell
function and gene expression and potentially promote cellular malignancy (325, 357). We
therefore performed mechanical measurements in which a glass hemisphere was pressed
against isolated acini assembled by MDCK II cells, and the applied force was recorded with
simultaneous fluorescence imaging of the cells (Figure 5.11 A). When the applied forces
exceeded background noise levels, the acini were observed to flatten out. Further increase in
the applied force resulted in structural collapse of the acini through the formation of cellular
blebs and/or bursting of cells. Pinpointing the applied pressure at which such failure was first
observed, we found that acini with disrupted LINC complexes failed at higher applied pressures
than cells with intact LINC complexes (Figure 5.11 A). Such increased resistance that lead to
rupture of LINC-disrupted acini is consistent with the presence of filled lumens. We also
performed these experiments on LINC-disrupted acini treated with Y-27632, and as expected,
Y-27632 treatment restored the failure pressure of LINC-disrupted acini to control levels (Figure
5.11 A). These results support the concept that NMMII-mediated lumenal filling in LINCdisrupted acini may alter the mechanical micro-environment of cells (346) and could potentially
give rise to further changes in cellular function.
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Consistent with the observed changes in acinar mechanics, E-cadherin-containing cell-cell
adhesions were observed both in the peripheral regions of acini as well as in between cells
inside the lumen (Figure 5.11 B), and these overlapped with F-actin bundle formation. Given
that E-cadherin linkages transmit actomyosin force between cells, these results show that, postlumenal collapse, cells retain cell-cell contacts and are integrated mechanically at least to some
extent throughout the acinus.

In normal acini, cells in the lumen undergo apoptosis, and cells divide along the acinar
periphery. Loss of tissue structure and abnormal micro-environmental mechanics can lead to
loss of confinement of mitosis to the peripheral regions of acini. To test the possibility that cell
division may be impacted by LINC complex disruption, we examined the mitotic spindle by
imaging the microtubule network and DNA in MDCK II acini (Figure 5.11 C). Cell division could
be observed throughout the filled lumens, clearly indicating that LINC complex disruption
promoted subsequent unconstrained cell division in the collapsed lumenal space. Mechanically
induced changes to multicellular architecture upon LINC complex disruption can cause
downstream aberrations in cell proliferation.

Nuclei in 3D acini are relatively uniformly positioned such that the nuclear-Golgi axis is oriented
toward the lumen (71). As the LINC complex is known to control nuclear position (167), we
examined the effect of LINC disruption on the orientation of the nuclear-Golgi axis relative to the
radial direction in MCF-10A cells. The nuclear-Golgi axis oriented early during acinar
development (Figure 5.11 D) toward the center of the initial cluster of dividing cells, for both
control as well as LINC-disrupted cells (day 3; Figure 5.11 D), and continued to be directed
toward the lumen during subsequent development (day 4 through day 8; Figure 5.11 D and
plot). Additionally, we probed the spatial localization of the polarity marker podocalyxin (PCX) or
GP135 in MDCK II acini. GP135 is localized to the apical surface of the MDCK II acinus in
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control acini. GP135 continued to be localized to the luminal surface in partially collapsed acini
at 24 h of LINC disruption (Figure 5.11 E and plot). These results suggest that lumenal
collapse caused by LINC disruption is not preceded by changes to cell polarity.
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Figure 5.11. LINC Disruption Causes Abnormal Acinar Mechanics and Orientation of Cell
Division but not Acinar Polarity. (A) Schematic illustration of acinar indentation experiments,
demonstrating how isolated acini indented using a glass hemisphere probe undergo large
deformations. The normal force applied by the probe was measured while confocal fluorescent
images were acquired simultaneously of the MDCK II acini (acini were treated with calcein
(green)). Representative fluorescent images and corresponding indentation curves showing the
initial deformation of representative MDCK II acini, followed by blebbing and/or rupture of the
acinar surface. The applied pressure at which blebbing/rupture occurred was determined from
the simultaneous measurement of the contact area and force. Arrows designate the normal
force at which failure occurred. Scale bars, 50 µm. –Dx, KASH1: uninduced MDCK II acini; +Dx,
KASH1: MDCK II acini treated with doxycycline at day 0 to induce expression of mCherryKASH1 and allowed to develop for 7 days; +Dx+Y27, MDCK II acini treated with doxycycline at
day 0 to induce expression of mCherry-KASH1, 40 µM Y27632 was added at day 4 of the 7 d
culture. Bar plot shows the effect of doxycycline-induced mCherry-KASH1 expression on the
pressure at which the acini bleb/rupture, in the presence or absence of Y27632 (added at day 4
of the 7d culture). Error bars represent ± SEM (*p <0.05, Student’s t-test with Bonferroni
correction). At least 8 acini cultured from at least two independent experiments were analyzed
per condition. (B) Already developed MDCK II acini were treated with doxycycline to express
mCherry-KASH1 on day 7 of culture and fixed 24 h and 48 h post-doxycycline treatment (+Dx).
Images show overlays of immunostained F-actin (green), E-cadherin (yellow), mCherry-KASH1
(red) and DNA (blue; stained with Hoechst). Scale bar, 20 µm. (C) Already developed MDCK II
acini were treated with doxycycline to express mCherry-KASH1 on day 7 of culture and fixed 24
h post-doxycycline treatment (+Dx). Images show overlays of immunostained ⍺-tubulin (green),
mCherry-KASH1 (red) and DNA (blue; stained with Hoechst). Scale bar, 20 µm. (D) Fluorescent
images show representative acini formed by EGFP-KDEL cells (top) and SUN1L-KDEL cells
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(bottom) stained with DAPI and for GM130 (labeling Golgi) at different days after induction; cells
were induced with doxycycline at day -2. Scale bar, 20 µm. Bar plot shows the fraction of acini
that are polarized (acini with the Golgi between the developing lumen and the nuclei were
scored as polarized) at different days. Error bars represent ± SEM; at least 195 nuclei were
scored from 3 different experiments at each condition and time point. No statistically significant
differences were observed between EGFP-KDEL and SUN1L-KDEL acini based on Student ttest. (E) Fluorescent images show representative acini in uninduced mCherry-KASH1 (-Dx),
induced mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL cultured in MatrigelTM for 7 days (+Dx, ΔPPPL, 7 d), preformed
mCherry-KASH1ΔPPPL acini induced with doxycycline for 24 hr (+Dx, ΔPPPL, 24 hr) and
preformed mCherry-KASH1 acini induced with doxycycline for 24 hr stained with Hoechst (blue)
and for GP135 (green) (+Dx, KASH1, 24h). Scale bar, 20 µm. Plot shows the percentage of
MDCKII acini with apical localization of GP135. At least 120 acini from 3 experiments were
scored for each condition. Error bars represent ± SEM. No statistical significance was detected
based on Student t-test. (F) Mechanical model for acinar maintenance. Decrease in NMMII
generated tension results in expansion of the acinus (left) and increase in NMMII tension due to
LINC disruption results in compression of the acinus and lumen collapse.

Figure reprinted with permission from Qiao Zhang*, Vani Narayanan*, Keeley L. Mui,
Christopher S. O’Bryan, Ruthellen H. Anderson, Birendra KC, Jolene I. Cabe, Kevin B. Denis,
Susumu Antoku, Kyle J. Roux, Richard B. Dickinson, Thomas E. Angelini, Gregg G. Gundersen,
Daniel E. Conway †, and Tanmay P. Lele †. “Mechanical Stabilization of the Glandular Acinus by
Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton Complex”; * denotes equal contribution and
†

denotes co-corresponding authors. Current Biology 29(17), 2826-2839, September 9, 2019.
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5.4. DISCUSSION

Available evidence implicates the LINC complex in cancer development, but little is known
about the underlying molecular and mechanistic processes. Specifically, a convincing
explanation for how cell-level changes translate into tissue-level malignancy is lacking, in part
because of the limited insight provided by the two-dimensional cell culture used in most studies.
In this study, we used glandular epithelial cells in a three-dimensional culture model to
investigate the effect of LINC disruption on higher-order cellular architecture. We showed that
inducible disruption of the LINC complex results in the development of aberrant acini, i.e., acini
that lack lumen or display multiple lumens. The aberrant phenotypes were not specific to the
method used for LINC complex disruption and were not restricted to single cell type or species.
Further, the rapid lumenal collapse occurred as a result of increased NMMII activity, mediated
by ROCK, affecting actomyosin forces.

Assembling acini in stiff extracellular matrices results in lumenal filling, while acini assembled in
soft matrices assemble normal lumens (256), and inhibiting NMMII activity rescues lumen
formation in stiff extracellular matrices. These results, together with our observations, suggest
that lumenal filling will occur upon increase in actomyosin tension, independent of the type of
perturbations. Our dynamic imaging experiments of the process of lumenal collapse suggest
that increased cellular actomyosin tension due to treatment with Calyculin A or Rho activator II
or due to LINC complex disruption caused lumenal collapse through an inward movement of
thickening acinar boundaries toward thinning acinar surfaces (Figures 5.5 and 5.7).
Conversely, inhibiting cellular actomyosin tension caused the lumen to increase in size with
thinning of the cellular boundaries (Figure 5.10 C & 5.10 D). Collectively, these results together
with previous studies, suggest that the acinus is mechanically unstable to enhanced cellular
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actomyosin activity. The observed expansion and thinning of the acinus upon inhibition of
cellular actomyosin tension, and compression and collapse of the acinus upon increase in
actomyosin tension are consistent with the simple mechanical model illustrated in Figure 5.11
F. A normal acinus reflects a state of mechanical equilibrium where the surface tension T of the
spherical monolayer, assumed to be generated by actomyosin contraction, balances the
lumenal pressure P. We speculate that P is maintained by a physiological process, such as ion
transport, to maintain a higher osmotic pressure inside the lumen than outside it. Based on the
Law of Laplace, the stress balance may be described as
2T/R = P

(1)

where R is the radius of curvature of the lumen. If the surface tension and pressure are
maintained by cellular processes independent of the size of the acinus, then the mechanical
equilibrium expressed in Equation 1 is unstable. That is, an increase in T (such that 2T/R > P)
will cause the acinus to compress and thus decrease its radius. However, this reduces the
radius of curvature, which, according to equation 1, would further move the system away from a
mechanical equilibrium and, ultimately, towards lumenal collapse. On the other hand, a
decrease in T, such that 2T/R < P will cause the acinus to continually expand until the stretched
cells in the monolayer finally reach a mechanical limit to further thinning. Establishing and
sustaining such an unstable mechanical equilibrium would require a control mechanism (which
requires further investigation) to regulate T and/or P in response to actomyosin fluctuations.

Disruption

of

the

LINC

complex

can

alter

cell

mechano-transduction

(358,

359),

mechanosensitive gene expression (360), nuclear body dynamics (361, 42), cell migration
(362), nuclear positioning (309, 167, 363, 364, 365, 366), the assembly of the actomyosin
cytoskeleton ( 309, 367, 368, 369), and the mechanical properties of the nucleus (334). Our
results add to this literature, by showing that mechanical continuity between the nucleus and the
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cytoskeleton is required for maintaining three-dimensional tissue architecture and mechanics.
The molecular pathways upstream of ROCK/NMMII that are regulated by the LINC complex
during acinar morphogenesis are presently unclear but are likely to be complex based on
emerging evidence about the interplay of LINC complex components with the Rho A pathway.
For example, there is evidence that the LINC complex protein SUN1 antagonizes Rho A activity
while SUN2 promotes it (370). Further, LINC complex proteins can also impact gene expression
independently of incorporation into the LINC complex (371). These pathways require further
investigation. The model in Figure 5.11 F suggests that molecular interactions between the
LINC complex and ROCK-dependent NMMII ATPase activity are critical for acinar structural
stability, and LINC complex disruption destabilizes the acinus by causing hyper-contractility.

In addition to collapse of pre-formed acini upon LINC complex disruption, our data shows that
the process of acinar morphogenesis itself also becomes abnormal resulting in assembly of
acini that lack a lumen. Including inhibitors like blebbistatin or Y-27632 at day 4 did prevent the
formation of occluded acini by day 7 during MDCK II acinar development (Figure 5.9 and 5.10
A). However, a limitation of our study is that the process of acinar development itself is
significantly more complex involving cell division and apoptosis. The mechanism by which LINC
complex disruption impacts the development of acini may involve more than alterations to
cellular actomyosin tension alone, particularly in MCF-10A cells which develop over many days.
Another limitation of our study is that our approach relied on dominant negative proteins which
displace all nesprin proteins from the LINC complex. Given that nesprin-2 has been shown to be
downregulated in cancer, and mutations are identified primarily in nesprin-1 and nesprin-2 in
cancer, studies that focus on the impact of specific nesprin proteins will be required to establish
a more direct connection with cancer. Our working hypothesis is that alterations to nesprin
proteins likely disrupt the LINC complex in a similar manner as demonstrated here. Finally, the
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extent to which results from the model systems studied here are applicable to actual cancer
development is unclear and will require further investigation with animal models.

Collectively, the findings reported in this chapter add weight to the concept that physical forces
play a crucial role in the development and maintenance of tissues (341, 342, 343), particularly in
the context of glandular acini (256, 344, 345, 346, 347, 332). Additionally, the results presented
herein should therefore provide impetus for studies of the LINC complex in the context of cancer
progression.
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6.1. SUMMARY

Epithelial cells, that form monolayers in developing organs and embryos, and/or exist as
multilayered sheets of cells as in the epidermis, exhibit tissue fluidity in response to stresses.
The contribution of these stresses toward cellular response and functionality are questions that
have not been fully answered to date, and still remains a matter of contention in the expansive
field of mechanobiology. In this dissertation, the functional consequence of mechanical forces
experienced by potent mechanosensory elements of the cell in the regulation of tissue structure,
integrity and homeostasis is discussed carefully. Briefly, three central ideas are presented; 1)
increased cellular tension across E-cadherin regulates epithelial acini homeostasis via osmotic
gradients established in the three-dimensional enclosed environment, 2) the emerging
consensus that desmosomes, as potent mechanotransducive components of the cell, regulate
epithelial function, and 3) the critical role of the nuclear LINC complex in regulating glandular
acinar development and stability.

Chapter 3 assessed the crucial role of ionic gradients established across permeable
membranes in regulating and maintaining homeostasis in the epithelium. E-cadherin has long
been established as an important force-sensitive receptor molecule in the epithelia (31). As a
potent mechanotransducer, the cell-cell adhesion molecule actively responds to mechanical
stimuli and thereby regulates cell behavior (32, 21). Mechanical forces experienced across Ecadherin were observed to be higher in 3D as opposed to 2D monolayers and was attributed to
predominance of substantial lumen pressure. In addition, an intact E-cadherin molecule that has
connections established with the cytoskeleton was shown to be essential for cell-cell junctions
to sense and respond to lumen pressure generated within the enclosed 3D environment. This
idea was tested through experiments involving the force insensitive control (Ecad△cyto) that
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seldom showed any change in forces experienced across cell-cell contacts compared to their
2D equivalent. A gradual increase in force exerted across the adherens junction molecule
during acinar morphogenesis was examined yielding results that showed the importance of
higher forces across E-cadherin in maintaining a single lumen phenotype. Next, the role of
CFTR in modulating tensile forces exerted across E-cadherin was examined. CFTR is a vital
apical chloride channel (86, 98) that has its implications in diseases such as cystic fibrosis and
cancer (83, 90, 94, 268). Understanding the significance of this chloride pump in regulating
tissue level forces is crucial to gaining a better insight into the complexities involved with
disease progression and morbidity. Treatment with forskolin, a diterpene that is known to
elevate cAMP levels and trigger CFTR activity, increased mechanical tension across Ecadherin. This mechanical event, initiated cell cycle entry and prevented TFGß1- induced EMT
progression. To test the hypothesis that higher tensile forces and increased cellular proliferation
are a result of osmotic gradient-induced stretch, acini were examined for nuclear localization of
the transcriptional regulator, YAP1. Nuclear YAP localization is known to be associated with a
mechanical stretch-induced response (191, 192, 253). Inhibition of CFTR activity via inhibitors,
on the contrary, reduced lumen pressure and reduced forces across E-cadherin thereby
compromising on acinar plasticity and rendering acini less compliant to mechanical stresses.
Thus, higher tensile forces across E-cadherin as a result of increased osmotic pressure is
essential for regulation of morphogenesis and maintenance of homeostasis in epithelial acini.

The findings from chapter 3 furnished the foundation for better understanding the role of cell-cell
junctions as potential regulators of epithelial function. As an extension of this work, chapter 4
establishes desmosomes as another force sensitive component of the cell and elucidates the
mechanical role of desmosomal cadherins in regulating tissue function and stability in the
epithelia. Impairments in desmosome function and/or loss of the vital cell-cell adhesion
molecule has its clinical implications in diseases associated with the epidermis and heart. As
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these complex tissues are subjected to routine physical stresses, it was hypothesized that
desmosomes as potential mechano-sensors aid in the regulation of cell junction integrity and
epithelial homeostasis. A novel FRET-force biosensor was developed and validated in order to
estimate forces exerted across the cell-cell adhesion molecule. The sensor reported higher
tensile loading in all cases, including human cardiomyocytes, MDCK-2 and A431 monolayers.
Additionally, higher mechanical forces across DSG-2 was observed in MDCK-2 acini as
opposed to monolayers grown on the same substrate, suggesting that osmotic pressure
generated within epithelial acini has a global impact on cell-cell junctions, concurring with the
findings in chapter 3. Nonetheless, it is not known whether intermediate filaments, the main
cytoskeletal components associated with desmosomes, is subjected to physical loading. Given
the speculation, it would be interesting to explore the impact of CFTR activity on desmosomes
in a 3D setting. The role of desmosomes in sharing some of the load imposed on cell-cell
junctions, and/or E-cadherin as a primary force-bearer in 3D acini or tubes, still remains a
matter of debate. Taken together, findings from chapters 3 and 4 provide substantial information
to conclude that E-cadherin and desmosomal cadherins, as mechanical regulators of the cell,
play a significant role in regulating epithelial tissue function, integrity and homeostasis.

The results from chapters 3 and 4 have laid down the basis for the rest of the work in this
dissertation that has been presented in chapter 5. Given the regulatory role of some important
cell-cell junctional molecules as discussed in the previous chapters, chapter 5 segues into the
downstream regulatory mechanism of the cell in maintaining epithelial tissue architecture and
stability. The nuclear LINC complex that was recently identified as a potent mechano-regulatory
structure of the cell, was hypothesized to be critical during glandular acinar development and
mechanical stabilization. Disruption of the nuclear LINC complex via dominant negative KASH1
mutation renders the nucleus to be disconnected from the cytoskeleton. Nuclear decoupling
indicated an increase in the levels of pMLC, accompanied by lumenal collapse. To test the
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hypothesis that (DN)-KASH1 expression increases NMMII-mediated tension and hence, lumen
occlusion, acini were treated with several small molecule activators and inhibitors to assess
pMLC levels upon treatment and subsequent lumen phenotype. Activation of myosin activity via
Rho A activator II increased pMLC levels and resulted in occluded lumens; the latter being
observed with Calyculin A treatment as well. Inhibition via ROCK inhibitor Y-27632, on the
contrary, reduced pMLC levels and prevented lumen collapse. Furthermore, disrupting the LINC
complex was shown to alter the mitotic spindle orientation during cell-division that could
probably be attributed in part to increased actomyosin contractility, modulated nuclear rotational
dynamics and loss of directionality.

Collectively, the findings reported in chapters 3, 4 and 5 direct attention towards the requirement
for mechanical modulation of cellular response and its role in the maintenance of tissue
homeostasis. Understanding the mechano-sensitive aspect of these critical protein complexes
widens the possibility for better measures to treat diseases related to the epithelia.
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6.2. PRELIMINARY DATA FOR FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.2.1 LINC Disruption Results in Mitotic Spindle Asymmetry in 3D acini and 2D
monolayers

A major determinant of epithelial tissue morphogenesis is the orientation of mitotic spindle
relative to the tissue plane during cell division. Several facets of cell-division and its relevance in
determining cell fate and tissue architecture relies on the direction of spindle orientation (372).
Dysregulation of cell-division orientation has its implications in tumorigenesis (373) and organ
malformations (374). The Gα-binding protein, LGN, was recently shown to direct mitotic spindle
orientation during acini morphogenesis; the disruption of which led to impaired lumenogenesis
(376). Studies have also demonstrated the inhibitory role of LGN on NuMA (Nuclear Mitotic
Apparatus) so as to regulate spindle organization during cell division (377). KASH and SUN
proteins communicate with microtubules (MT) and centrosomes across the nuclear envelope.
Nuclear positioning (167) coupled with cytoskeletal signaling from regulatory cytoskeletal
structures govern the very basis of asymmetry during mitosis.

The relevance of dynein-microtubule interactions has been previously shown to generate a
rotational torque on the nucleus (180). Another interesting study delineated the rotational
dynamics of the nucleus in response to cyclic stretch and most importantly, the significance of
an intact nuclear LINC complex and actin dynamics in regulating the rotational torque (375).
Concurrent studies have also shown that lowering actomyosin contractility via small molecule
inhibitors reduced nuclear rotational dynamics and velocity under static and/or stretch conditions
(375, 175). The findings reported in chapter 5 indicate that nuclear decoupling via (DN)-KASH1
expression in MDCK-2 cells resulted in occluded lumens during acinar development and
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maintenance. The lumen collapse event was attributed to increased actomyosin contractility.
Thus, consistent with prior reports, our observations support the conclusion that structural
continuity between the cytoskeleton and the nuclear lamina is critical for controlled propagation
of forces and regulation of nuclear dynamics.

Based on the striking occurrence of lumen occlusion with LINC disruption, a testable hypothesis
was generated that posited lumen filling to be preceded by asymmetric orientation of the mitotic
spindle during cell division. Asymmetry in mitotic spindle orientation in actively dividing cells was
observed upon nuclear decoupling which is consistent with the results reported in chapter 5
(Figure 6.1 A). A further quantification of the same yielded results that indicated an increase in
the occurrence of asymmetrically orientated dividing cells in the LINC disrupted acini over a
period of 24 hours (Figure 6.1 B), thereby supporting the hypothesis of mitotic spindle
asymmetry upon nuclear decoupling. A schematic representation of the quantification method is
shown in Figure 6.1 C, wherein the spindle angle is measured with reference to the orthogonal
line that runs through the centroid of the apical domain of the cell. To test whether nuclear
decoupling has a global effect on cells seeded on both 3D and 2D matrices, the effects of (DN)KASH1 expression in epithelial monolayers was studied. For this purpose, non-induced and
induced epithelial monolayers were seeded on transwell permeable membrane supports and
examined for spindle angle orientation (Figure 6.1 D). Similar results showing misorientation in
the mitotic spindle with LINC disruption (Figure 6.1 E), suggests the global role of the nuclear
LINC complex in modulating mitotic spindle angle symmetry during cell-division.

Existing reports and our observations collectively give rise to conflicting theories that suggest
increased NMMII-mediated tension as a result of LINC complex disruption may result in
increased rotational torque on the nucleus; or the former to have minimal effect on nuclear
rotation due to disruption in force propagation.
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Figure 6.1. Asymmetrical Mitotic Spindle Orientation with Nuclear Decoupling. (DN)KASH1 inducible MDCK-2 cells were used in all experiments. All nuclei were counterstained
with Hoechst 33342 (blue). (A) Top: Uninduced control acini (- Dx). Bottom: Acini were induced
for the (DN)-KASH1 mutation on Day 7 of culture and fixed 24 hours post doxycycline (Dx)
treatment (+ Dx, 24h). LINC disruption resulted in mitotic spindle asymmetry as shown by ⍺tubulin (green) and were compared against the uninduced control wherein the spindle is aligned
parallel to the apical domain in the non-induced control. Scale bar=20 μm. (B) Plot represents
quantification of the spindle angle orientation for the non-induced and induced acini over a
period of 24 hours. At least 40 acini were scored for each condition over three independent
experiments (*p < 0.001, Student t test). (C) Schematic of a uninduced MDCK-2 acinus
depicting the orthogonal orientation of the mitotic spindle with the centroid of the apical domain
which is characteristic of normal epithelial acini (green: mitotic spindle, blue: DNA). (D)
Schematic representing cells seeded onto the permeable membrane support of a transwell. (E)
Cells expressing (DN) KASH1 exhibited asymmetric spindle orientation in 2D monolayers grown
on transwell permeable supports over a period of 48 hours. The induced monolayers were
compared to the non-induced control wherein the mitotic spindle of dividing cells align parallel to
the membrane (All scale bar=20 μm).
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6.2.2 Nuclear Decoupling for Prolonged Durations Results in Polarity Disruption of
Epithelial Acini

Prior innovative work has linked the occurrence of polarity reversal in MDCK-2 acini and
resultant lumen occlusion with hyperactivation of Rho A (381). Consistent with this study, we
were able to corroborate the occurrence of certain events that result in lumen occlusion upon
nuclear decoupling with one such global event being increased actomyosin tension that may
plausibly impact asymmetric cell division. Additionally, disconnecting the nucleus from the
cytoskeleton can also have an impact on the polarity complex, and it is possible that there exists
a correlation between nuclear decoupling, increased NMMII-mediated tension, asymmetric cell
division and polarity disruption. Preliminary data indicates apicobasal polarity reversal in acini
that were induced on day 0 of acini culture and were allowed to grow for 7 days with continual
replenishment of doxycycline (Figure 6.1 A: Bottom Row). An increase in altered polarity was
also observed over a period of 48-, 72- hours post-induction on the 7th day of acini culture,
albeit polarity was maintained at earlier time points of induction (24 hours) which is consistent
with our reports presented in chapter 5 (Figure 6.1 A and 6.1 B).

To elucidate cellular proliferation, disruption in polarity and cell survival in the luminal space,
LINC disrupted acini were studied for b1-integrin expression. Acinar lumenal filling was
accompanied with increased expression of b1-integrin confirming altered polarity with LINC
complex disruption (Figure 6.1 C) and suggesting the possibility of an over-compensatory
mechanism involving focal adhesions and cell survival (382). Additionally, immunofluorescence
staining for laminin showed increased localization of the protein in the luminal periphery and/or
space (KASH1, +Dx, 72 h) as opposed to uninduced control (KASH1, -Dx) thereby confirming
polarity disruption upon nucleo-cytoskeletal disconnection (Figure 6.1 D). A stable cell line for
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Figure 6.2. LINC Disruption Alters Apicobasal Polarity. (DN)-KASH1 inducible MDCK-2 cells
were used in all experiments. All nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue). (A)
Acini were induced on day 7 of culture and fixed at 24, 48 and 72 hours. Disruption in polarity
was observed at 48- and 72-hours post-induction and are indicated by localization of the apical
domain marker GP135 (green). Acini induced on day 0 of seeding in MatrigelTM and allowed to
develop for 7 days prior to fixation also depicted polarity reversal as shown (bottom row). All
induced acini were compared for GP135 localization against the non-induced control. (B)
Quantification of the LINC disrupted acini plotted against the uninduced control showed a
significant decrease in GP135 apical localization at 48- and 72- hours as opposed to acini
induced for 24 hours that seldom showed any significant change in apicobasal polarity. At least
50 acini were scored per group for every trial over a total of two independent experiments (p >
0.05 (N.S) and *p < 0.001, One-way ANOVA and Tukey (HSD) test). Error bars are standard
error of the mean. (C) Inducible acini were fixed at 48- and 72- hours post-induction on Day 7 of
acini culture. Increased b1-integrin (green) expression was observed in the luminal space of
LINC disrupted acini at 48 and 72 hours compared to uninduced control (GP135: yellow; n>= 40
acini). (D) (DN)-KASH1 inducible acini induced on day 7 of acinar development in MatrigelTM
and fixed at 72 hours post-doxycycline (Dx) treatment indicated laminin (yellow) expression in
the luminal space and GP135 (green) in the acinus periphery as opposed to the non-induced
control. LINC disruption via (DN)-KASH1 expression in inducible acini expressing GFP-GP135
(green) also exhibited mixed polarity. All scale bar=20 μm.
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the apical domain marker, GP135 was generated using the MDCK-2 (DN)-KASH1 inducible cell
line via lipofectamine 200 transfection approach (383). Cells expressing the GFP-GP135
(KASH1-GP135, +Dx, 72 h) were stained for laminin and indicated mixed polarity with LINC
complex disruption (Figure 6.1 D: Bottom Row).

6.3. Blocking Proliferation in LINC Disrupted Acini Prevents Lumen Occlusion

A striking hallmark of carcinomas is their ability to evade the apoptotic pathway and embark on
a proliferation spree (73, 384, 385). Sustained proliferation, a requisite in cancer development
and progression (385, 386), gives rise to abnormal morphology and glandular obstruction. One
salient feature of LINC complex disruption, as seen in chapter 5, is the lumen occlusion event.
With increased myosin-generated tension coupled with asymmetric cell division, it is likely that
the induced cells go into a hyper-proliferative state and/or evade the apoptotic route so as to
survive in the luminal space.

Apart from performing cellular proliferation assays, one straightforward approach would be to
block cell-cycle progression and assess lumen morphology. Several cell-cycle inhibitors have
been extensively used for cell-synchronization purposes over the years; one such molecule that
has been effectual in arresting cells in the G1/S phase transition is aphidicolin (387, 388). The
latter binds to DNA polymerase-⍺ and accumulates cells in the G1/S phase thereby blocking
cell-cycle progression. Blocking proliferation via aphidicolin (a reversible inhibitor of nuclear
DNA replication) prevents lumen occlusion (Figure 6.3 A and 6.3 B), indicating that cell division
is required for acinar lumen collapse.
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Figure 6.3. Blocking Proliferation Prevents Lumen Occlusion. (DN)-KASH1 inducible
MDCK-2 acini were used in all experiments. (A) Acini were grouped into – APH (Aphidicolin)
and + APH sub-groups. All acini under the + APH sub-group were pre-treated with 3μg/ml of
APH on day 6 of acinar development and re-treated with the same on day 7 of culture. In order
to induce LINC disruption, some acini were treated with doxycycline (Dx) on day 7 and/ or along
with APH. All acini were treated with 10uM of a thymidine analogue EdU (grey) on day 7 in
order to record the proliferative ability and fixed on day 8 for staining purposes. (B) Treatment of
LINC disrupted acini with aphidicolin (APH, 3μg/ml) for a period of 24 hours prevented lumen
occlusion (n>= 40 acini were scored per group per trial across a total of two independent
experiments, p > 0.05 (N.S) and *p < 0.001, One-way ANOVA and Tukey (HSD) test). Error
bars are standard error of the mean. Scale bar=20 μm.
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6.2.4. (DN)-KASH1 Expression Seldom Affects Force Across E-cadherin in Epithelial
Monolayers

Coordination of molecular crosstalk between cadherins and integrins, that are intrinsically
connected to the actin cytoskeleton, is necessary for controlled force propagation throughout a
cell. Cell adhesion and mechanical cues generated within the tissue microenvironment stimulate
the Rho Family of GTPases via active engagement of cadherins and integrins (389, 390, 391).
The molecular involvement of integrins and cadherins is imperative for adaptive cytoskeletal
remodeling and maintenance of tissue morphology. In chapter 5, intact E-cadherin expression
was observed in the structurally compromised acini upon LINC disruption. Additionally,
increased expression of b1-integrin was observed previously in Figure 6.2 C indicating cell
survival and the existence of a matrix within the lumen space. This suggests a probable
alteration in the forces experienced across cell-cell contacts, which in turn could also be linked
to the observed increased tension along the actin bundles. However, what remains unclear is
whether the forces propagated along the actomyosin filaments impose a compressive or tensile
effect on the cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions. If the aforementioned forces do take its toll on
the cadherins and integrins, it would be interesting to segregate the possibility of force-sharing
between the two molecules and/or the probability of one bearing a greater load than the other.

One logical approach to answer the confounding question put forth would be to examine the
effect of nuclear decoupling on E-cadherin with the help of FRET-based force biosensors. For
this purpose, adenoviral transduction was employed to incorporate the E-cadherin TSmod (31)
in the inducible (DN)-KASH1 MDCK-2 cells. In these experiments, p-35 20mm glass bottom
dishes (Celvis) were coated with 20 μg/ml of fibronectin (FN) and allowed to stand for 15-20
minutes at room temperature. Transfected cells that were both; non-induced, and previously
induced and maintained with 100 ng/ml of doxycycline, were grown on the FN coated dishes for
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24 hrs until confluency was reached. FRET images were acquired using a plan-apochromat 40x
water immersion NA 1.1 objective lens on an inverted Zeiss LSM 710 laser scanning
microscope (Oberkochen, Germany), at the 458 nm wavelength from an argon laser source. For
each data set, at least 10 images were obtained and were masked manually on Image J (Fiji).
FRET analysis was performed as discussed in chapters 3 and 4.

FRET- based force estimation in 2D monolayers did not show significant differences in FRET
between wild-type and KASH1 expressing cells (Figure 6.4 A and 6.4 B).

These results

suggest that LINC disrupted cells form cell-cell contacts but without substantial changes in
stress i.e. force per unit area on cell-cell adhesions in 2D monolayers. Although significant
changes in force were not observed in epithelial monolayers upon (DN)-KASH1 expression, the
forces experienced across E-cadherin might be different in a 3D setting, given the complexity of
the spheroid tissue architecture. Therefore, future work will involve estimating forces exerted
along the cell-cell contacts in LINC disrupted acini to better understand tissue dynamics upon
LINC disruption.
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Figure 6.4. Force Across E-cadherin is Not Affected Upon Nuclear Decoupling in
Epithelial Monolayers. (A) FRET index images of the E-cadherin tension sensor in the LINC
disrupted 2D monolayers compared to the non-induced control. Scale bar= 20um. (B) Nuclear
decoupling via (DN)-KASH1 expression does not significantly affect the force across E-cadherin
in monolayers, as shown in the box plot, where the red line indicates the median of the FRET
index estimates and the extent of the box represents the Interquartile Range (IQR)
(representative experiment out of a total of four independent experiments is shown (N.S, p >
0.05, Student t test).
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6.2.5. Collective Cell Migration is Defective in LINC Disrupted Cells

The findings reported in this work thus far shed new light on the nuclear LINC complex as a
critical structure of the epithelium. It is apparent that disconnecting the bridge between the
nucleus and cytoskeleton affects force transmission thereby resulting in mechanical
destabilization. Additionally, disrupted cytoskeletal communication can affect nuclear positioning
and migration, thus leading to laminopathies and rare genetic disorders such as lissencephaly
(379, 380). Considering the downstream effect during wound healing, prior reports have also
shown that the nuclear landscape and gene regulation are affected by Nesprin-2 activity (378).
Given the aberrant force dynamics and loss of nuclear directionality, vital processes such as
collective cell migration during wound healing can be hypothesized to be impaired upon nuclear
disconnection. Cross talk between the nuclear envelope and cytoskeletal elements is imperative
for collective cell migration, morphogenesis and development.

In order to examine the crucial role of the nuclear LINC complex in collective cell migration,
scratch-wound assays were performed. MDCK-2 inducible cells were cultured in 35mm, high,
culture-insert 2-well μ-Dish (Ibidi) to confluency. Wounding was accomplished by removing the
chamber with a sterile tweezer. Time-lapse DIC images were taken every 30 mins for 6 hours,
using an EVOS FL Imaging system (ThermoFisher Scientific) outfitted with a 20x air objective.
Preliminary data in this context displays slower migration speeds in the (DN)-KASH1 induced
epithelial monolayers compared to the non-induced control that is characterized by an intact
nuclear LINC complex (Figures 6.5 A and 6.5 B). These results further support the hypothesis
that the LINC complex is an integral component of the epithelium and is required for the
regulation of various cellular processes.
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Figure 6.5. Slower Migration Rates with LINC Disruption in Epithelial Monolayers. (A)
Representative images of MDCK-2 monolayers, without ([-] Dox) or with induction using
doxycycline ([+] Dox) to express mCherry-KASH1, in a wound healing assay. (B) The length of
the wound was calculated in ImageJ (NIH) by dividing the wound area by the width of the
image. Wound length was plotted against lag time, and the wound healing speed was obtained
as the slope of the regression line fit. Plot shows quantification of mean wound closure speed in
MDCK-2 cells that have received either no treatment (KASH1, [-] Dox) or are expressing
mCherry-KASH1 after induction with doxycycline (KASH1, [+] Dox). Error bars are standard
error of the mean (n ≥ 15 samples were taken per group for each experiment over three
independent experiments in total, *p < 0.05, Student t test). Scale bar is 400 µm.
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Altogether, the work presented in this dissertation identifies the importance of the LINC complex
and cell-cell junctions as critical force regulators of the epithelium. The three main studies
reported herein dissects how physical forces modulate cellular response, and how impairment in
the propagation of mechanical stimuli leads to tissue-related complexities. Appreciating the role
of force regulation in tissue homeostasis lays the groundwork for identifying new discoveries in
the expansive field of mechanobiology and mechanomedicine.
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